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Synopsis 
 
 
 
 
This thesis develops robustly feasible model predictive controllers (RFMPC) for nonlinear 
network systems and soft switching mechanism between RFMPCs is proposed to achieve 
softly switched RFMPC (SSRFMPC).  
 
The safety zones based technique is utilized to design RFMPC by two different mechanisms 
i.e. iterated safety zones or explicit safety zones.  Although the former one is calculated on-
line by the relaxation algorithm and its RFMPC achieve robust feasibility, the recursive robust 
feasibility is not guaranteed.  In contrast to the former, the latter one is calculated off-line and 
its RFMPC achieves recursive robust feasibility. In addition to this, the robustly feasible 
invariant sets in the state space are calculated off-line and the initial states need to stay inside 
those invariant sets in order to achieve feasible control operation. 
 
The computation of RFMPC is very demanding and computing time is reduced by several 
methods. First, the more efficient optimization solver which is gradient type solver is used to 
solve the optimization task. The method to provide suitable gradients of objective function and 
derivatives of constraints to the optimization solver is presented. The robust output prediction 
is approximated and its horizon is also shortened. The optimization task is formulated in the 
reduced space of decision variables which is used in the implementation. 
 
The proposed methodology is verified by applying to a simulated drinking water distribution 
systems example. Comparative simulation results are presented and discussed.  
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Chapter 1 
 
 
 
Introduction 
 
1.1 Motivation 
 
The objective of automatic control in general is to influence the behaviour of a given physical 
plant in some ways such that the response conforms to some desired specification. The plants 
in reality are classified by different categories e.g. nonlinear or linear systems, constrained 
system or unconstrained systems, small scale or large scale systems. The treatment and 
analysis to design linear systems has been well developed and can be found in (Ogata, 
2005). Unfortunately, almost of the plants in reality are nonlinear, multivariables, and 
subject to physical constraints. It therefore requires different techniques and treatments to 
properly design and handle the nonlinear constrained systems. Model Predictive Control 
has been widely known in the control community due to its capability in dealing with 
multivariable constrained and nonlinear problems, since constraints can be directly 
incorporated in the optimization problems. The MPC in principle is implemented by 
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repetitively solving on-line over the plant output prediction horizon the corresponding 
MPC optimization task and applying the first part of the produced control sequence into 
the plant. The initial state of the MPC is updated at every time step by taking measured 
output/state as the information feedback. 
 
With the increasing demand of using MPC, it is required that the MPC needs to be 
designed for highly nonlinear systems under input and state/output constraints. Moreover, 
there are always disturbances that need to be considered. The disturbances consist of the 
mismatch between mathematical model of MPC and the physical plants due to the 
complexity of the physical world and the difference between predicted disturbance inputs 
used in the model and real disturbance inputs. The model-reality mismatch needs to be 
incorporated in designing MPC. The MPC which can take disturbances into consideration 
is then said to be robustly feasible. It is worth remarking that the Robustly Feasible MPC 
(RFMPC) needs to be designed to achieve the robust feasibility not only for one or two 
time step but also for as long as the control duration time is.  
 
A single RFMPC represents for a single control strategy and is determined by a 
performance and certain optimization constraints which reflect the systems dynamics and 
operational conditions. The constrained plant under full range of operational conditions 
usually requires meeting several sets of objectives. It is impossible to achieve all control 
objectives by a single RFMPC controller. It thus calls for application of multiple RFMPC 
controllers each of them being best fit into specific operational conditions. It is then 
inevitable to switch between controllers during the plant operation.  The overall RFMPC is 
then called Softly Switched RFMPC. For example the considered drinking water 
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distribution system in the thesis, three typical control strategies are pumping cost 
minimization control strategy, excessive pressure minimization strategy, and leakage 
minimization control strategy. Depending on the operational condition, the most suitable 
control strategy is selected to apply to the plant. Under the full range of operational 
conditions, the SSRFMPC is applied to the water system. 
 
 
1.2 Aims of the study 
 
The main aims of the thesis are explained as follows: 
 
1.  The RFMPC is designed by the iterated safety zone based technique. As the 
output/states of the plant is subject to the constraints. Model-reality mismatch is the reason 
to cause the violation of those constraints. The output/state constraints of the model are 
then tightened by so-called safety zones. By introducing the safety zones, the output/state 
constraint satisfaction is guaranteed.  
 
2.    The RFMPC requires tremendous computing efforts as the MPC optimization task is 
repetitively solved several times online during one control time step to yield the control 
input. Therefore reducing the computing burden of the RFMPC needs to be investigated. 
 
3.     The feasibility of the RFMPC is determined by the existence of safety zones due to 
the fact that the RFMPC is constructed by safety zones based technique. Every RFMPC by 
nature has its own feasible region. If the initial state lies outside the feasible region, then 
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the safety zones are never found and the RFMPC becomes infeasible. It is important to 
investigate that under what condition the safety zones exist.  
  
4.     The RFMPC is needed to be re-designed such that the robust feasibility is achieved 
not only one step but multiple time steps. In other words, the RFMPC needs to achieve 
recursive robust feasibly in order to have proper operational control online. The safety 
zones based technique is still applicable but needs to be treated differently.  
 
5.     One RFMPC represents for only one control objectives. However, the operational 
control of the plant often requires meeting a set of control objectives. Therefore multiple 
RFMPC controllers are needed for the optimal operation. It is then inevitable to switch 
between controllers. Although the hard switching technique is very simple, it does not 
usually achieve satisfactory switching outcome due to the sudden switching manner. It is 
necessary to investigate the soft switching technique in order to smooth and soften the 
switching transients. 
 
6.     In operational control of drinking water distribution systems (DWDS), a good system 
model that can represent the hydraulic behaviour of the real water network is very crucial 
for model-based controller design. However, the highly nonlinear models of water network 
components, e.g. pipes, valves, and pumps, together with hydraulic laws constitute a very 
complex nonlinear model of DWDS. The optimizing control system is needed for the 
DWDS and the RFMPC is the most suitable the control technology to design such systems. 
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1.3   Achievements 
 
The main idea of this thesis was to analyze related issues of RFMPC controller and 
develop a soft switching mechanism between RFMPC controllers and eventually achieved 
the Softly Switched RFMPC (SSRFMPC) that can be applied to the daily operational 
control of the DWDS. The main contributions of this thesis are summarized below: 
 
1.  The RFMPC has been designed by the iterated safety zone based technique. Two types 
of robust output prediction (ROP) i.e. least conservative ROP stepwise and stepwise ROP 
has been proposed. The robust prediction horizon was shortened to reduce computing time.  
 
2.  The computing issue of the RFMPC has been investigated. Two different optimization 
solvers i.e. Genetic Algorithm (GA) and Sequential Quadratic Programming (SQP) have 
been used in the design of RFMPC in order to compare the computing efficiency. Using 
SQP requires users to supply the gradients of objective functions and derivatives of 
constraints. The Hamiltonian based technique has been proposed to calculate those 
gradients and derivatives. 
 
3.  The feasibility of the RFMPC has been achieved. The Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) 
optimality condition has been utilized in order to achieve the approximated region of initial 
states that guarantees the existence of safety zones.  
 
4.  RFMPC is then designed such that it achieves recursive robust feasibility. The explicit 
safety zones based technique has been proposed design such RFMPC. Comparison 
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between the explicit safety zones and iterated safety zones based techniques also has been 
made. 
 
5.  The architecture of SSRFMPC has been considered and the soft switching mechanism 
has been proposed. The fast soft switching algorithm has been proposed for the situation of 
the hard switching is infeasible. 
 
6.  The SSRFMPC has been applied to the optimal operation of DWDS under wide range 
of operational conditions. The switching directions between the three typical control 
strategies of DWDS have been proposed. Comparative simulation results have been made. 
 
The papers that have been published or will soon be published are listed below: 
 
• Tran, V.N and Brdys, M.A (2009). “Optimizing Control by Robustly Feasible 
Model Predictive Control and Application to Drinking Water Distribution 
Systems”. In Proceedings of 19th International Conference on Artificial Neural 
Networks (ICANN), Limassol, Cyprus, September 2009. 
 
• Tran, V.N and Brdys, M.A (2011). “Optimizing Control by Robustly Feasible 
Model Predictive Control and Application to Drinking Water Distribution Systems” 
Journal of Artificial Intelligence and Soft Computing Research, 2011, Vol. 1, No. 
1, pp. 43-57. 
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• Tran, V.N and Brdys, M.A (2010). “Robustly Feasible Optimizing Control of 
Network Systems under Uncertainty and Application to Drinking Water 
Distribution Systems”. In  Proceedings of 12th IFAC symposium on Large Scale 
Complex System: Theory and Application, Lille, France, July 2010. 
 
• Brdys, M.A. and Tran, V.N (2011) Safety zones based robustly feasible model 
predictive control for nonlinear network systems. In Proceedings of 18th IFAC 
World Congress, Milan, Italy, August 2011 (accepted). 
 
 
1.4 Organization of this thesis 
 
The thesis is organized as follows: 
 
Chapter 2: Presentation of Drinking Water Distribution Systems (DWDS) operating 
under wide range of operational conditions 
 
This chapter briefly presents the presentation of the Drinking Water Distribution Systems 
(DWDS) and its operational conditions. The physical modelling of the DWDS components 
is also presented. The mathematical modelling of water leakage is introduced. Three main 
operational states have been distinguished and the corresponding control strategies are 
formulated. Mathematical formulations of control strategies, nodal model, and part of the 
hydraulic modelling equations have been presented in (Tran and Brdys, 2009), (Tran and 
Brdys 2010). 
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Chapter 3: Iterated Safety Zones Based Robustly Feasible Model Predictive Control 
and application to DWDS 
 
This chapter considers iterated safety zones robustly feasible MPC. The robustly feasible 
MPC architecture and its components are presented. The computing effort of RFMPC is 
reduced by applying the stepwise robust output prediction (SWROP) technique and 
shortening robust feasible horizon. In order to use SQP as the optimization solver of the 
robustly feasible MPC, the Hamiltonian based technique has been considered to calculate 
the gradients of objective functions and derivative of constraints. RFMPC is applied to the 
DWDS example and illustrating simulation examples have been made. The main content is 
this chapter including SWROP, Hamilton based technique, and part of simulations have 
been presented in (Tran and Brdys, 2009), (Tran and Brdys, 2010),(Tran and Brdys, 2011). 
 
Chapter 4     Explicit Safety Zones Based Robustly Feasible Model Predictive Control 
and application to DWDS 
 
This chapter investigates feasibility, robust feasibility, and recursive robust feasibility 
issues of the safety zones based RFMPC. Utilizing Karush-Kuhn-Tucker optimality 
condition the safety zones mechanism is further developed to achieve robust feasibility. 
Moreover, in order to attain both recursive and robust feasibility a dedicated iterative 
algorithm has been proposed. The control algorithm is applied to control hydraulics in a 
DWDS example and simulation results are presented. The idea of using KKT optimality 
conditions to approximate feasible region, the algorithm to achieve recursive robust 
feasibility and  simulation results have been presented in (Brdys and Tran, 2011) 
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Chapter 5     Softly Switched Robustly Feasible Model Predictive Control 
(SSRFMPC) and application to DWDS under wide range of operational conditions 
 
This chapter presents Softly Switched RFMPC and its components. The soft switching 
mechanism is presented and the feasibility of the hard switching is discussed. The 
functionalities of supervisory control level and its importance with respect to switching are 
briefly discussed. 
 
Chapter 6     Synthesis, analysis, and soft switching mechanisms of SSRFMPC and 
application to DWDS under wide range of operational conditions 
 
This chapter presents the analysis of Softly Switched RFMPC. The switching mechanism 
of SSRFMPC is mathematically formulated. The algorithm for the fast soft switching 
between RFMPC is proposed in order to minimize the switching time duration. The 
SSRFMPC has been applied to DWDS example. Comparative simulation results have been 
made.  
 
Chapter 7  Conclusion and future works 
 
This chapter contain summarising remarks and conclusions of the thesis. Some limitations 
and drawbacks are also discussed in this chapter in order to suggest the further research.  
 
The thesis also contains four appendices which are organised in sequence of relation with 
the main presentation. 
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The relationship between chapters of this thesis is illustrated in Figure 1.1 
 
Chapter 2
DWDS – object to be 
used in the simulation
Chapter 3
Technical design of 
iterated safety zones 
based RFMPC
Chapter 4
Technical design of 
explicit safety zones 
based RFMPC
Chapter 6
Technical design of 
Soft Switching 
mechanism between 
RFMPCs
Chapter 5
Softly Switched 
RFMPC and 
application to DWDS
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
 
 
Figure 1.1 Relationships between chapters 
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The chapter 2 considers the DWDS presentation which is the object to be used in the 
simulation in chapter 3, chapter 4 and chapter 6. These relationships are presented by the 
arrow (1), (2), and (3) in the Figure 1.1 
 
The chapter 3 and chapter 4 both consider safety zones based technique to design Robustly 
Feasible MPC. This relationship is presented by the arrow (4) in the Figure 1.1.   
 
The common part of the chapter 5 and chapter 6 is about the Softly Switched RFMPC and 
is presented by the arrow (6) in the Figure 1.1. While the SSRFMPC structure in general is 
considered in the chapter 5, the technical design in detail is presented in chapter 6. 
 
The SSRFMPC in the chapter 6 composes of several single RFMPCs. Each of these 
RFMPC has the same designed structure as described in the chapter 4. This relationship 
between the chapter 4 and chapter 6 is presented by arrow (5) in the Figure 1.1. 
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Chapter 2 
 
 
 
Presentation of Drinking Water Distribution 
Systems Operating Under Wide Range of 
Operational Conditions 
 
 
 
This chapter briefly presents the presentation of the Drinking Water Distribution Systems 
(DWDS) and its operational conditions. The physical modelling of the DWDS components 
is also presented. The mathematical modelling of water leakage is introduced. Three main 
operational states have been distinguished and the corresponding control strategies are 
formulated. 
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2.1    Introduction 
 
The main interest of this chapter is on the drinking water distribution systems, which 
consists of a collection of hydraulic elements i.e. pipes, pumps, valves and local 
reservoirs/tanks to form a large scale network.  All those hydraulic components in the 
DWDS are connected together to transport the water to the consumer taps (demand nodes). 
In order to provide water to consumers meeting the quality and quantity requirements, 
operational control of DWDS is performed. In the thesis, only the quantity control of the 
DWDS is considered. For the operational control purposes of DWDS, the mathematical 
modelling of the necessary components of DWDS is shown. Furthermore, nodal model of 
DWDS and models of optimization for operational control of DWDS are further proposed 
in order to achieve further analysis. 
 
The DWDS presentation and its operational condition are briefly introduced in the Section 
2.2. For the control purposes, the relations between hydraulic components of DWDS and 
the physical laws governing the hydraulics are presented in the Section 2.3. The 
mathematical modelling of water leakage will be presented in the Section 2.4. In order to 
reduce the computational burden of MPC, the nodal model presented in the Section 2.5 and 
is utilized in the Hamiltonian based technique as demonstrated in Chapter 3. In order to 
have the comparative simulation results in next chapters, the optimization model for 
operational control of DWDS is presented in the section 2.6. The Section 2.7 summarizes 
this chapter. 
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2.2    DWDS and its operational conditions 
 
Drinking Water Distribution Systems are vitally inevitable in human lives as it supplies 
clean water to industrial and domestic users. It has been described in (Brdys and Ulanicki, 
1994) that the DWDS typically consists of three main parts which shown in Figure 2.1:  
• Treatment works 
• Supply network of trunk mains and main reservoirs 
• Distribution network of small diameter pipes and local reservoirs 
 
 
Figure 2.1 Physical structure of water supply/distribution system 
 
The sources are points of interaction between the water supply and water retention 
systems. The water retention systems consist of a number of reservoirs, together with the 
rivers on which they are built in purpose of ensuring the continuity of water supplies. 
Drinking water is usually taken from ground sources such as rivers and lakes, or 
underground sources such as wells and springs. Source water is treated in the water plant to 
filter out unwanted substances using physical and chemical methods thereby making it 
safe, clean and healthy for people to consume. The treated drinkable water from the water 
plant is then transported to the supply network. The interaction between the supply part 
and distribution part of the system occur where water is pumped from the supply network 
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(trunk mains) to distribution network. The drinking water is then delivered to consumer 
taps by drinking network. DWDS as such is considered as large-scale network systems 
composed of sources, treatment works, trunk mains, pumps, valves, storage tanks and user 
taps connected together by pipes of various diameters made from variety of materials.  
 
In order to provide high quality water to consumers to fulfil the water quantity and 
pressure demand, operational control of DWDS is performed. The purpose of the 
operational control of DWDS is to satisfy the time-varying water demands, maintain a 
stable prescribed water pressure throughout the network and minimize the operating costs. 
This is achieved by operating the controllable components in the network subjecting to the 
operational constraints. The controllable components are pumps, valves and chemical 
injections such as chlorine. Constraints mainly include physical laws governing the 
hydraulics such as relations between flows and heads, operating limitation of the controlled 
components and control objectives. Many of the relations are described by non-linear 
equations. From control viewpoint, operational control of DWDS is a constrained non-
linear optimal control problem including both the real and integer variables. In the quality 
control of DWDS, the chlorine concentration is controlled as above the allowed level cause 
serious dangers to users. This topic was addressed in (Brdys and Chang 2002), 
(Jonkergouw P.M.R et al., 2004), (Grzegorz Ewald et al., 2008). As stated in the Chapter 
1, the thesis only focuses on the quantity operational control of the DWDS.   
 
There are two issues that need to be considered in the operational control of the DWDS. 
One is, of course, to keep the plant running. In other words, the goal is to satisfy the 
physical requirement i.e. limitations or constraints of the plant outputs, measured states, 
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and controlled inputs during operation. Specifically, the plant outputs (water levels of the 
tanks or/and nodal pressures) needs to be controlled within the permitted ranges to avoid 
overflow or/and prevent pipe burst. The states and inputs are also subject to constraints due 
to similar reasons. In operational control of DWDS terminologies, the legal and 
compulsory requirements are also called core control objective. 
 
The second one is concerned with the objectives that are desired by the plant operator.  
While the former, which consists of all legal and compulsory requirements of the DWDS 
plant, is referred as a core objective, the latter is also called as secondary objectives. While 
there is only one core objective, there could be many secondary objectives due to its idea 
of giving the plant operator the chance to improve the plant operation. In the operational 
control of the DWDS, achieving operational objectives is understood as achieving both 
core objective and secondary objectives.  
 
It is essential in operational control of DWDS to secure the quality and quantity of 
delivered water in achieving the operational objectives under wide range of operational 
conditions. The phrase ‘operational conditions’ in the context of the DWDS can be 
understood as the disturbance scenarios i.e. customer demands which vary over time and 
create the overflow or pipe burst, or accidental seriously unfavourable events such as 
sensor and/or actuator faults, failures of communication links or anomalies occurring in 
technological operation.  
 
Although only quantity operational control is considered here, it is still a huge challenge to 
take all operational conditions into consideration. There has not been any known generic 
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and mature solution to the best knowledge of the author. It shall be assumed that the 
disturbance scenario, i.e. customer demands is considered as the main impact on the 
operational conditions in the thesis.  
 
Hence, in order to best adopt the control actions to the actual and predicted conditions, 
different operational states of a process were distinguished in (Brdys et al., 2002); 
(Grochowski et al., 2004). The operational states are determined in predictive manner by 
assessing possibility of fulfilling the core control objective.. Typically, there are three main 
operational states of the plant: normal, disturbed, and emergency.   
 
• If there is a guarantee of achieving all the core control objectives by running the 
plant inside preferred operating region, then the process is said to be in a normal 
operational state. The preferred operating region is understood as the region where 
the operational state is most welcome. When the operational state is not inside the 
preferred region means that some of the state variables have values that can lead to 
undesirable consequences for the plant in the near future.  
 
• If there is no possibility of achieving all core control objectives over considered 
time horizon even if the plant operates in not preferred region, then the process is 
said to be in an emergency operational state.  
 
• Finally, if there is no guarantee of achieving core control objectives over 
considered time horizon without entering the not preferred operating region, then 
the process is said to be in a disturbed operational state. 
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With the introduced operational states, there are corresponding control strategies. In the 
application of the DWDS, the typical operational states are pressures or flows. When the 
operational states is being normal means the pressure is within the preferred region, and 
the pumping cost minimization control strategy is applied. However, when the operational 
is being disturbed means that the pressure is not in the preferred region and keeping the 
pressure for long time easily causes pipe burst. Hence, the pumping cost minimization 
control strategy is no longer welcome and the excessive pressure minimization control 
strategy is applied. In the event of the pipe burst, the leakage minimization control strategy 
is applied to achieve the least amount of water loss. The mathematical formulation of all 
three control strategies are presented in the Section 2.6. 
 
 
2.3    Physical Modelling of DWDS 
 
 
In order to derive specialized models for the optimization and simulation, models of the 
network elements are presented in this section. In general, overall mathematical model of 
the network can be put into either nodal or loop form depending on its independent 
variables. Although the mixed nodal – loop form can be derived, only the nodal model of 
the network is utilized and used by the optimization solvers in the thesis. Systems approach 
to modelling and operational control of water distribution systems has been presented in 
the book (Brdys and Ulanicki, 1994). The hydraulic laws in DWDS described here are 
helpful in analysing the uncertainty sources in the quantity control. The details can be 
found in the above book and in e.g. (Coulbeck, 1988; Chen, 1997; Haestad Methods, 1997; 
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Brdys, Arnold, Puta and et al., 1999ab; Rossman, 2000). In spite of the fact the drinking 
water is the main substance to be considered here, it still contains a mixture of isotopes and 
possibly of several polymers. However, in regard to the quantity control problem of 
DWDS, their influence is negligible. Hence, the following assumptions are made in the 
following modelling, which are commonly applied in operational control of DWDS.  
 
1. The inertia effect of the water in the pipe is neglected. 
2. Water is treated as incompressible fluid. 
3. Constant temperature and air pressure within the DWDS. 
4. Constant density and viscosity.  
 
 
2.3.1     Pipes 
 
A pipe transports water from the higher head node to the lower head node. The water flow 
direction may change due to the head change in the pipe nodes. Pipe head-flow 
relationship can be expressed as (Brdys and Ulanicki, 1994):  
  
             
)()( jiijijijij hhhq −=∆= φφ
                                                 (2.1) 
where ijq  denotes the flow from node i  to node j . Note that a positive flow direction is 
from a node of higher head to a node of lower head. 
 
 
                                                  Figure 2.2 Model of a pipe 
ih  jh  
ijq  
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Popular methods to model hydraulic head loss by water flowing in a pipe due to friction 
with the pipe walls include the following three formulas (Rossman 2000): 
• Hazen-Williams formula  
• Darcy-Weisbach formula  
• Chezy-Manning formula 
 
The Hazen-Williams formula is the most commonly used pipe headloss formula in 
modelling water distribution systems. The Darcy-Weisbach formula is the most 
theoretically correct. It applies over all flow regimes and to all kinds of liquids. The 
Chezy-Manning formula is more commonly used for open channel flow. Because of 
Hazen-Williams formula’s simplicity and calculating accuracy that can satisfy operational 
control purposes, it is used in the thesis. 
 
According to the Hazen-Williams formula, pipe head drop - flow equations are written as: 
            
0.852
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1.852 4.87
| |
1.21216 10
ij i j ij ij ij
ij
ij
ij ij
h h h R q q
L
R
C D
 ∆ = − =

 × ×
=
×
          (2.2) 
 
where ijL , ijD  and ijC  denote the pipe length, pipe diameter and Hazen-Williams 
roughness coefficients, respectively. If the pipe length and diameter are in m  and mm , 
respectively, and the heads are in m , then the flow in (2.2) are in sec/litre . It needs to be 
pointed out that the roughness coefficient ijC  changes considerably with pipe age, 
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manufacturer, and some other factors. This parameter has to be calibrated regularly in 
order to establish an accurate hydraulic model.  
 
 
2.3.2 Valves 
 
 
There are many kinds of valves in drinking water distribution system performing varieties 
of functions (Chen, 1997): 
 
• Check Valves: Control the flow in one direction only  
• Flow Control Valves: Limit the flow rate at a specified value 
• Pressure Reducing Valves: Reduce water pressure 
• Pressure Sustaining Valves: Maintain the pressure to some value 
• Pressure Breaker Valves: Create specified head loss across the valve  
• Throttle Control Valves: Head loss characteristics change with time 
                                                                                                                                                                      
 
 
Figure 2.3 Model of Flow Control Valve 
 
As a modelling example, the flow control valve is illustrated in Figure 2.3 (Brdys and 
Ulanicki, 1994). The flow control valve is a kind of variable valves that can be modelled as 
a pipe with controlled conductivity, that is: 
ih  jh  
ijq  
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46.0)( −−−= jijiijijij hhhhGVq                                (2.3) 
where ijV  denotes the controlled value and the valve is closed if 0=ijV  , and fully opened 
if 1=ijV .  
2.3.3 Pumps 
Pumps are important control components in water distribution systems that add energy into 
the system by increasing the hydraulic head of the water. They provide water supply from 
the sources to the pipe network and act as a pressure booster device to lift up pressures at 
some points within the system. Pumps are typically electrically driven. They constitute the 
main energy consumption part in a water distribution network. The following types of 
pumps are considered: fixed speed pumps (FSP), variable speed pumps (VSP) and variable 
throttle pumps (VTP) (Brdys and Ulanicki, 1994; Chen, 1997), all of which are described 
by highly nonlinear functions. In the thesis, for operational control purposes of DWDS 
only the variable speed pumps is considered and its time-varying speeds are the control 
inputs of the DWDS.  
2.3.3.1 Fixed Speed Pumps 
The head-flow relationship for a fixed speed pump with the suction node i and delivery 
node j is a nonlinear function. It is also called pump hydraulic characteristic curve, which 
can be expressed as: 
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where ijji hhh −=∆  and ij hh ≥ . ih  and jh  are the suction head and delivery head, 
respectively. The superscript f  in )( ijf qg  stands for "fixed’. 
The nonlinear function )( ijf qg  can typically be described by a quadratic function 
(Coulbeck, 1988; De Moyer and Horowitz, 1975). 
 
                  
2( )f ij ij ij ij ij ijg q A q B q C= + +                                    (2.5) 
 
where ijA  is the resistance coefficient and 0ijA < , and ijB  is a coefficient often taking the 
value of 0ijB ≤  in order to ensure a single stable operating flow point for a headloss, and 
ijC  is the cut-off head.  
2.3.3.2 Variable Speed Pumps 
 
For variable speed pumps, the pump speed s can be continuously controlled over a certain 
speed range. The headloss function of a group of Uij variable speed pumps in parallel 
having the same hydraulic curves can be written as: 
                    ( , , )sji ij ij ij ijh g q n s∆ =                  (2.6) 
where sij is a speed factor defined as 
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                    ij
operating speed
s
nominal speed
=       (2.7) 
The nonlinear function )(⋅sijg  can typically be described by the following quadratic 
function (De Moyer and Horowitz, 1975; Coulbeck, 1988). 
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           (2.8) 
2.3.3.3 Variable Throttle Pumps 
The characteristic function of a group of throttle pumps in parallel is written as: 
 
          ( , ) ( , )f tji ij ij ij ij ijh g q n h q V∆ = − ∆                              (2.9) 
The first term in the above equation represents head increase of a fixed speed pump group. 
The second term stands for head drop across the throttle. The variable Vij denotes the 
control factor for the throttle conductivity that can be modelled by a variable control valve, 
as shown in Section 2.3.2. 
2.3.3.4 Pump Station 
 
A general pump station, which is composed of all types of pumps above, is illustrated in 
Figure 2.4 (Brdys and Ulanicki, 1994) where there are siM  variable speed pumps, tiM  
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variable throttle pumps and fiM  fixed speed pumps, iq  or piq  are the overall pump flow, 
and sih , dih  are the suction head and delivery head, respectively. Since the pumps are 
connected in parallel, the head is the same and the flows are added. 
 
 
Figure 2.4  Generalized ith pump station configuration 
 
 
2.3.4 Reservoirs and Tanks 
 
 
 
 
Reservoirs and tanks are the dynamic components of water distribution systems. Due to 
their energy storage properties, they are different from other components in the water 
network, such as pipes, valves and pump stations. A typical reservoir model is illustrated in 
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Figure 2.5. For the ith reservoir node, the total water load is 
, , , ,lr i s i r i out iq q d q= − + , where 
isq ,  denotes water delivery from treatment works, ,r id is the demand flow allocated to the 
ith  reservoir and ioutq ,  is the disturbance flow different from isq , . 
The water mass balance in the reservoir is described as: 
     
, ,
( ) [ ( ) ( )]i r i lr i
dw t q t q t
dt
ρ= + , for rni ,...,1=          (2.10) 
 
where ρ  is the density of water, )(twi  and , ( )r iq t  denote the mass of water stored in the 
reservoir and the total flow into the reservoir from the network, respectively, at time instant 
t . 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2.5  Model of a reservoir/tank 
 
As more of our interests lie in the ith reservoir head rather than in the stored water, after 
substituting the water head and cross-sectional area of the reservoir into the above 
equation, the following relationship is obtained: 
 
isq ,  
irq ,  ,r id  
ioutq ,  
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, ,
( ) 1 [ ( ) ( )]( ( ))
i
r i lr i
i i
dx t q t q t
dt S x t
= +  for rni ,...,1=                      (2.11) 
where )(txi  is the ith  reservoir level and ))(( txS ii  denotes the reservoir cross-sectional 
area at this level. 
Since it always holds that 
          iiri Etxth += )()(  for rni ,...,1=          (2.12) 
 
 where )(thri is the reservoir head and iE  is the reservoir elevation, it can be obtained that: 
 
, ,
( ) 1 [ ( ) ( )]( ( ))
ri
r i lr i
i ri
dh t q t q t
dt S h t
= +   for  rni ,...,1=         (2.13) 
 
The above equation can be simplified if the cross-sectional area does not depend upon the 
reservoir head. However, the equations still remain highly nonlinear because the flow 
,
( )
r iq t returned to the reservoir by the network depends on the reservoir head.  
2.3.5 Physical Hydraulic Laws 
2.3.5.1 Flow Continuity Law 
For every junction node  j, the following holds (see Figure 2.6): 
                            
j
ij j
i J
q d
∈
=∑                  (2.14) 
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where jJ  denotes the set of nodes linked with the node j , and jd  is the demand that is 
allocated to the jth  junction node. For reservoir nodes, 0jd =  if no demand is allocated to 
the jth  node. If j  is a reservoir node in a steady state, that is, when the reservoir level is 
constant, then the above equation is also satisfied at this node. The flow continuity law 
states that the sum of inflows and outflows is equal to zero for every non-reservoir node. It 
also holds for the reservoir nodes that are in a steady state. 
 
Figure 2.6 Connection Node 
2.3.5.2   Energy Conservation Law 
 
The energy conservation law is usually expressed in terms of the head change (increases or 
drops) along a loop or energy path. For a link ( , )i j  connecting nodes i and j, the difference 
jiij hhh −=  denotes the head drop/increase across the link. The following holds: 
                             ∑ ∂= rij Eh                      (2.15) 
where rE∂  denotes the head difference between the starting and final nodes of the r-th 
path. 
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If the starting node and the final node are the same node, then the path constitutes a loop. 
Clearly, the following holds for a loop: 
                             ∑ = 0ijh          (2.16) 
The energy conservation law applied to all network paths produces a number of equations 
of the type given in (2.15). Combining these equations with flow-head relationships 
describing branches, a loop network model can be obtained. 
2.4   Mathematical Modelling of Water Leakage  
 
Leakage from water distribution systems is a significant loss in water resources. For 
example, water leakage from distribution systems in the United Kingdom in 1989 was 
estimated to be 3,027 ML per day, which is more than the total supply each day by Thames 
Water (Pearce, 1991). Hence it is necessary for regulators to take appropriate control 
strategies in order to reduce levels of leakage. Several mathematical models of pipe 
leakage have been proposed by researchers based on experiment statistic results, among 
which Germanopoulos’ equation (Germanopoulos, 1985) and May’s equation (May, 1994) 
are most commonly used. 
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2.4.1 Germanopoulos’ Equation 
The mathematical model of water leakage proposed by Germanopoulos (1985) was based 
on the results of field experiments performed by the Water Authorities Association (1985). 
This model allows one to explicitly incorporate the leakage terms into the formulation of 
optimal operational control problem (Vairavamoorthy and Lumbers, 1998). 
The rate of leakage lijQ  between nodes i and j can be estimated by the following expression 
(Germanopoulos, 1985): 
        ( ) ( )
1.181
2
l
ij ij ij i i j jQ c L h E h E  = − + −  
 
                               (2.17) 
where cij is a constant based on an estimate of the level of leakage and the corresponding 
average zonal pressures in the distribution network; Lij is the length of pipe between nodes 
i and j; and hi and Ei are the nodal heads and elevation of node i, respectively. 
In order to explicitly incorporate the leakage terms (2.17) into the optimization model, 
nodal flow continuity equations (2.14) becomes 
( ) ( )
' "
1.181 1
2 2
j j
ij ij ij ij i i j j j
i J i J
q q c L H h H h d
∈ ∈
    + − − + − =       
∑ ∑            (2.18) 
where Jj’ includes all the nodes connected to node j without leakage and Jj” are those nodes 
connected to node j with a leakage link. 
 
Note that the leakage part in (2.18) apportions the leakage term in a pipe equally between 
the two nodes connecting the pipe, which may be an oversimplification in some cases as 
noticed by Vairavamoorthy and Lumbers (1998). 
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2.4.2 May’s Equation 
May (1994) proposed a leakage-pressure model by the power law (2.19) and suggested that 
leakage from pipe bursts depends on pressure with a power of 0.5 and background leakage 
flow depends on pressure with a power of 1.5. For plastic pipes, the pressure exponent in 
this leakage model can sometimes be bigger up to 2.5 (Lambert, et al., 1998). 
The rate of leakage ilq  at the ith node can be modelled by the following expression: 
                                                                  i E ilq C p
γ
=                                   (2.19) 
where ip  is the water pressure at node i. CE and γ  are the leakage coefficient and leakage 
exponent, which are equivalent to the emitter coefficient and emitter exponent, 
respectively, in EPANET (Rossman, 2000). In (Rossman, 2000), the nonlinear leakage-
pressure model (2.19) is implemented as emitters, which are devices associated with 
junctions that model the flow through a nozzle or orifice that discharges to the atmosphere. 
Emitters can also be used to model flow through sprinkler systems, irrigation networks and 
to simulate leakage in a pipe connected to the junction if a leakage coefficient and leakage 
exponent for the leaking crack or joint can be estimated (Rossman, 2000). Due to the 
compatibility of May’s leakage-pressure model with EPANET simulator, the nonlinear 
leakage-pressure relationship (2.19) is used in the thesis.  
 
In order to explicitly incorporate the leakage term, i.e. ilq  in the orifice function (2.19), 
into the optimization model, nodes of the network are categorized into leaky nodes and 
non-leaky nodes. Then the nodal flow continuity equation (2.14) becomes 
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  if  
 if
∈
∈
 = ∈



= + ∈

∑
∑
j
j
ij j
i J
ij j j l
i J
q d j M
q d lq j M
  (2.20) 
where set Jj includes all the nodes connected to node j. M and Ml denote the sets of non-
leaky and leaky nodes. 
 
The above presented physical models of water distribution systems and the empirical 
models of water leakage are all nonlinear.  
 
 
2.5 Nodal Model 
 
 
The problem of the network static simulation consists of determining the instantaneous 
values of unknown heads and flows in the network under given values of demand to 
junction nodes and under given values of the control inputs. As described in (Brdys and 
Ulanicki, 1994), the nodal model is derived in terms of unknown heads and unknown 
branch flows. During simulation applications, heads at the non-reservoir nodes are 
unknown heads, while branch flows represent unknown flows. In case of estimation, a 
situation may be more general and depend upon available measurements. The nodal model 
is also needed to introduce here in order to have the mathematical formulation in the 
Chapter 3. The detail of how to obtain the nodal model can be found in (Brdys and 
Ulanicki, 1994).  
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It is important to distinguish between non-reservoir nodes and reservoir nodes. The first 
type of nodes will be called junction nodes, while the second type of nodes will be called 
fixed head nodes. 
The total number of nodes, reservoir nodes, and junction nodes are respectively denoted n , 
rn , and cn . Hence, 
                                                                   r cn n n= +                                                    (2.21) 
In order to write the Eq. (2.20) in a matrix form, an incidence matrix for junction nodes 
needs to be defined. Let denote b  the total number of branches. The branches are 
identified not by their origin and destination nodes but by subsequent integer numbers 
starting from 1 (see Figure 2.7). Therefore, there are b  branch flows iq , where 1,...,i b=  
 
Figure 2.7 Network graph 
An element in the i th column and j th row of the junction nodes incidence matrix cΛ is 
defined as follows: 
ji
1 if flow of branch i enters node j
a 0 if branch i and node j are not connected
1 if flow of branch i leaves node j


= 

−
 
Notice that the incidence matrix rows correspond to the non-reservoir nodes while its 
columns are related to the network branches. Thus there are cn  rows and b  columns. 
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A matrix form of Eq. (2.20) is as follows: 
                                                         cq d lqΛ = +                                                           (2.22) 
where 1
T
bq ( q ,...,q )=  is the vector of branch flows, d  and lq  respectively denote an 
augmented demand vector and leakage  vector by zero components corresponding to non-
loaded and non-leaky nodes. 
 
In Eq. (2.22), typically the number of junction nodes cn  is smaller than the number of 
branches b , i.e. cn b< . Hence, given demand vector d , in order to determine the flow q  
in the static simulation, we need other cb n−  equations relating pipes and flows. The 
network element flow-head relationships (see Eqs (2.2)-(2.9)). 
 
By adding the equations to the vector flow, Eq. (2.22), we obtain cn b+  equations overall, 
that is, more than the number of unknown flows. However, the resulted set of equations 
will also introduce new variables which are unknown nodal heads. There are n  nodes 
overall in the network. It is assumed that all of the nodal heads are unknown. Therefore, 
there will be n b+  unknown quantities involved in cn b+  equations covering all pipe, 
valve and pump station flows and nodal heads. 
 
Let write some of representative head-flow equations. 
For the i th pipe connecting the l th reservoir node as a destination node and the j th non-
reservoir as an origin node, the following holds: 
                                            
0 852
0 852
.
j r ,l jl jl jl jl jl
.
i i i i i
h h g ( q ) R q q
R q q g ( q )
− = =
= =
                                   (2.23) 
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where, clearly, jl iq q= , jl iR R= , and jl ig ( ) g ( )⋅ = ⋅  
 
For the i th pump station composed of only variable speed pumps and pumping water from 
the l th reservoir node into the j th reservoir node, the following holds: 
                                  
, ,
2
2
( , , )
( , , )
s
r j r l i lj i i
lj lj
i i i i i
i i
s
i i i i
h h g q s u
q q
A B s C s
u u
g q s u
− =
   
= + +   
   
=
                                        (2.24) 
 
For the i th valve connecting the j th non-reservoir node as an origin node and the l th 
non-reservoir node as a destination node, the following holds: 
                                  
0.852
0.852
( , ) ( )
( ) ( , )
j l jl jl jl jl jl jl jl
i i i i i i i
h h g q R q q
R q q g q
− = =
= =
ν ν
ν ν
                                      (2.25) 
where, clearly  , ,jl i jl i jl iq q R R= = =ν ν , and ( ) ( )jl ig g⋅ = ⋅  
 
In order to write the flow-head equations in vector form, a suitable incidence matrix Λ  
needs to be defined. The matrix Λ  clearly has n  rows and b  columns. The element ijb  of 
the matrix TΛ  is defined as follows: 
 
                   ij
1 if th branch leaves node
b 0 if th branch and node are not connected
1 if th branch enters node
i j
i j
i j
−

= 


                           (2.26)           
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For the sake of convenience, the rows corresponding reservoir nodes are placed in the first 
r
n  position. The other rows correspond to the junction nodes. The flow-head relationship 
now can be written in vector form: 
                                                               ( ) 0rT h q
h
 Λ + Ψ = 
 
                                                          (2.27) 
where 1 ,( ,..., )r
T
r r r nh h h=  - vector of heads of reservoir nodes                                      (2.28) 
           1( ,..., )c
T
nh h h=   -  vector of heads of junction nodes                                          (2.29) 
           1( ,..., )Tbq q q=    -  vector of branch flows                                                           (2.30) 
           1 1 1 1 1( ) ( ( ),..., ( , ),..., ( , , ),..., ( , ),...)f s Ti i i j j j jq g q g q u g q s u g qΨ = − − ν   - 
                      vector of function defining flow-head relationship for branches             (2.31) 
 
Combining Eqs. (2.27) and (2.22) constitutes a nodal model of the network. Assuming that 
the non-reservoir nodal demand vector d  is known, the nodal model consists of cn b+  
equations and 
r cn n b+ +  unknown quantities. There are rn  more unknown quantities than 
the total number of equations. The reason is that the continuity law is indeed not applicable 
to the reservoir nodes which are not in a steady state. In order to solve the equations, 
r
n  
flows and heads must be assumed known. There could be different theoretical and practical 
situations. For example, considering dynamical network simulation the reservoir heads at a 
given time stage are always known as a simulation product up to now. In this case, the 
vector of reservoir heads 
r
h is known; hence the number of unknown variables in the nodal 
model is equal to the number of equations. 
 
The matrix Λ  can be partitioned as: 
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r
c
Λ 
Λ =  Λ 
                                                        (2.32) 
where cΛ  has been already used in the Eq. (2.22) and matrix rΛ is the incidence matrix 
defined for the reservoir nodes.  
 
Substituting Λ  from Eq. (2.32) into Eq. (2.27):  
                                               ( ) 0rT Tr c
h
q
h
 
 Λ Λ + Ψ =  
 
                                               (2.33) 
Combining Eq. (2.22) and Eq. (2.33) yields the nodal model: 
                                                   ( ) -
c
T T
c r r
q d lq
h q h
Λ = +
Λ + Ψ = Λ
                                                 (2.34) 
2.6 Control strategies 
 
In the Section 2.2, three typical operational states of the DWDS have been distinguished. 
Their corresponding control strategies need to be mathematically formulated. The control 
objectives (performance index), all the constraints on decision vector and state of the plant, 
and control technology in a sequel are understood in the thesis as a control strategy. Since 
MPC is the control technology to be considered, mathematically formulating the control 
strategy means to specify the performance index and the system constraints of the 
corresponding MPC optimization task.  
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Simulation of water distribution networks typically includes static simulation and 
dynamical simulation. The problem of static simulation consists of determining the 
instantaneous values of unknown nodal heads and link flows in the network under given 
values of water demand loads assigned to the nodes and under the prescribed values of the 
manipulated variables, e.g. relative pump speeds, valve settings. In operational control of 
water distribution networks, dynamical simulation needs to be applied since a network is 
considered not just at a particular time instant t  but over a time horizon [t0, t0 + Tc].  
 
In network dynamical simulation, an operational control problem is solved for a certain 
time period, e.g. 24 hours, for given demand prediction initial reservoir heads. The pump 
schedules are applied to the real water system for a short period and then an optimal 
scheduling problem is solved again with updated predictions and actual values of the state 
variables which are measured in the real system.  
 
2.6.1 Control strategy of normal operational states 
 
When the DWDS is in normal operational state, a common control objective is to operate 
the system within the prescribed operational limits at minimum operational cost. The 
operational cost Jop consists of three components (Brdys and Ulanicki, 1994): 
• the cost of pumping energy JP 
• the cost of treatment JT 
• the cost of maximum demand charge JMDC 
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The pumping energy cost   JP  is mainly considered in the thesis. Discussions on the cost of 
JT  and JMDC  can be found in (Brdys and Ulanicki, 1994). 
 
The pumping cost ( )iJ k for the ith pump station composed of a number of pumps 
connected in parallel at the kth time step is written as 
 
                       
1
( ) ( , , , , ) ( ) ( , , )
iN
ij i
i i i i i i i
j ij ij ij ij
q h
J k J q h u s k k
q n s
ξγ
η
=
∆
= ∆ = ∑                         (2.35) 
where ( )i kγ  is a power unit charge at the ( 1)k +  time stage, and ξ  is the unit conversion 
coefficient relating hydraulic quantities to electrical energy. nij denotes the ON-OFF state 
for the jth pump, ijη  is pump efficiency and sij is the pump speed, 1,..., ij N= .  
 
The total pumping cost is the summation over all time steps for all pump stations: 
                                    
1
0 1
( , , , , )
K I
p i i i i i
k i
J J q h n s k
−
= =
= ∆∑∑                              (2.36) 
where K is the number of time steps, and I is the number of pump stations. 
 
Hydraulic constraints are often split into two major categories, which are equality 
constraints and inequality constraints. Models of a water distribution system generate 
equality constraints, which include: 
 
• head-flow relationships of network links (pipes, pumps and valves) 
• mass balance equations of reservoirs/tanks 
• flow continuity law 
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These equality constraints have been discussed in Section 2.3 and will not be repeated 
here. Operational requirements are in the form of inequalities imposed on reservoir levels, 
system pressures and flows. The bounds in these inequalities can change depending on the 
current objectives of the operational control of DWDS. The inequality constraints are 
presented as follows: 
(1) Reservoir/tank levels 
These are upper and lower limits of reservoir/tank levels during the whole period 
of operational control of DWDS  in order to avoid overflow or emptying the 
reservoirs/tanks. The general form of this group of constraints is as follows: 
 ( ) , 1, ,kk k K∈ =x …X          (2.37) 
(2) Non-reservoir nodal heads 
For some non-reservoir nodes within the network, it is often required that the 
heads are within certain ranges. Particularly, water pressure at consumer nodes 
should be maintained at certain levels. The general form of this group of 
constraints is 
 ( ) , 1, ,kk k K∈ =h …H              (2.38) 
(3) System flows 
For certain links within the network, it is sometimes required that the flow rate of 
the links is within certain ranges: 
 ( ) , 1, ,kk k K∈ =q …Q              (2.39) 
 
Discussions of other operational constraints, such as reservoir flows and treatment work set 
points, are not included in the thesis, but can be found in (Brdys and Ulanicki, 1994). 
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2.6.2 Control strategy of disturbed operational states 
 
 
During the operational control of DWDS, the soft pressure limit may start violating over 
certain period time due to demand changes if the DWDS is controlled by pumping cost 
minimization control strategy. It is because optimizing the energy cost requires varying 
pump speeds over the whole range. The DWDS is then seen as operating in the disturbed 
operational state. Continuing operation in this operational state over long period may 
cause pipe burst and water leakage. Hence, in order to prevent the leakage, the normal 
control strategy needs to be changed to the control strategy which enables us to reduce the 
pressure profile over the DWDS. The new RFMPC controller will minimize the selected 
pressures violating the soft constraints and the energy cost. These two components are 
weighted with priority of the pressure reduction and sum up to produce the performance 
function suitable for DWDS operation in the disturbed operational state. . If the pressure 
profile is back to normal, then this control strategy will be softly switched to the normal 
one which will be presented in Chapter 6. The objective function can thus be written as: 
 
                                             
1
0 1
( )
K NPN
e p p d j
k j
J J h k
−
= =
= + ∑∑ξ ξ          (2.40) 
where hj is the pressure of the jth node, NPN is the number of nodes, K is the number of 
time steps, nξ  and dξ  are suitably chosen weights. 
 
This control strategy has the form of the constraints as those of the pumping cost 
minimization control strategy, since in both cases no leakage is involved. 
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2.6.3 Control strategy of emergency operational states 
 
 
When the leakage occurred, the DWDS is seen in emergency operational state. The control 
objective is usually to obtain the minimum water leakage volume within the prescribed 
operational limits. The corresponding objective function is expressed as 
 
                                             
1
0 1
( )
K L
w n n w l
k l
J J w k
−
= =
= + ∑∑ξ ξ          (2.41) 
where wl is the leakage rate of the lth link, L is the number of links having water leakage, K 
is the number of time steps, nξ  and wξ  are suitably chosen weights. 
 
Due to the existence of the leaky nodes, the set lM  is not empty and the nodal flow 
continuity Eq (2.20) is used instead of Eq (2.14). Therefore, replacing Eq (2.14) by Eq 
(2.20) in the constraints of the pumping cost minimization control strategy yields the 
constraints of the leakage minimization control strategy. 
 
2.7    Summary 
 
 
As the DWDS is the application of the thesis, the DWDS and its operational conditions 
have been presented. Three typical operational states of the DWDS and the corresponding 
control strategies have been distinguished. The physical modelling of the DWDS 
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components has been also presented and is used to construct the optimization model for the 
operational control of the DWDS in the Section 2.6. 
 
For predictive control strategy switching purposes, models of water leakage have also been 
briefly presented. The advantage of the presented leakage models are that they can both be 
incorporated into the optimization constraints explicitly, which is more reasonable than the 
traditional approach of minimising water leakage proposed by (Sterling and Bargiela, 
1984) which does not take the leakage term explicitly into account. Researches related to 
leakage-pressure modelling and control of water leakage can be found in (Jowitt and Xu, 
1990; Pudar and Liggett, 1992; May, 1994; WRc-UK, 1994; Lambert, et al., 1998; 
Vairavamoorthy and Lumbers, 1998; Rossman, 2000).  
 
In the operational control of DWDS, three common control strategies have been presented 
in order to either to minimize the electrical pumping cost or to minimizer excessive 
pressure for leakage prevention purpose or to minimize the leakage in case leakage occurs. 
Those control objectives are repeatedly used throughout the thesis to achieve simulation 
results. The nodal model has been presented and will be utilized to compute the gradients 
via the Hamiltonian based technique in the Chapter 4 in order to reduce the computation 
burden of MPC technology. 
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Chapter 3 
 
Iterated Safety Zones Based Robustly Feasible 
MPC and Application to DWDS 
 
 
 
This chapter considers iterated safety zones robustly feasible MPC. The robustly feasible 
MPC architecture and its components are presented. The computing effort of RFMPC is 
reduced by applying the stepwise robust output prediction technique and shortening robust 
feasible horizon. Furthermore, the Sequential Quadratic Programming is chosen as the 
optimization solver of the robustly feasible MPC to effectively handle nonlinear 
constraints and improve the computing time. RFMPC is applied to the DWDS example and 
simulation results are presented.  
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3.1    Introduction 
 
MPC has been intensively used in process industry due to its ability to the handle 
multivariable linear and nonlinear constrained control problems. The MPC itself 
nevertheless heavily depends on the model of the plant and does not efficiently incorporate 
the model-reality mismatch. The model-reality mismatch is often caused by the differences 
between predicted disturbances in the model and the disturbances in reality. Several 
approaches have been proposed by researcher to overcome this issue such as min-max 
approach by (Kothare et al., 1996), (Lee and Yu, 1997); reference governor approach by 
(Bemporad and Mosca, 1998), constraint restriction approach by (Chisci et al., 2001), 
safety zone approach by (Brdys and Chang, 2002), (Kerrigan and Maciejowski, 2001), 
(Kerrigan, 2000), (Grieder et al., 2003). In this chapter, the iterated safety zones based 
RFMPC approach is considered. The key idea of the approach is to tighten the constraints 
to the modified constraints by the so-called safety zones. When the optimal control input is 
applied to the plant, the modified constraints might be violated. However, the real 
constraints are satisfied. The structure of the RFMPC requires significant computing effort 
because it iteratively uses MPC optimizer to find the safety zones during each control step. 
The process is repeated for all control steps over the horizon leads to the needs for 
improving computing time for online operation. Several techniques to improve computing 
time including stepwise robust output prediction, shortening robust feasibility horizon, 
setting up the more effective optimization solvers are proposed.   
 
This chapter is organized as follows: a brief survey of MPC and the formulation of the 
MPC optimization task are presented in Section 3.2; the iterative control structure of 
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RFMPC is described in Section 3.3; the robust output prediction, technique of SWROP and 
shortening robust feasibility horizon are derived in Section 3.4; the algorithm to calculate 
safety zone is presented in Section 3.5; the MPC optimizer and the Hamiltonian based 
technique to calculate suitable gradients and derivates are presented in Section 3.6; the 
simulation environment is explained in Section 3.7; the DWDS case study and simulation 
results are illustrated in Section 3.8; Section 3.9 summarizes the chapter. 
 
 
3.2    Model Predictive Control 
 
 
Predictive control, or model predictive control (MPC) as it is widely known, has become 
an accepted standard and an advanced control technique in industry where it is used as an 
effective control means to handle multivariable constrained control problems. The 
underlying ideas for model predictive control originated in the sixties of the last century as 
a natural application of the optimal control theory. Firstly appeared in (Propoi, 1963), a 
controller with close connections to MPC was developed, and later a more general optimal 
control based feedback controller was discussed in (Lee and Markus, 1968). The true birth 
of MPC originated from industrial applications in the mid-seventies to mid-eighties 
advocated by the work on model predictive heuristic control (MPHC) (Richalet et al., 
1978) and dynamic matrix control (DMC) (Cutler and Ramaker, 1980). During this period, 
there was a flood of new variants of MPC which differed typically in the process models 
but not much between their fundamental algorithms (Camacho and Bordons, 1999). During 
the nineties, stability and online implementation of MPC have been extensively 
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investigated by researchers and industrial practitioners, see (Mayne et al. 2000) for a 
summary of theoretical development and (Qin and Badgwell, 2003) for a survey of 
industrial applications. Other notable past paper reviews and books include those of 
(Garcia et al., 1989; Muske and Rawlings, 1993; Mosca, 1995; Morari and Lee, 1999; 
Camacho and Bordons, 1999; Bemporad and Morari, 1999a; Mayne et al. 2000; Rawlings, 
2000; Kouvaritakis and Cannon, 2001; Maciejowski, 2002; Rossiter, 2003; Qin and 
Badgwell, 2003; Allgower et al., 2004; Kwon and Han, 2005). 
 
 
3.2.1    MPC Architecture 
 
 
MPC actually belongs to a class of model based controller design concepts. No matter 
what kind of plant models are considered, the basic idea of MPC algorithm remains 
unchanged. It determines the optimal control actions by minimizing a user-defined 
objective function, or performance index, which penalizes the difference between the 
predicted output trajectories from their reference trajectories. The current control action is 
calculated by solving on-line, at each control step, a finite-horizon open-loop optimization 
problem, using the current state of the plant process as the initial state of the optimization 
problem. Only the first part of the optimized control sequence is applied to the plant. At 
next control step the prediction horizon moves forward and the same procedure repeats. 
Due to its operating on a receding horizon, MPC is also referred to as receding horizon 
control (RHC). 
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Figure 3.1 Basic idea of MPC operation on a receding horizon 
 
The idea of MPC is illustrated in Figure 3.1 (Maciejowski, 2002). The current time instant 
is k and the present output is ky . |ky⋅  and |ku⋅  denote the predicted output and control 
input, respectively. pH  and cH  are the finite time prediction horizon and control horizon . 
The set- point trajectory may be varying depending on the operation of the plant process. A 
reference trajectory considering an ideal or desired tracking trajectory from the current 
output to the set-point trajectory can be defined over the prediction horizon pH  before 
running MPC. In a receding horizon operation only the first control action is applied to the 
plant process over the control step. Next, the process variables are measured and the 
optimization problem is solved again over the prediction horizon with the initial conditions 
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updated from the measurements. The basic structure of a MPC control loop is depicted in 
Figure 3.2. 
 
 
 
Figure 3.2 Basic MPC control loop 
 
Putting the conceptual idea of receding horizon control into an optimization algorithm 
yields the following operation of a basic MPC controller. 
 
 
Algorithm 3.1 (Basic MPC controller) 
1. At time k, obtaining the current state kx  of the plant; 
2. Obtaining |ku⋅  by solving a finite horizon optimal control problem 
3. Applying the first element in the control sequence, that is |k k ku u= ; 
4. 1k k← + . Go to step 1. 
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3.2.2    Formulation of Nominal MPC optimization task in a full 
space of decision variables 
 
 
In non-linear network, it shall be distinguished between vector of inputs u , outputs y , and 
states x . As all three variables need to be used either directly or indirectly, it shall be 
introduced a composed vector s  of all network variables:                                                             
[ , , ]T T T Ts u y x=       (3.1)                                                                           
It is typical that in reality the value of states, output, and control input are constrained 
within certain lower-upper limits. For simplicity of the derivation, assume now that the 
inputs, outputs, and states are subject to constraints: 
   
min max[ , ]U mu u u∈ = ⊂       (3.2a) 
   
min max[ , ]Y ly y y∈ = ⊂       (3.2b) 
   
min max[ , ]X nx x x∈ = ⊂       (3.2c) 
In short, one could write: 
   
min max[ , ]S ss s s∈ = ⊂       (3.3)         
where S U Y X= × ×  
 
The network mathematical model is composed of two parts: static and dynamic. The static 
part is typically available in an implicit form represented by number of equalities 
describing the network individual elements and connections between the elements. The 
equalities are described by linear and nonlinear functions composing an operator F . The 
operator F  represents the static part of the network model to produce the set of equalities: 
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    ( ( ), ( )) 0F s k d k =      (3.4) 
where ( )d k denotes the disturbance at time k  
 
In general, the network dynamics is described by: 
    
( 1) ( ( ), ( ), ( ))x k f x k s k d k+ =     (3.5) 
The network dynamics is due to the network storage capabilities. For example ( )x k  is a 
vector of reservoir volumes in case of water supply and distribution network.  
If the control input u  is known and the state x  is given, the vector s  can be found by 
solving Eq. (3.4). The operator E  relating the state x , control input u , and corresponding 
output y  is introduced based on (3.4): 
    ( ) ( ( ), ( ), ( ))y k E u k x k d k=     (3.6) 
Suppose that the control horizon and prediction horizon are equal i.e. c pH H N= = . 
The vector of predicted states over the prediction horizon is defined as: 
    ( | ) [ ( | ) ( 1| )]Tx k x k k x k N k⋅ = + −…    (3.7) 
where ( | )x k i k+ , 0 :i N=  stands for model state at k i+ , and such model prediction is 
performed at time instant k . 
 
Similarly, the vectors of predicted control input, output, and disturbance over the 
prediction horizon are respectively defined as 
( | ) [ ( | ) ( 1| )]Tu k u k k u k N k⋅ = + −…  
( | ) [ ( | ) ( 1| )]Ty k y k k y k N k⋅ = + −…  
( | ) [ ( | ) ( 1| )]Td k d k k d k N k⋅ = + −…  
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A nominal MPC (NMPC) is defined as a deterministic MPC with selected prediction of the 
disturbance inputs. The MPC optimization task in this section is understood as NMPC 
where the predicted disturbance is already known. 
 
Define ( | ) [ ( | )... ( 1| ) ( | )... ( 1| ) ( | )... ( 1) ]Ts k u k k u k N k y k k y k N k x k k x k N⋅ + − + − + −  
The MPC optimization task in the full space of decision variables at time k  is formulated 
as follows: 
                      


( | ), ( | )
min max
min max
min ( ( | ), ( | ))
subject to :
( | ) ( )
( ( | ), ( | )) 0
( 1| ) ( ( | ), ( | ), ( | ))
( | )
( | )
0 : 1
s k x k N k
J s k x k N k
x k k x k
F s k i k d k i k
x k i k f x k i k s k i k d k i k
s s k i k s
x x k N k x
i N
⋅ +
⋅ +
=
+ + =
+ + = + + +
≤ + ≤
≤ + ≤
= −
                              (3.8) 
where ( ( | ), ( | )J s k x k N k⋅ +  is the cost function and ( )x k  denotes network state at k  
which is known from measurement. 
 
Solving the optimization task (3.8) with respect to ( | )s k⋅  and ( | )x k N k+  over the horizon 
N  produces optimal control input sequences ( | )optu k i k+ , 0 : 1i N= − . Only the first 
control action is applied to the network. Hence, ( ) ( | )opt optu k u k k= . At 1k + , the network 
state ( | )x k i k+  is measured and the above procedure is repeated to produce 
( 1) ( 1| 1)opt optu k u k k+ = + + . The MPC optimization task (3.8) is solved again over 
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0 : 1i N= − . The formulation (3.8) is said to be in the full space of decision variables since 
all network variables i.e. states, inputs, and outputs are explicitly embedded and treated as 
decision variables of the optimization. 
 
 
3.2.3    Formulation of Nominal MPC optimization task in a 
reduced space of decision variables 
 
 
The formulation of MPC optimization in (3.8) has an advantage due to the simplicity to 
understand and implement. However, since all network variables are embedded and treated 
as decision variables, the optimization task (3.8) certainly becomes very computationally 
demanding. There are different ways to handle this issue. For example, one could find 
better optimization solvers which have better computation efficiency. Alternatively, the 
formulation (3.8) could be re-formulated in order to reduce the number of decision 
variables, hence reducing the computational demands. In this section, the formulation of 
NMPC optimization task in reduced space of decision variables is presented and will be 
used to obtain the simulation results of the thesis. 
 
Given the control inputs ( | )u k⋅ , predicted disturbance ( | )d k⋅  and state ( | )x k k , the 
prediction ( | )s k i k+  of  ( )s k i+  and the predicted state ( | )x k N k+ can be calculated as 
follows: 
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• Using Eq. (3.6) with ( ) ( | )u k u k k=  and ( ) ( | )d k d k k= , the output prediction 
( | )y k k  is calculated and then substituted into (3.1) to obtain ( | )s k k  
• The predicted states ( | )x k i k+  is calculated from Eq. (3.5) with 
( ) [ ( | ), ( | ), ( | )]s k u k k y k k d k k=  and ( ) ( | )d k d k k= . 
• The procedure can be carried out for 0 : 1i N= −  
 
Let define the process above by an operator G , that is: 
                                      ( ( | ), ( | ), ( | )) [ ( | ), ( | )]G u k d k x k k s k x k N k⋅ ⋅ ⋅ +                         (3.9) 
It is important to notice that there is no analytical expression of ( )G ⋅ . However, the values 
of  ( )G ⋅  are obtained under given control input ( | )u k⋅ , predicted disturbance ( | )d k⋅  and 
state ( | )x k k . 
 
For simplicity, ( | )G k⋅  means ( ( | ), ( | ), ( | ))G u k d k x k k⋅ ⋅ unless otherwise specified. 
Substituting ( | )G k⋅ from (3.9) into ( ( | ), ( | ))J s k x k N k⋅ +  results: 
                                 
 ( ( | ), ( | ) ( ( | ))
( ( | ), ( | ), ( | ))
J s k x k N k J G k
J u k d k x k k
⋅ + = ⋅
⋅ ⋅
                         (3.10) 
 
Denote  
min min
max max min max
( ( | ), ( | )) [ ( | ) ;...; ( 1| ) ;
( | );...; ( 1| ); ( | ) ; ( | )]
c s k x k N k s k k s s k N k s
s s k k s s k N k x k N k x x x k N k
⋅ + = − + − −
− − + − + − − +

 
The constraints 
min max
min max
( | )
( | )
0 : 1
s s k i k s
x x k N k x
i N
 ≤ + ≤

 ≤ + ≤

 = −
   are equivalent to: 
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                                                            ( ( | ), ( | )) Cc s k x k N k⋅ + ∈                                    (3.11) 
 
Using (3.10) and (3.11), the formulation of MPC optimization task in the so-called reduced 
space form is written as follows: 
 
                                               
( | )
min ( ( | ), ( | ), ( | ))
subject to :
( ( | ), ( | ), ( )) C
u k
J u k d k x k k
c u k d k x k
⋅
⋅ ⋅
⋅ ⋅ ∈
                                                 (3.12) 
 
The function ( )J ⋅  and ( )c ⋅  are not known explicitly. However, the decision variables are 
now only the control inputs. This formulation is very useful in the practical simulation. 
However, in order to apply a suitable optimization solver to (3.12), a special Hamiltonian 
based technique will be used to find the gradients of these functions.  
 
3.3   Iterative Control Structure 
 
As MPC belongs to the model based controller, the accuracy of the plant model is one of 
the key factors to determine how effective MPC is. The model-reality mismatch is often 
caused by the difference between predicted disturbance and actual disturbance. When the 
input from the nominal model based MPC controller is applied to the plant, due to 
uncertainties in the system, the output constraint cannot be fulfilled and their violations 
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may be inevitable at certain time instants. Hence, it is important to have MPC controllers 
that also take disturbance into consideration when determining optimal control inputs. 
Such MPC controllers are called robustly feasible model predictive controllers. Several 
approaches have been used by researchers to design robust MPC. Specifically, min-max 
approach has been presented in (Kothare et al., 1996; Lee and Yu 1997; Scokaert and 
Mayne 1998; Lee and Cooley 2000; Casavola et al., 2000), reference governor approach 
has been introduced in (Bemporad and Mosca, 1998), and constraint restriction approach 
has been presented in (Bemporad and Garulli, 2000)  and (Chisci et al, 2001). In (Brdys 
and Chang, 2002), safety zone approach has been proposed to design robustly feasible 
model predictive controller, which have been used in a quality control problem of the 
DWDS. The structure of the RFMPC consists of several units as illustrated in Figure 3.3. The 
MPC optimizer solves the nominal MPC optimization task as described in Section 3.6 to 
produce control inputs.  
 
     
Figure 3.3 Iterative Control Structure 
 
In the nominal model the disturbance inputs are represented by their predictions, while the 
internal model uncertainties are represented by a selected scenario. Before the control input is 
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applied to the plant its robust feasibility is assessed by the “Constraint Violation Checking” 
unit. The feasibility assessment is based on the robust output prediction that is generated by the 
“Robust Output Prediction” unit. Given the control input the corresponding robust output 
predictions over the prediction horizon is a region in the output space in which all the plant 
outputs generated by the control input and all possible scenarios of the disturbance inputs are 
contained. The input robust feasibility is checked by confronting the output constraints with 
the robust output prediction. If the control feasibility passed its assessment, then the proposed 
control input is applied to the plant. Otherwise, robust output prediction is fed into the “Safety 
Zone Generator” unit. The safety zones as such are used to tighten the output constraints. The 
control actions produced by the MPC optimizer under modified (tighten) output constraints are 
expected to produce the real plant outputs that satisfy the plant constraints although they still 
may violate the modified constraints. Such control actions and the corresponding safety zones 
are called robustly feasible. 
 
3.4   Robust Output Prediction 
 
Apply (3.6) into (3.1) to express ( )s k  in term of ( )x k  and ( )u k , and apply the result to 
( ( ), ( ), ( ))f x k s k d k  in (3.5) to obtain:  
                                     ( 1| ) ( ( | ), ( | ), ( | ))x k i k f x k i k u k i k d k i k+ + = + + +                        (3.13) 
Suppose that the prediction horizon and control horizon are equal i.e. p cH H N= =  
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Given inputs ( | )u k i k+  for 0 : 1i N= − , where N  is the prediction horizon, the plant 
output over N  can be predicted by using the plant model as: 
                                     
( 1| ) ( ( | ), ( | ), ( | ))
( | ) ( ( | ), ( | ), ( | ))
with the initial conditions : ( | ) ( )
x k i k f x k i k u k i k d k i k
y k i k E x k i k u k i k d k i k
x k k x k
+ + = + + +

+ = + + +
=
              (3.14) 
 
Vector of the predicted control inputs ( | )u k⋅  and output prediction ( | )y k⋅  over prediction 
horizon N  has been defined in Eq. (3.7). 
 
The robust output prediction of ( | )y k⋅  is composed of two envelopes (Chang, 2003): 
                                         ( | ) [ ( | ) ( 1| )]l l l Tp p py k y k k y k N k⋅ = + −…                               (3.15a) 
                                         ( | ) [ ( | ) ( 1| )]u u u Tp p py k y k k y k N k⋅ = + −…                               (3.15b) 
where ( | )lpy k i k+  and ( | )upy k i k+  are the upper and lower limits that robustly bound the 
plant output at prediction time step i : 
                                          ( | ) ( ) ( | )l lp pk k iy k i k y k y k i k= ++ ≤ ≤ +                                   (3.16) 
The least conservative bounding envelopes ( | )lpy k i k+  and ( | )upy k i k+  can be 
determined as: 
                
( | ), ( 1| ),.., ( | )
( | ), ( 1| ),.., ( | )
( | ) min ( | )
min ( ( | ), ( | ), ( | ))
l
p d k k d k k d k i k
d k k d k k d k i k
y k i k y k i k
E x k i k u k i k d k i k
+ +
+ +
+ = +
= + + +
            (3.17a) 
and  
                
( | ), ( 1| ),.., ( | )
( | ), ( 1| ),.., ( | )
( | ) max ( | )
max ( ( | ), ( | ), ( | ))
u
p d k k d k k d k i k
d k k d k k d k i k
y k i k y k i k
E x k i k u k i k d k i k
+ +
+ +
+ = +
= + + +
           (3.17b) 
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where the disturbance at time k i+ : min max( | ) [ , ]d k i k d d+ ∈ , 0 : 1i N= − ; the states 
( | )x k i k+  are obtained from the state space equation (3.14) with known initial condition 
( | )x k k . 
 
Generating ( | )lpy k i k+  and ( | )upy k i k+  also produces the plant state bounding envelopes  
( | )lpx k i k+  and ( | )upx k i k+ , for 0 : 1i N= − . 
 
Since the robust output prediction is calculated over the horizon N , there are N  
optimization problems to be solve to find N  values of ( | )lpy k i k+  and ( | )upy k i k+ . As i  
increase from 0  to 1N − , the optimization also increase the number of variables from 1 to 
N . 
 
Indeed, when 0 : 1i N= − , (3.17a) and (3.17b) have N  variables ( | )d k k , 
( 1| )d k k+ ,…, ( 1| )d k N k+ − . The more variables the optimization has, the more 
computing time the optimization solver requires. As these computations are carried out 
online, it is desired to reduce the computing time as much as possible.  
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3.4.1 Stepwise Robust Output Prediction (SWROP) 
 
In previous section, solving optimization problems (3.17a) and (3.17b) gave a least 
conservative solution of robust output prediction (LCROP). This approach is so called 
exact optimization method. In contrast to the exact optimization method, it will be 
proposed in this section an approximated optimization method where its advantage is to 
reduce the optimization process computing time.  
 
Instead of solving the optimization task with respect to 1i +  variables ( | )d k k , 
( 1| )d k k+ ,…, ( | )d k i k+ , one could approximate least conservative robust output 
prediction (LCROP) by solving the optimization tasks (3.17a) and (3.17b) with respect to 
only one variable ( | )d k i k+  while ( | )d k k , ( 1| )d k k+ ,…, ( 1| )d k i k+ −  are obtained 
from the optimization in the previous time steps. In other words, instead of simultaneously 
solving the optimization with respect to all disturbance inputs, a step by step optimization 
is applied with respect to one disturbance input at the time starting with ( | )lpx t k t+  and 
( | )upx t k t+ . 
 
The resulting bounding envelopes are more conservative but the computing is vastly 
reduced. Unfortunately, the expression (3.18a) and (3.18b) generate the ROP only for some 
class of systems. The question of which class of systems that is applicable to use the 
expression (3.19a) and (3.19b) has not been answered yet in general. The approach of 
using SWROP to access robust feasibility is valid only if it is guaranteed that the LCROP 
entirely remains inside the SWROP as described in Figure 3.4. Otherwise, the real output 
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may possibly violate the upper or lower constraint even though the SWROP does not as 
described in Figure 3.5. 
 
In practice, there are some classes of systems that have the characteristic as depicted in 
Figure 3.4 while some have the characteristic of Figure 3.5. Hence, in order to avoid the 
situation of having robustly infeasible control input, designers in practice should take that 
into consideration of choosing the appropriate method to calculate the ROP. 
 
 
                 
min min( | ) ( | ) ( | ),...., ( 1| ) ( 1| )
( | ) min ( | )lp d k i k d k k d k k d k i k d k i ky k i k y k i k+ = + − = + −+ = +                      (3.18a) 
                 
max max( | ) ( | ) ( | ),...., ( 1| ) ( 1| )
( | ) max ( | )up d k i k d k k d k k d k i k d k i ky k i k y k i k+ = + − = + −+ = +                     (3.18b) 
where  min ( | )d k i k+  and max ( | )d k i k+ can be obtained by solving: 
                    
min min
min
( | ) ( | ) ( | ),...., ( 1| ) ( 1| )
( | ) arg min ( | )
0 : 1
d k l k d k k d k k d k i k d k l k
d k l k y k l k
l i
+
= + − = + −
+ = +
∀ ∈ −
         (3.19a) 
and 
                    
max max
max
( | ) ( | ) ( | ),...., ( 1| ) ( 1| )
( | ) arg max ( | )
0 : 1
d k l k d k k d k k d k i k d k l k
d k l k y k l k
l i
+
= + − = + −
+ = +
∀ ∈ −
        (3.19b) 
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Figure 3.4 Stepwise ROP stays outside Least conservative ROP 
 
Figure 3.5 Stepwise ROP lies entirely inside Least conservative ROP 
 
 
3.4.2   Reduced Robust Feasibility Horizon 
 
 
So far the ROP has been considered over the whole output prediction horizon N  set up for 
the RFMPC. This has been done in order to secure existence of the robustly feasible safety 
zones at any control time step. However as computing of ROP over N  is computationally 
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very demanding this may not meet the time constraints set up by online computing 
requirements. 
 
Time Step 
Output 
y(k|k) y(k+1|k) 
y(k+2|k) 
y(k+1|k+1) 
y(k+2|k+1) y(k+3|k+1) 
y(k+2|k+2) 
y(k+3|k+2) 
y(k+4|k+2) 
y(Hp-2|Hp-2) 
y(Hp|Hp-2) 
y(Hp-1|Hp-2) 
k k+1 k+2 k+3 k+4 Hp-2 Hp-1 Hp 
 
Figure 3.6 Example of reduced robust feasibility horizon to two time step - 2
r
H =  
 
It should be considered reducing this demand by shortening the ROP horizon. Clearly the 
cost to be paid is an increased risk of non existence of robustly feasible safety zones at 
certain control time steps. As only the first control action out of a whole sequence 
determined by the RFMPC is applied to the plant, the robust feasibility must be secured 
over the first time step. This is how far one can go with reduction of the ROP horizon from 
N  to 
r
H . An attractive outcome of the ROP horizon reduction is that the very attractive 
computing SWROP method may become applicable over the reduced horizon while may 
not be applicable over the entire horizon. (see Figure 3.6). 
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3.5   Safety Zone Generator 
 
Using safety zones is not a new idea to meet system constraint under unknown factors. It is 
widely used in engineering area, such as conservative design in many electrical devices. 
When the input from the nominal model base MPC controller is applied to the plant, due to 
the uncertainties of the system, the output constraints may not be fulfilled and their 
violations may be unacceptable at certain time instants. If the violation occurs, it is 
important to correct or modify the constraints that apply to the nominal MPC. Safety zones 
generator is the unit that modify the output constraints via iterative scheme. The basic idea 
of introducing safety zones into MPC is depicted in Figure 3.7 
 
Figure 3.7 The output constraints modified by safety zones 
 
Consider over the prediction horizon, the vectors of the lower and upper limits on the plant 
output: 
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min min min[ ]TY y y=                                         (3.20a) 
                                                        
max max max[ ]TY y y=                                       (3.20b) 
and the vectors of the safety zones for the lower and upper output constraints, respectively 
where liσ  and 
u
iσ  are non negative real numbers 
                                                            1[ ]l l l TNσ = σ σ                                           (3.21a) 
                                                            1[ ]u u u TNσ = σ σ                                          (3.21b) 
The vectors  ls YY σ+=
minmin
 and us YY σ−=
maxmax
 are composed of the lower and upper 
bounds of the modified output constraints over N , respectively. 
 
The “Safety Zones Generator” produces iteratively robustly feasible safety zones by using 
the following relaxation algorithm (Brdys and Chang, 2002): 
 
Algorithm 3.2: 
(i) Set [ ] 0l uσ = σ σ = ; 
(ii) Solve MPC optimization task with modified output constraints pH  
(iii) A vector V composed of the output constraint violation over the prediction horizon is 
calculated as: 
min max
1 2[ ] ( ( | )) ( ( | ) )p
TT l T u T
H p pV V V Y y k y k Y = − ⋅ ⋅ −    
Define ( ) max{0, }i if V V  and  1 2( , ) [ ( ) ( )]pl u THC f V f Vσ σ    
If              ( , ) 0l uC σ σ =                               
                 is satisfied then go to step (vi), 
Else          go to step (iv); 
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(iv)  Calculate the safety zone corrections by using ( ) ( )( )k kC= −δ ν σ  
where 1max([ [ (0)]] )diag Cν −= ∇  is called the relaxation gain 
(v)  ( 1) ( ) ( )k k k+ = +σ σ δ , go to step (ii) 
(vi)  The robustly feasible safety zones have now been found and the control input ( | )u k k  
is applied to the plant. 
 
Notice that at each control step the relaxation gain can be updated, by calculating the 
diagonal component of the gradient ( )C x∇ , to adapt to the online operation status. The 
detail of how to calculate ( )C x∇  as well as the proof of convergence of the algorithm can 
be found in (Chang, 2002). In the obtained simulation of this thesis, pre-selected value of 
ν  is used for simplicity reason. 
 
 
3.6   MPC Optimizer 
 
 
Regardless the ability to handle multivariable systems and incorporate the constraints, 
MPC still has some drawbacks. One of its main drawbacks is the large number of 
manipulated variables which requires tremendous computing efforts of the optimization 
solvers. Although the modern computing hardware has been growing dramatically, the 
computing issues still remain a challenge. Since optimization solver is required to solve 
MPC optimization task at every time step to produce optimal control input, effective 
optimization solvers certainly can improve the speed of MPC. There are several 
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optimization solvers that are available as commercial packages e.g. MINOS, CONOPT, 
SNOPT, LSGRG2. Quite often, the optimization solvers are classified into two categories 
based on its best effective functionality: linear and nonlinear optimization solver. While 
the former is used in linear systems, i.e. linear objective function and linear constraints, the 
latter is more efficient to handle the nonlinearities of the nonlinear systems. In spite of 
influence of the linear optimization solvers, our interest falls into nonlinear ones as almost 
every system in reality is nonlinear. In among of many available nonlinear optimization 
solvers, Genetic Algorithm (GA) and Sequential Quadratic Programming (SQP) are very 
widely used in the academia. Whereas GA is popularly used due to its simplicity to 
implement and ability to incorporate both continuous and discrete variables, SQP is well 
known due to its effective ability to handle nonlinear constraint. Another major difference 
between those two solvers is while GA does not require any gradient of the objective 
function and derivatives of the constraints, SQP is the gradient type solver i.e. user could 
supply suitable gradients to the solvers to achieve significant improvement on 
computation. Nevertheless, supplying the gradients of a function is not always a 
straightforward task if the function does not have the analytical expression but only its 
value can be obtained. Unfortunately, it is most likely the case when the MPC optimization 
task is formulated in the reduced space of decision variables. In order to overcome this 
issue, the Hamiltonian based technique to calculate the suitable gradients for the SQP is 
presented in this section.    
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3.6.1   Gradients of Objective Functions 
 
In order to improve the computing efficiency, the formulation of the MPC optimization 
task in the reduced spaced of decision variables as described in the Section 3.2.2 will be 
used. The SQP however requires users to supply the values of gradients of the 
objective/performance function and constraints with respect to the decision variables i.e. 
control input ( )u ⋅ . As the objective function is explicitly expressed in term of ( )u ⋅  their 
gradients can be easily calculated. However, as it has been pointed out in the Section 3.2 
the analytical expressions of the function ( )J ⋅  and ( )c ⋅  are not available and their values 
are calculated numerically for specific values of the state initial condition ( | )x k k , ( )u ⋅ , 
and the disturbance scenario ( )d ⋅ . In order to supply their necessary gradient values, the 
Hamiltonian technique will be used. 
It shall be assume that the objective function ( )J ⋅  in (3.10) has the additive structure as 
follows:  
                    

1
0
( ( | ), ( | ), ( | )) ( ( | ))
( ( | )) ( ( | ))
N
N
i
J u k d k x k k J G k
Q G k i k Q x k N k
−
=
⋅ ⋅ = ⋅
= + + +∑
              (3.22) 
The term ( ( | ))NQ x k N k+  forces state to reach desired value at the end of the control 
horizon.  
From (3.5), the following holds: 
           
( 1| ) ( ( | ), ( | ), ( | )), for 0 : 1x k i k f x k i k s k i k d k i k i N+ + = + + + = −  (3.23) 
Substituting ( | )G k⋅  from (3.9) into (3.23) yields: 
( 1) ( ( | ))x k i f G k i k+ + = +        (3.23-a) 
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Recall the definition of [ , , ]T T T Ts u y x=  from equation (3.1) and 
( | ) [ ( | )... ( 1| ) ( | )... ( 1| ) ( | )... ( 1) ]Ts k u k k u k N k y k k y k N k x k k x k N⋅ + − + − + −  
 
Substituting ( | )s k⋅  into (3.23) yields: 
( 1) ( ( | ), ( | ), ( | )x k i f u k i k d k i k x k i k+ + = + + +    (3.23-b) 
Combining  (3.23-a) and (3.23-b) results: 
( 1) ( ( | ))
( ( | ), ( | ), ( | )
x k i f G k i k
f u k i k d k i k x k i k
+ + = +
= + + +
   (3.24) 
Utilizing equation (3.22) and (3.24), the mapping from ( )u ⋅  to ( )J ⋅  can be expressed as: 
                

1
( ( | ), ( | ), ( | )) ( ( | )) ( ( | ))
( 1| ) ( ( | ))
0 : 1
( | ) and ( | ) are given
t N
N
i t
J u k d k x k k Q G k i k Q x k N k
x k i k f G k i k
i N
x k k d k
+ −
=

⋅ ⋅ = + + +


 + + = +

= −

 ⋅
∑
               (3.25) 
An efficient algorithm for calculating ( )( )
J
u
∂ ⋅
∂ ⋅
 when treating the state as the calculated 
variables is available and presented in (Sage, 1968), (Lewis and Syrmos, 1995), (Teo and 
Goh, 1991), (Fisher and Jennings, 1995), (Brdys and Tatjewski, 2005). 
 
Let define Hamiltonian function at time instant 0 : 1i N= −  
                         
( ( | ), ( | )) ( ( | )) ( ) ( ( | ))TH x k i k u k i k Q G k i k i f G k i k+ + − + +µ +        (3.26) 
where ( ) niµ ∈  
 
The multipliers ( )iµ  are determined by the conjugate equations as follows: 
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( ( | ), ( | ))( 1) ( | )
H x k i k u k i ki
x k i k
∂ + +µ − =
∂ +
, 0 : 1i N= −                                    (3.27a) 
                     
( ( | ))( 1) ( | )
NQ x k N kt N
x k N k
∂ +µ + − =
∂ +
                                                              (3.27b) 
 
Finally, the derivative of the performance function ( )J ⋅  with respect to ( )u ⋅  equals to: 
 
      
( ( | ), ( | ), ( )) ( ( | ), ( | ))
( | ) ( | )
J u k d k x k H x k i k u k i k
u k i k u k i k
∂ ⋅ ⋅ ∂ + +
= −
∂ + ∂ +
, 0 : 1i N= −                     (3.28a) 
 
       
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
,..., ,...,( ) ( | ) ( | ) ( 1| )
J J J J
u u k k u k i k u k N k
 ∂ ⋅ ∂ ⋅ ∂ ⋅ ∂ ⋅
=  ∂ ⋅ ∂ ∂ + ∂ + − 
                                        (3.28b) 
 
Notice that no iterations are required in order to calculate the derivatives. Overall, the 
computing process above is summarized in the form of the following algorithm: 
 
Algorithm 3.3: Gradient Algorithm 
Data: Given control input sequence ( | ), 0 : 1u k i k i N+ = − , predicted disturbance 
( | ), 0 : 1d k i k i N+ = − , and the corresponding network state response ( | )x k k  
• Step 1: Solve the system equation (3.24) forward from 0,1,..., 1i N= −  
• Step 2: Solve the system of the conjugate equations (3.27a) backward from  
1,...,1,0i N= −  with the initial point defined by the equation (3.27b). 
• Step 3: Compute the gradients by (3.28) 
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It is worth remarking that the calculation of equation (3.27) and (3.28) requires calculating 
( )
( )
G
x
∂ ⋅
∂ ⋅
 and ( )( )
G
u
∂ ⋅
∂ ⋅
. Consequently, it means that the derivatives ( )( )
s
u
∂ ⋅
∂ ⋅
 and ( )( )
s
x
∂ ⋅
∂ ⋅
 also need 
to be calculated. By definition of s  in (3.1), it turns out that in order to have ( )( )
s
u
∂ ⋅
∂ ⋅
  and 
( )
( )
s
x
∂ ⋅
∂ ⋅
, the derivatives ( )( )
y
u
∂ ⋅
∂ ⋅
 and ( )( )
y
x
∂ ⋅
∂ ⋅
 needs to be computed. Using the static network 
equations and the implicit differentiation theorem, the derivatives ( )( )
y
u
∂ ⋅
∂ ⋅
 and ( )( )
y
x
∂ ⋅
∂ ⋅
  are 
calculated. As the static network equations are determined by the nature of the network, the 
general formulation of calculating these derivatives is not formulated. However, for a 
specific case i.e. DWDS network, the calculation is explained and illustrated in the detail 
in Section 3.8. 
 
 
3.6.2   Derivatives of Constraints 
 
 
The constraints are classified into two categories: equality and inequality constraints. The 
equality constraints consist of all static network equations that are automatically handled 
by the network simulator. However the inequality constraints as described in (3.2) need to 
be embedded into the optimization problem. Their derivatives need to be provided to the 
SQP solver. 
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Suppose we are interested in calculating derivative of one output jy  with respect to ( )u ⋅ , 
where 1: yj n∈  and yn  is the number of outputs in the network. 
As 0 : 1i N= − , for each output jy , there are N  derivatives i.e. 
( | )
( )
jy k k
u
∂
∂ ⋅
, 
( | )
( )
jy k i k
u
∂ +
∂ ⋅
,…,
( 1| )
( )
jy k N k
u
∂ + −
∂ ⋅
 that need to be computed. 
 
We need to find 
( | )
( )
jy k i k
u
∂ +
∂ ⋅
 for 0 : 1i N= − . 
The procedure to calculate 
( | )
( )
j
i t
y k i k
u
=
∂ +
∂ ⋅
 with [0, 1]t N∈ −  is shown below: 
For 0 : 1i N= − , let define: 
                                              

( | ) for
( )
0 otherwise
jy k t k i t
g k i
 + =
+ 

                                  (3.29) 
Instead of finding 
( | )
( )
jy k t k
u
∂ +
∂ ⋅
, we will find 
( )
( )
g k i
u
∂ +
∂ ⋅
. 
The artificial objective function g  is built as follows: 
                                                           
 
1
0
( ) ( )
N
i
g k g k i
−
=
= +∑                                                 (3.30) 
The phrase artificial objective function in this context means that g  has the same 
mathematical format as objective function ( )J ⋅  as described in (3.25). In order to utilize 
the gradient algorithm, the function needs to be formulated in the appropriate format. Here, 
the second term in the expression of g , which is the terminal state, is 0. 
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Utilizing (3.29) and (3.30), the following holds  
                                        
 ( | ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( )
j
i t
y k t k g k i g k
u u u
=
∂ + ∂ +
= =
∂ ⋅ ∂ ⋅ ∂ ⋅
                                        (3.31) 
Combining the state equation in (3.24) and (3.30) yields the state space model: 
                                   
 

1
0
( ) ( )
( 1| ) ( ( | ))
0 : 1
( | ) and ( | ) are given
N
i
g k g k i
x k i k f G k i k
i N
x k k d k
−
=

= +

 + + = +

= −

 ⋅
∑
                                                  (3.32) 
Applying the gradient algorithm (Algorithm 3.3), the derivative 
( )
( )
g k
u∂ ⋅
 is computed as 
follows: 
Define the Hamiltonian function at time instant 0 : 1i N= − : 
               
   ( ( | ), ( | )) ( ) ( ) ( ( | ))TH x k i k u k i k g k i f G k i k+ + − +µ +                                 (3.33) 
where the multiplier ( )iµ  is calculated by the conjugate equations: 
               

( ( | ), ( | ))( 1) ( | )
H x k i k u k i ki
x k i k
∂ + +µ − =
∂ +
,       0 : 1i N= −                                   (3.34a) 
               
( 1) 0Nµ − =                                                                                                    (3.34b) 
 
Finally, the derivative of the performance function ( )g k  with respect to ( )u ⋅  equals to: 
 
                      
( ) ( ( | ), ( | ))
( | ) ( | )
g k H x k i k u k i k
u k i k u k i k
∂ ∂ + +
= −
∂ + ∂ +
,   0 : 1i N= −                      (3.35a) 
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   ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
,..., ,...,( ) ( | ) ( | ) ( 1| )
g k g k g k g k
u u k k u k i k u k N k
 ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂
=  ∂ ⋅ ∂ ∂ + ∂ + −  
                        (3.35b) 
 
Substituting 
( )
( )
g k
u
∂
∂ ⋅
 from (3.31) into (3.35b) yields: 
          
  ( | ) ( ) ( ) ( )
,..., ,...,( ) ( | ) ( | ) ( 1| )
jy k t k g k g k g k
u u k k u k i k u k N k
∂ +  ∂ ∂ ∂
=  ∂ ⋅ ∂ ∂ + ∂ + −  
                           (3.36) 
 
The procedure above is applied for only one output 
( | )
( )
jy k t k
u
∂ +
∂ ⋅
. The same procedure is 
repeated for all remaining outputs for 0 : 1i N= − . In other words, the Hamiltonian 
functions are iteratively constructed as many times as number of output constraints is. 
Similar to the gradient of the objective function, the calculation in (3.34) and (3.35) also 
requires computing the derivatives ( )( )
y
u
∂ ⋅
∂ ⋅
 and ( )( )
y
x
∂ ⋅
∂ ⋅
. 
 
 
3.7   Simulation Environment Implementation 
 
The RFMPC structure is applied to the DWDS application and verified the simulation 
results. This is implemented by the computer based simulation integrating the EPANET 
water network simulator and GA or SQP optimization solver under MATLAB 
environment. 
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3.7.1   Optimization solver 
 
There are two optimization solvers that are used to obtain the simulation results: Genetic 
Algorithm (GA) and Sequential Quadratic Programming (SQP). Although both of them are 
widely used in the academia, they still have differences in the way of handling constraints. 
A brief introduction between those two solvers is described belows. 
 
GA is based on the principles of genetics and natural selection and was original proposed 
by (Holland, 1975) and further developed by (Goldberg, 1989) and (Deb, 2000). GA 
represents one of the most commonly employed natural optimization techniques for design 
of water distribution networks as evidenced by use of GA for sizing of pipes e.g. (Savic 
and Walters, 1997), (Wu and Simpson, 2001), evaluation of system reliability (Tolson et 
al, 2004) and placement of early warning detection sensors (Ostfeld and Salomons, 2004).. 
Genetic algorithms are applicable to a variety of optimization problems that are not well 
suited for standard optimization algorithms, including problems in which the objective 
function is discontinuous, nondifferentiable, stochastic, or highly nonlinear (Haestad 
2003). In addition, since GA does not require a gradient, it can be linked with the 
hydraulic/water-quality mode.  
 
The algorithm begins with random population of individuals or users-selected population 
in which each individual is represented by a binary string (i.e., chromosome) for one 
possible solution. For each population generation, a measure of the fitness in regards to the 
objective is calculated. Based on the fitness value, individuals are selected to create the 
next generation through the use of techniques such as inheritance, mutation, natural 
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selection, and recombination (crossover). Individuals with higher fitness values will have a 
greater probability of being selected to produce the next generation, thus on average the 
new generation will have a higher fitness value than the older population. The algorithm 
continues until one or more of the pre-established criteria (e.g., number of generations, 
time limit, fitness limit, stall generations, stall time limit, and fitness tolerance) are met. 
 
In spite of the simplicity to implement and easy to understand, GA is especially struggle in 
handling the nonlinear constraints and network with high number of variables, for example 
over 100 variables. However, in quantity control, the DWDS network is highly nonlinear 
due to its nonlinear head-flow relationships for pumps and pipes. SQP turns out to be the 
effective solver to handle the nonlinear constraints due to its ability to take gradients of 
objective function and derivative of constraints.  
 
SQP methods represent the state of the art in nonlinear programming methods In 
(Schittkowski, 1985) it has implemented and tested a version that outperforms every other 
tested method in terms of efficiency, accuracy, and percentage of successful solutions, over 
a large number of test problems. Based on the work of (Biggs, 1975), (Han, 1977), and 
(Powell, 1978), the method allows users to closely mimic Newton's method for constrained 
optimization just as is done for unconstrained optimization. At each iteration, an 
approximation is made of the Hessian of the Lagrangian function using a quasi-Newton 
updating method. This is then used to generate a quadratic programming sub-problem 
whose solution is used to form a search direction for a line search procedure. Mode detail 
of SQP can be found in many texts for example: (Fletcher, 1987), (Gill et al., 1981), 
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(Powell, 1983), and (Hock and Schittkowski, 1983), (Antoniou and Lu, 2007), (Griva et 
al., 2009). 
 
GA as well as SQP is available in many commercial packages. The most commonly used 
package probably is MATLAB which is also used in the thesis. GA and SQP are embedded 
in MATLAB as toolboxes and can be called easily by the syntax ga and fmincon, 
respectively. 
 
3.7.2   Water system simulator: EPANET 
 
EPANET is a well-known water network simulation software package published in 2000 
by the National Risk Management Research Laboratory of United State Environment 
Protection Agency (Rossman, 2000). The product is an open source software and is widely 
accepted and used in simulation and design of hydraulic behaviour within pressurised pipe 
networks. Its graphic interface with WINDOWS operating systems makes it convenient to 
construct the distribution network, calibrate and tune the coefficients of the network, run 
the simulation, and obtain the result data.  
 
Water leakage can be modelled in EPANET simulator by orifice functions. Leaks at 
specific nodes are represented using emitters that are governed by the orifice relationship, 
which is equivalent to May’s pressure-leakage equation previously presented in Section 
2.4.2 with the pressure exponent γ equals 0.5 (Rossman, 2000). 
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However, EPANET simulator cannot be used alone to meet the objectives of different 
control strategies, since its hydraulic calculation is not based on optimisation. In this thesis, 
EPANET simulator is used in two events. Firstly, it is used to generate the water network 
data, including tank level, nodal head and pipe flow, etc. The generated hydraulics output 
is stored in a flat report file, which can be read conveniently in MATLAB environment to 
update the initial state of the model-based predictive controllers. Secondly, in order to 
reduce numbers of decision variables, it is used to handle equality constraints of the MPC 
optimization task. More explanation can be found in Figure 3.8 of Section 3.7.3 
 
3.7.3   Simulation Environment Implementation  
 
 
Figure 3.8: Simulation environment implementation 
 
Leaky and non-leaky network configurations for the example water distribution network 
are stored in separate network files, which are given in Appendix D. For every hour time 
step the EPANET simulator generates massive output data in which only the tank level is 
fed back to the model predictive controller block for next time step use. The model 
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predictive controller block uses the selected optimization solvers, i.e. GA or SQP, through 
MATLAB to solve the MPC optimization task in the reduced space of decision variables. 
The EPANET simulator is embedded into the optimization solver to achieve the reduced 
space form. The generated optimal pump scheduling actions are transferred to the 
EPANET simulator in simple flat files for control purposes. 
 
 
3.7.4   Main Specifications of the software and hardware in the 
simulation 
 
The main features of the simulation platform are listed below: 
 
EPANET:    Version 2.0 
MATLAB:    Version 7.6.0.324 (R2008a)  
OPTIMIZATION TOOLBOX: Version 3.0.1 
GA TOOLBOX:   Version 2.3 (2008a) 
CPU/Memory:   2.8 GHz/2024 Mbytes 
Operating System:   Windows XP Professional 
 
 
3.8 DWDS Case Study 
 
This section presents an optimal operational control of a drinking water distribution 
system. The case study is used to illustrate theory described in all previous sections of this 
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chapter. The network topological structure of the example water distribution system is 
illustrated in Figure 3.9. The system includes 1 source reservoir, 6 pipes, and 1 storage 
tank. Water is pumped from the reservoir source (node 1) by the pump station and can also 
be supplied by the storage tank (node 7). The assumed positive flow direction is expressed 
by the arrow of the flow shows, e.g. flow 2q  denotes the positive flow direction is from 
Node 2 to Node 3. The negative value of the flow indicates the flow direction is opposite to 
the assumed positive flow direction, e.g. 2 0q <  means the flow direction is from Node 3 to 
Node 2. 
 
The example network is depicted in Fig. 2, where iq and , 1,...,7ih i =  are the pipe flows 
and the nodal heads respectively. 2 3 4 5 6, , , ,d d d d d  are the water demands at the 
consumption nodes 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 respectively, and ps  is denoted the relative pump 
speed. The network elements are described by the head-flow qualities. Due to its storage 
capabilities the tank head-flow relationship is dynamic as opposed to the other elements 
which are static, hence described by the nonlinear algebraic equation (3.4). The control, 
state, output, and disturbance variables are: u ps= , 7x h= , [ , ]y q h= , where 1 7[ ,..., ]q q q=  
and 2 6[ ,..., ]h h h= , 2 6[ ,..., ]d d d= . The head of the source is known 1 15h =  and assumed to 
be constant over times. Given 7 ( )h k  and ( )ps k , the forced output ( )y k  can be obtained by 
solving the set of hydraulic equalities (3.4). The operational tank limits are: max 8.5[ ]x m≤  
and min 2[ ]x m≥ . The relative pump speed is constrained as min max0.2 ( ) 1.1u u k u= ≤ ≤ = . 
Pressure of node 3 is constrained as 314 ( ) 19h k≤ ≤ . 
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For operational control purposes of DWDS, the configuration data of the above water 
network are given in Table 3.1 – Table 3.5, which include the nodal elevation, nodal base 
demand, the operating constraints for nodal pressure, daily nodal demand profile, tank 
initial level and level range, pipe and pump installation data, and time dependant electricity 
tariff. 
 
 
Figure 3.9: Case study – diagram of an example water distribution system 
 
The nodal demand pattern as shown in Figure 3.10 is repeated for the extended time 
simulation exceeding 24 hours, which is commonly applied in simulation study of 
operational control of water supply/distribution systems (Vairavamoorthy and Lumbers, 
1998) and is also consistent to the default configuration of the EPANET simulator. 
Techniques to improve the accuracy of demand prediction have been discussed in (Brdys 
and Ulanicki, 1994) 
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Table 3.1: Nodal data for the pipe network 
Node  
ID 
Elevation 
(m) 
Minimum head 
(m) 
Maximum head 
(m) 
Base demand 
(l/s) 
2 15.0 18.0 32.0 5.0 
3 14.0 16.0 30.0 5.0 
4 12.0 12.0 28.0 5.0 
5 14.0 14.0 30.0 5.0 
6 8.0 10.0 28.0 30.0 
1 5.0    
7 ——     Tank/Reservoir nodes     —— 
Table 3.2: Tank (Reservoir) data of the example DWDS 
Node  
 ID 
Elevation 
(m) 
Initial 
level above 
bottom (m) 
Min level 
above 
bottom (m) 
Max level 
above 
bottom (m) 
Tank 
diameter 
(m) 
7 10.0 5.0 2.0 10 15.0 
1 15.0  
 
Table 3.3: Pipe data of the example DWDS 
Pipe  
ID Start node End node 
Length 
(m) Diameter (mm) C Value 
203 2 3 1000 400.0 100 
205 2 5 1000 400.0 100 
304 3 4 1000 400.0 100 
504 5 4 1000 300.0 100 
406 4 6 1000 500.0 100 
607 6 7 1000 500.0 100 
 
Table3.4: Pump data of the example DWDS 
Pump ID Head 
node 
Tail 
node 
Coefficient  
A  (10-2) 
Coefficient 
B  
Cut-off head  
C  (m) 
112 1 2 -0.5419 0 200 
 
 
 
——     Source     — 
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Table 3.5  Pump efficiency and electricity tariff   
Energy price in £/kWh 
Pump ID Efficiency 
η 6:00 a.m. – 10:00 p.m. 
(high tariff) 
10:00 p.m. – 6:00 a.m. 
(low tariff) 
112 0.8 9.72p 4.51p 
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Figure 3.10: Daily demand profile 
 
3.8.1 Formulation of the predictive control problem 
 
In daily operation of water distribution systems, a period of water demand prediction ahead 
of current time is usually needed to be the basis for generating optimal pump actions so as 
to achieve certain control objective, e.g. least pumping cost. Since too long or infinitive 
time horizon demand prediction is not accurate or unavailable, a relatively short prediction 
horizon is more realistic, and this is applied in a receding horizon manner, which forms the 
key idea of MPC technique.  
 
The main goal of DWDS is to supply water to customers and satisfy their quantity and 
quality demand. There are two major aspects in the control of DWDS: quantity and quality. 
The quality control deals with water quality parameters. Having disallowed concentration 
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of chemical parameter, for instance chlorine, cause serious heath dangers. Maintaining 
concentrations of the water quality parameters within the prescribed limits throughout the 
network is a major objective. When the quantity control is considered, the objective is to 
minimize the electrical energy cost of pumping, while satisfying consumer water demand 
and physical constraints such as pressure at nodes or reservoir levels, by producing 
optimized control input such as optimized pump speeds and valve control schedules (Brdys 
and Ulanicki, 1994). The uncertainty is in the demand and structure and parameters of 
DWDS model. In the case study, only the quantity control aspect is considered by applying 
RFMPC technique. The quality issues are addressed in (Brdys and et al., 2002), (Chang 
and Brdys, 2002) for example. In the formulation of the predictive control, the 
corresponding optimization problems are formulated with a moving horizon 24pH = hours 
and the sampling period is fixed to 1 hour. 
 
It is a very common control objective to achieve the least pumping cost while satisfying 
constraints. Moreover, in order to achieve a sustainable operation day after day, it is 
expected that tank levels can come back to their original states after a certain period. For 
the DWDS example, it is desired that after 24 hours, the tank level could return to the 
similar level, which makes long-term periodical operation possible. Hence, the overall 
objective function at 0k k= : 
                
0
0
1
1 2 7 0 7 0
( ) ( )( ( ) ( )) ( ) ( )( )
k N
c s
k k
kJ q k h k h k h k N h k
k
+ −
=
= − + + −∑
γ ρ
η
                          (3.37) 
where ( )kγ  is the power unit charge in £/kWh, ( )kη  is the pump efficiency and is set 
( ) 0.8kη =  for all k , and ( )sh k  is the head of the source and it set ( ) 5sh k =  for all k . 
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The optimization constraints are composed of: 
• Nodal flow continuity equations 
• Water elements head-flow equations 
• Volume/mass balance equations of tanks 
• Pressure limits at certain nodes 
• Physical tank limit 
• Relative speed limit 
 
3.8.2 Design and Simulations (Part 1) 
 
3.8.2.1 Design 
 
In this part, GA is selected to be the optimization solver to solve MPC optimization task in 
the reduce space form. The iterative control structure RFMPC is applied to the operational 
control of the DWDS example. In order to reduce computing time, SWROP and shortening 
robust feasibility horizon technique described in Section 3.4 are applied. 
 
A method for generating robust output prediction (ROP) is chosen by observing the 
simulation results shown in Figure 3.11. The stepwise ROP (SWROP) and the least 
conservative ROP (LCROP) are applied at 0 0k =  over 7 time steps. It can be seen in 
Figure 3.11 that the SWROP method generates envelopes that are outside the region 
determined by the LCROP method. Hence, the SWROP is applicable to our example 
DWDS. Moreover, the envelopes calculated by the two methods are very close over the 
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first 6 steps. The ROP horizon therefore is further reduced to 2 steps and the SWROP 
method is to be applied. 
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Figure 3.11: Robust output prediction at 0 0k = , 7pH =  
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Figure 3.12:  Robustly feasible safety zones and the corresponding  
modified tank upper limit for different relaxation gain values. 
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Furthermore, the relaxation gain in the algorithm for determining the robustly feasible 
safety zones (RFSZ) is selected by simulation where several gain values are tried and the 
results are illustrated in Figure 3.12 The equality (8) in the step (iii) of the RFSZ relaxation 
algorithm has more than one solution. Clearly, the smaller safety zones are, the less 
conservative control actions are, and consequently better controller performance is 
achieved. From Figure 3.12 this is obtained for small gain values. On the other hand, the 
computing time is essential; hence the number of iterations needed to reach the RFSZ 
should be minimized. This is obtained for high gain values as described in Figure 3.12. 
Therefore, in author’s opinion, gain 0.6ν =  is chosen in order to trade between the two 
aspects. 
 
 
3.8.2.2   Simulation results 
 
 
First the RFMPC is applied to the example DWDS at 0 0k = . Robust feasibility at the 
obtained control sequence is checked over the horizon 2
r
H =  and the first two control 
inputs are assessed as robustly feasible. Hence, there is no need to activate the “Safety 
Zone Generator”. In Figure 3.13 two tank trajectories are illustrated: one in dash line is 
obtained by applying the control sequence to the model with the demand prediction while 
the second one in solid is the tank trajectory seen in the real system where the demand may 
differ from the predicted one up to 10%. It also can be seen in Figure 3.13 that the upper 
limit tank constraint is violated during 5 hour to 7 hour time period. Clearly, we are not 
aware about this violation at 0 0k = . However, a lesson to be learnt is that applying a 
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whole control sequence obtained at 0 0k =  to the network is not recommended not only in 
this case but in general. Therefore the RFMPC is kept applying to produce the control 
actions on-line by employing feedback and all its mechanism described in this chapter. 
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Figure 3.13: Predicted tank level trajectory by RFMPC over 
the horizon at time instant 0 0k =  and 2rH =  
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Figure 3.14: Control actions - relative pump speed 
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Figure 3.15: Tank trajectory over the 24 hours 
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Figure 3.16: Zoom-in of Fig.10 during 4-9 hours 
The results are illustrated in Figure 3.14-3.16. It can be seen in Figure 3.15 that the upper 
tank level constraint had to be modified by robustly feedback safety zones over 5, 6, and 7 
time steps in order to achieve robust feedback of the control action over these time steps. 
Although the modification does not tighten the constraints excessively its conservatism 
would be improved by extending the robust prediction horizon. The details of the situation 
over 5, 6, and 7 time steps are illustrated in Figure 3.16. 
 
In order to assess the RFMPC feedback strength, the control actions generated on-line are 
also applied to the DWDS model. The resulting tank trajectory and the control input are 
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shown in Figure 3.15 and Figure 3.14, respectively. The two trajectories are much closer in 
Fig.15 than in Fig.13. Hence, possible impact of the feedback in compensating the demand 
error impact is noticeable. 
 
Lastly, as shown in Figure 3.16, the modified constraints are satisfied in the model but not 
in reality. However, the actual constraint is met in reality showing the effectiveness of the 
RFSZ mechanism. 
 
 
3.8.3   Design and Simulations (Part 2) 
 
In this section, further improvement on the computing time is considered. In stead of using 
GA, Sequential Quadratic Programming (SQP) is chosen to be the optimization solver due 
to its effective ability to handle the nonlinear constraints. The gradient algorithm 
(Algorithm 3.2) is utilized to provide the suitable gradients to the SQP solver. The 
comparison between GA and SQP is verified by the simulation.   
 
3.8.3.1   Design 
 
The gradient of the objective function can be found by using the procedure described in 
Section 3.6.1. The mapping from ( )u ⋅ to ( )J ⋅  can be expressed by equation (3.25), where 
the control input ( ) ( )u ps⋅ = ⋅  is the relative pump speed, state 7x h= , prediction horizon 
24N = . The operator G  has been defined in the equation (3.9). In this situation, G  is the 
water network simulator i.e. EPANET. It is consistent with the definition in the equation 
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(3.9) as the relative pump speed schedule, predicted demand, and initial tank level are 
given the EPANET simulator results all the values of nodal heads, flows. 
 
Following the steps (3.26), (3.27), (3.28) eventually requires the calculation of ( )( )
y
u
∂ ⋅
∂ ⋅
 and 
( )
( )
y
x
∂ ⋅
∂ ⋅
.  Recall that [ , ]y q h= , 1 7[ ,..., ]q q q= , 2 6[ ,..., ]h h h=  
Therefore, the task is now to calculate ( )( )
q
u
∂ ⋅
∂ ⋅
, 
7
( )
( )
q
h
∂ ⋅
∂ ⋅
, 
( )
( )
h
u
∂ ⋅
∂ ⋅
, 
7
( )
( )
h
h
∂ ⋅
∂ ⋅
 
Since the DWDS is assumed to be non-leaky, the lq  in the equation (2.34) is zero and we 
have: 
                                             
( ) -
c
T T
c r r
q d
h q h
Λ =

Λ + Ψ = Λ
                                                        (3.38) 
There are total 7 branches, 5 junction nodes, and 1 reservoir node. Therefore, 7b = , 
5cn = , 1rn = . The incidence matrix cΛ  has 5cn =  rows and 7b =  columns and the 
matrix 
r
Λ   has 1
r
n =  rows and 7b =  columns.   
 
Rearrange (3.38) yields: 
                                              
0
( ) 0
c
T T
r r c
q d
h h q
Λ − =

Λ + Λ + Ψ =
                                                   (3.39) 
The set of equation (3.39) in short can be put into vector function ( , , , ) 0
r
q h h uΩ =  where 
vector Ω  has 1 column and 12 rows. In details, ( , , , )
r
q h h uΩ  is resulted as below: 
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1 2 5 2 2 3 3 3 4 6 4
2 2
5 4 5 6 7 6 2 1 1 1
0.0852 0.0852 0.0852
2 3 2 2 2 3 4 3 3 3 5 4 4 4 4
0.0852 0.0852 0.0852
2 5 5 5 5 4 6 6 6 6 6 7 7 7 7
( , , , ) [ , , ,
, , ( ),
, ,
, , ]
r
T
q h h u q q q d q q d q q q d
q q d q q d h h Aq Bq u Cu
h h R q q h h R q q h h R q q
h h R q q h h R q q h h R q q
Ω = − − + − − + − +
− + − + − − + +
− − − − − −
− − − − − − 0=
   (3.40) 
Notice that in (3.40), the 1h  is the head of source and is always known over times.  
 
Applying the implicit differentiation theorem, the following holds: 
                         
( , , , ) ( , , , ) 0r rq h h u q h h u q
u q u
∂Ω ∂Ω ∂
+ =
∂ ∂ ∂
 
                          
1( , , , ) ( , , , )
r r
q h h u q h h uq
u q u
−
 ∂Ω ∂Ω∂
= − ∂ ∂ ∂ 
                                           (3.41a) 
Similarly, we have: 
                           
1( , , , ) ( , , , )
r r
r r
q h h u q h h uq
h q h
−
 ∂Ω ∂Ω∂
= − ∂ ∂ ∂ 
                                         (3.41b) 
 
                           
1( , , , ) ( , , , )
r r
q h h u q h h uh
u h u
−∂Ω ∂Ω∂  
= − ∂ ∂ ∂ 
                                          (3.41c) 
 
                           
1( , , , ) ( , , , )r r
r r
q h h u q h h uh
h h h
−∂Ω ∂Ω∂  
= − ∂ ∂ ∂ 
                                         (3.41d) 
Having ( )( )
q
u
∂ ⋅
∂ ⋅
, 
7
( )
( )
q
h
∂ ⋅
∂ ⋅
, 
( )
( )
h
u
∂ ⋅
∂ ⋅
, 
7
( )
( )
h
h
∂ ⋅
∂ ⋅
 calculated, the gradients of objective function is 
provided to the SQP solver. Applying the same procedure in Section 3.6.2 and results of 
(3.41), the derivatives of the constraints are computed. 
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3.8.3.2   Simulation results 
 
The control objective is to minimizing the pumping cost. RFMPC is applied to DWDS by 
GA and SQP separately. Comparative simulation results between GA and SQP are shown 
by Figure 3.17 – 3.24 in sequence for relative pump speed, tank level, several pipe flows, 
and nodal pressures.  In Figure 3.18, the tank level comes back to around its initial state 
after 24-hour operation. However, with SQP solver the tank level comes back to its initial 
state closer than with GA. As shown in the Figure 3.17, the pump speed schedules 
produced by two different solvers might not look very similar, but they both utilize the 
capacitance of the tank during low tariff period. This fact is also confirmed by Figure 3.24 
where the flow of tank takes negative values during low tariff. In this simulation, the 
electrical pumping cost is computed by Eq (3.37) where following assumption is made: the 
power unit charge ( ) 1kγ =  for all k ,  the pump efficiency ( ) 0.8kη =  for all k ,  the head 
of the source ( ) 5sh k =  for all k , and weight 500ρ = . The simulation shows that 
electricity cost achieved by SQP is smaller than by GA. Specifically, the electrical 
pumping cost achieved by SQP is in one day period is 1.625e+04 whereas it is 1.831e+04 
by GA. In comparison, the electrical cost is saved by 11.3% by SQP. 
 
Although SQP outperforms GA in computational time, it also has disadvantages. 
Specifically, SQP easily gets into local optimal solution and it requires user to supply the 
initial search point. The initial search point has a significant impact on the solution of SQP. 
By having an initial search point around the optimal region, SQP efficiently converges to 
the optimal solution much faster than GA (Behrang et al., 2008). Regardless the fact that 
GA converges to the solution very slowly especially in final generations in which the 
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objective function is very close to the optimal solution, one of the main advantages of GA 
is to be able to operate without supplying the initial search point. Moreover, GA searches a 
wide range of population and it is better than SQP in finding global optimal solution.  In 
order to combine the advantage of both optimization solvers, in this section GA is used to 
generate the simulation results first. Then, the control inputs (pump speed) generated by 
GA is used as the initial search point in SQP solver. By doing so, the optimality is 
improved as well as the computing efficiency.   
 
In term of computation aspect, the average computing time of solving a single MPC 
optimization task in this case study by GA is 650 seconds, whereas it takes SQP only 320 
seconds with the same hardware and software setup in Section 3.7.4. The overall 
computational time to achieve the simulation in this section is about 3.5 hours by SQP and 
7.5 hours by GA which is confirming the convergence speed of SQP over GA. This is due 
to the fact that SQP utilises the gradient information while GA does not. 
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Figure 3.17   Control input – Relative pump speed by using  
GA and SQP to minimize pumping cost 
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Figure 3.18   Tank level by GA and SQP 
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Figure 3.19 Pressure at node 2 
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Figure 3.20 Pressure at node 3 
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Figure 3.21 Pressure at node 6 
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Figure 3.22 Flow in link 203 
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Figure 3.23 Flow in link 504 
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Figure 3.24 Flow in link 607 
 
 
3.9 Summary 
 
 
The basic idea of the MPC has been presented and the MPC optimization task has been 
formulated in both full space and reduced space of decision variables. The iterative control 
structure of RFMPC has been presented. Employing the iterated safety zones based 
RFMPC, techniques to improve computing time has been proposed i.e. stepwise robust 
output prediction and shortening robust feasibility horizon. The computational aspect has 
been further improved by using SQP as the MPC optimizer. Utilizing the Hamiltonian 
based technique, the gradients of objective functions and derivatives of constraints have 
been calculated to supply to the SQP solvers.  
 
The DWDS example has been illustrated and the comparative simulation results have been 
obtained confirming the effectiveness of SQP over GA. Employing the RFMPC 
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technology, the DWDS over 24 hour period has been controlled in such a way the 
minimum electrical cost is achieved while satisfying the customer demands and system 
constraints. It has been also shown that the electrical pumping cost achieved by SQP is 
smaller than by GA. 
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Chapter 4 
 
 
 
Explicit Safety Zones Based Robustly Feasible 
MPC and Application to DWDS 
 
 
 
This chapter considers feasibility, robust feasibility, and recursive robust feasibility issues 
of the safety zones based RFMPC. Utilizing Karush-Kuhn-Tucker optimality condition the 
safety zones mechanism is further developed to achieve robust feasibility. Moreover, in 
order to attain both recursive and robust feasibility a dedicated iterative algorithm is 
proposed. The control algorithm is applied to control hydraulics in a DWDS example and 
simulation results are presented.  
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4.1 Introduction 
 
In the previous chapter in order to maintain the output and state constraints, safety zones 
have been used to tighten the constraints of Nominal MPC (NMPC). The safety zones are 
re-designed at each time step to reduce conservatism. The calculation of safety zone is 
performed iteratively. However the safety zone approach still has several issues that need 
to be tackled. The first one is concerned with the feasibility issue i.e. under what condition 
of initial states there exist safety zones. For example in the operational of DWDS, if the 
initial tank level is at the very high level, there might be situation that there is no such 
feasible control input that stop the tank level from exceeding the physical limit which is 
not acceptable during online control. Hence, the set of feasible initial tank levels need to be 
found before applying control. In addition to the feasibility achievement, the robustness 
also needs to be considered due to the model-reality mismatch. Since the network system is 
considered in the operational control of DWDS for not just a particular time instant but 
over the time period, robust feasibility of control actions need to be guaranteed not only in 
one time step but as many time steps as needed. The second issue turns out to be about 
recursive feasibility i.e. how to guarantee that there exists safety zones in multi-steps given 
that safety zones exist at the current time step. The safety zone approach as described in 
Chapter 3 is further developed to achieve the recursive robust feasibility 
 
In the context of MPC feasibility study, it has been known that the soft constraint approach 
(Scokaert and Rawlings, 1999; Maciejowski, 2002) can effectively handle mixed 
constraints for deterministic systems and invariant set approach (Gilbert and Tan, 1991; 
Blanchini, 1994, 1999; Dam and Nieuwenhuis, 1995; Santis, 1998; Kolmanovsky and 
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Gilbert 1998; Dorea and Hennet, 1999) can address the problem of state constraint 
satisfaction for uncertain systems. Especially, the latter approach has been successful in 
providing sufficient nominal and robust feasibility conditions in model predictive control 
(Kerrigan, 2000; Primbs and Nevistic, 2000; Kerrigan and Maciejowski, 2001; Cannon et 
al., 2002; Grieder et al., 2003). However, these approaches have been applied only to the 
linear systems or/with linear disturbances. Although the safety zone approach in (Brdys 
and Chang, 2002) is valid for nonlinear system, the recursive robust feasibility have not 
been demonstrated until now. In this chapter, the safety zones mechanism is further 
developed to achieve recursive robust feasibility for nonlinear network systems and 
illustrated by application to the DWDS.  
 
The chapter is organized as follows: In section 2, the mathematical analysis of the 
feasibility of Nominal MPC optimization task is presented and the set ( )X f k  composed of 
all feasible initial states is defined in the state space for which feasible control action exist 
over the prediction horizon for NMPC; an algorithm utilizing Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) 
optimality conditions is derived to determine a box type approximation ( )X fa k of this set. 
In section 3, the state and output constraints are modified by introducing one-step safety 
zones so that the control actions generated become one-step robustly feasible. The 
expressions to calculate the one-step robustly feasible safety zones are derived and starting 
the NMPC with modified constraints from the corresponding set of feasible state is vital in 
these derivations. This set is composed of the one-step robustly feasible states and it is 
denoted ( )XRf k . The MPC algorithm designed in this section is suitable for control over 
one step period only. In section 4 it is further developed to achieve the robust feasibility 
over a multiple-step period of controlling a system. The one-step robustly feasible safety 
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zones are enlarged and consequently the set ( )XRf k  is tightened to become invariant. It 
means that for the initial states in this set the MPC generates a control action over the first 
step forcing the system states at the end of this step to be also in this set. Hence, the robust 
feasibility is extended over a multiple-step period. The invariant set is further denoted 
( )X
rRf k  with , ,f R r  respectively standing for feasible, robust, and recursive. The 
invariant set ( )X
rRf k  is composed of all recursively and robustly feasible states and the 
algorithm is proposed to determine this set. In section 5, the control algorithm is applied to 
control hydraulics in a DWDS example. Section 6 summarizes the chapter.  
 
 
4.2 Feasibility of Nominal MPC optimization task 
 
 
Recall the formulation of the Nominal MPC optimization task in the reduced space of 
variables i.e. equation (3.12): 
                                                
( | )
min ( ( | ), ( | ), ( | ))
( ( | ), ( | ), ( | )) 0
u k
J u k d k x k k
subject to
c u k d k x k k
⋅
⋅ ⋅
⋅ ⋅ ≥
                                                
 
Notice that the solution of (3.12) depends on the initial state ( | )x k k . Clearly, for some 
values of ( | )x k k , there will be no sequence of control actions meeting the constraints. 
Hence, the MPC at k  with such initial state will not be able to generate ( | )optu k k  and 
MPC controller will crash. The control action ( | )optu k k  clearly satisfies the model 
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constraints, which differ from the real plant constraints as ( | ) ( )d k k d k≠  in general.  
Although the control input constraints Uu ∈  are satisfied but the state and output 
constraints may not be satisfied when ( | )optu k k  is applied to the controlled plant. Hence, 
( | )optu k k  must be further modified in order to ensure meeting the state and output 
constraints in the real plant. In other words, the NMPC optimization task (3.12) must be 
modified so that the control actions ( | )optu k k exist and they are robustly feasible. Finally, 
robust feasibility is required not only for one or several steps but for all of them. The 
problem (3.12) thus describing the NMPC optimization task needs to be further developed 
to achieve robust and recursive feasibility. 
 
Since ( | ) ( | )optu k u k⋅ = ⋅  is at least the local minimizer of the problem (3.12), then ( | )optu k⋅  
needs to satisfy the KKT (Antoniou and Lu, 2007) conditions:  
 
• ( ( | ), ( | ), ( | )) 0optc u k d k x k k⋅ ⋅ ≥                                                                                  (4.1a) 
•   there exist Lagrange multipliers *jγ  such that                  
         
*
1
( ( | ), ( | ), ( | )) 0
NM
opt
j j
j
J u k d k x k k c
=
∇ ⋅ ⋅ − ∇ =∑γ                                                        (4.1b)  
•  
* 0 1j jc for j M= ≤ ≤γ                                                                                              (4.1c) 
•  
* 0 1j for j M≥ ≤ ≤γ                                                                                                (4.1d) 
 
The feasible set ( )X f k is defined as the set of all states ( | )x k k  such that there exists 
( | )optu k⋅  satisfying KKT conditions i.e. 
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( ) { ( | ) : ( | )
and ( ( | ), ( | ), ( | )) satisfies (4.1)}
X X U 
  
opt
f
opt
k x k k u k
u k d k x k k
∈ ∃ ⋅ ∈
⋅ ⋅

 
 
If ( | ) ( )X fx k k k∈ , then a solution exists to the optimization problem (3.12) and hence the 
NMPC control input is defined for the given initial state. For all ( | ) ( )X fx k k k∉ , a control 
input cannot be computed.  
 
Finding ( )X f k  is a very challenging problem due to possible complexity of ( )X f k  and 
difficulties in recognizing this complexity. Therefore it shall be assumed that ( )X f k  can 
be approximated by the box min max( ) [ ( ), ( )] ( )X Xfa f f fk x k x k k= ⊂  with sufficient accuracy. 
The problem becomes to find the minimum min ( )fx k  and maximum max ( )fx k  . The set of 
KKT conditions (4.1) introduces certain new variables i.e. the Lagrange multipliers 
1,..., Pγ γ .  
 
Let denote the vector Θ  as the vector of all variables in (4.1). Hence,  
                                        
* * *
1 2[( ( | )) , ( | ), , ,..., ]opt T TNMu k x k kΘ ⋅ γ γ γ  
 
The vector of states ( )x k  is composed of n  states, and can be decomposed as: 
                                              1( ) [ ( ),..., ( )]Tnx k x k x k=  
 
To find min min min
,1 ,( ) [ ( ),..., ( )]Tf f f nx k x k x k= , we solve the following optimization problem (4.2) 
for 1:m n= .  
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min
,
*
1
*
*
Find ( ) min ( )
subject to :
( | )
( ( | ), ( | ), ( | )) 0
( ( | ), ( | ), ( | )) 0
0 1
0 1
X
f m m
opt
NM
opt
j j
j
j j
j
x k Arg x k
x k k
c u k d k x k k
J u k d k x k k c
c for j M
for j M
Θ
=
=
∈
⋅ ⋅ ≥
∇ ⋅ ⋅ − ∇ =
= ≤ ≤
≥ ≤ ≤
∑γ
γ
γ
                                 (4.2) 
 
Similarly, solving optimization problem (4.3) for 1:m n=  yields 
max max max
,1 ,( ) [ ( ),..., ( )]Tf f f lx k x k x k= . It should be noticed that the feasible set ( )X f k  is non 
stationary due to the time varying disturbance prediction. 
 
                        
max
,
*
1
*
*
Find ( ) max ( )
subject to :
( | )
( ( | ), ( | ), ( | )) 0
( ( | ), ( | ), ( | )) 0
0 1
0 1
X
f m m
opt
NM
opt
j j
j
j j
j
x k Arg x k
x k k
c u k d k x k k
J u k d k x k k c
c for j M
for j M
Θ
=
=
∈
⋅ ⋅ ≥
∇ ⋅ ⋅ − ∇ =
= ≤ ≤
≥ ≤ ≤
∑γ
γ
γ
                                (4.3) 
 
Solving (4.2) and (4.3) is very computationally demanding as the numbers of variables 
grows very quickly due to the numbers of Lagrange multipliers * * *1 2, ,..., NMγ γ γ . For 
example, a simple net work with one control input and one state. The prediction horizon is 
assumed to be 10. If constraints are applied to state and input over the entire horizon, then 
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there are 20 constraints all together. Consequently, there are also 20 Lagrange multipliers 
associated with those constraints. In the formulation of (4.2) and (4.3), the decision 
variables which are control input over the horizon, initial state, and all of the Lagrange 
multipliers yield a total of 31 variables. It can be clearly seen that for the medium to large 
network, the numbers of variables grows even much faster. It is then not even possible to 
carry such heavy calculations by the standard solvers within the reasonable times (hours). 
Fortunately, by utilizing the Hamiltonian based technique described in Chapter 3, the 
NMPC optimization task in the reduced space of decision variables can be solved within 
affordable time. 
 
 
4.3 One step robust feasibility 
 
 
The control action ( | )optu k k obtained by NMPC starting with ( | ) ( ) ( )X fx k k x k k= ∈  may 
not guarantee that the resulting state ( 1)x k +  in the system is feasible. The safety zones 
were introduced in (Brdys and Chang, 2002), (Chang, 2002) to modify model based 
state/output constraints in the MPC optimization task over the whole prediction 
disturbance in order to achieve robust feasibility of the generated control actions over the 
prediction horizon. The robustly feasible safety zones values were produced by a dedicated 
algorithm operating on-line. The algorithm is very computationally demanding. In this 
section, it shall be introduced the safety zones to modify the state constraints only over one 
step to achieve the one step robust feasibility. Moreover, the analytical expression for the 
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robustly feasible safety zone values are derived so that they can be calculated off-line 
saving on computing time.  
 
The modified of m th component of state constraint limits are expressed as follows: 
                                                       
min min
,
l
md m m mx x= + ε                                                        (4.4a) 
                                                       
max max
,
-
u
md m m mx x= ε                                                        (4.4b) 
where  umε  and 
l
mε  are non negative number, 1:m n= , and they are the lower and upper 
safety zones of the state constraints respectively.  
 
The vector of outputs ( )y k  is composed of cn  components, and can be decomposed as: 
                                              1( ) [ ( ),..., ( )]c
T
ny k y k y k=  
The modified m th component of output constraint limits are expressed as follows: 
                                                       
min min
,
l
md m m ymy y= + ε                                                      (4.5a) 
                                                       
max max
,
-
u
md m m ymy y= ε                                                       (4.5b) 
where uymε  and 
l
ymε  are non negative numbers, 1: ym n= , and they are the lower and upper 
safety zones of the output constraints, respectively.  
 
A vector of lower and upper safety zones for the output constraints is defined as follows: 
                                                   1[ ,..., ]c
l l l T
y y ynε ε ε  
                                                   1[ ,..., ]c
u u u T
y y ynε ε ε  
A vector of modified output constraint limits are expressed as follows: 
                                                    
min min l
md yy y= + ε                                                            (4.6a) 
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max max
-
u
md yy y= ε                                                            (4.6b) 
 
The additional constraints (4.4) over the first step, i.e. min max
, ,
( 1| )md m m md mx x k k x≤ + ≤   and 
(4.5), i.e. min max( | )md mdy y k k y≤ ≤ , are added to the optimization problems (4.2) and (4.3) to 
yield optimization problem (4.7) and (4.8). Clearly, the one step modified state and output 
constraints are tighter than the original ones and this is the price to be paid due to 
uncertainty in the disturbance prediction. 
 
A state ( | )x k k  for which solution of the NMPC optimization task (4.7) and (4.8) with the 
modified constraints exists is called one step robustly feasible state as the resulting state 
( 1)x k +  and resulting output ( )y k  meet the real system constraints. Denote the set of all 
one step robustly feasible states 
,1 ,[ ( ),..., ( )] ( )XRf Rf n Rfx k x k k∈ . Finding ( )XRf k  is a very 
challenging problem due to possible complexity of ( )X f k  and difficulties in recognizing 
this complexity. It therefore shall be assumed that it can be accurately enough 
approximated as a box min max( ) [ ( ), ( )] ( )X XRfa Rf Rf Rfk x k x k k= ⊂ .  The problem becomes to find 
the minimum min ( )Rfx k  and maximum max ( )Rfx k .  
 
To find min min min
,1 ,( ) [ ( ),..., ( )]TRf Rf Rf nx k x k x k=  and max max max,1 ,( ) [ ( ),..., ( )]TRf Rf Rf nx k x k x k= , we solve the 
following optimization problem (4.7) and (4.8) respectively for 1:m n= .  
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min
,
min max
min max
*
1
*
*
Find ( ) min ( )
subject to :
( 1| ) -
( | ) -
( | )
( ( | ), ( | ), ( | )) 0
( ( | ), ( | ), ( | )) 0
0 1
0 1
X
f m m
l u
m m m m m
l u
y y
opt
NM
opt
j j
j
j j
j
x k Arg x k
x x k k x
y y k k y
x k k
c u k d k x k k
J u k d k x k k c
c for j M
for j M
Θ
=
=
+ ≤ + ≤
+ ≤ ≤
∈
⋅ ⋅ ≥
∇ ⋅ ⋅ − ∇ =
= ≤ ≤
≥ ≤ ≤
∑
ε ε
ε ε
γ
γ
γ
                                  (4.7) 
 
 
                         
max
,
min max
min max
*
1
*
*
Find ( ) max ( )
subject to :
( | )
( 1| ) -
( | ) -
( ( | ), ( | ), ( | )) 0
( ( | ), ( | ), ( | )) 0
0 1
0 1
X
f m m
l u
m m m m m
l u
y y
opt
NM
opt
j j
j
j j
j
x k Arg x k
x k k
x x k k x
y y k k y
c u k d k x k k
J u k d k x k k c
c for j M
for j M
Θ
=
=
∈
+ ≤ + ≤
+ ≤ ≤
⋅ ⋅ ≥
∇ ⋅ ⋅ − ∇ =
= ≤ ≤
≥ ≤ ≤
∑
ε ε
ε ε
γ
γ
γ
                               (4.8) 
 
Notice that in order to solve optimization (4.7) and (4.8) the safety zones umε , lmε , uymε , and 
l
ymε  need to be calculated beforehand. The method of how to compute these safety zones is 
done via the Lipschitz constant. 
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First, let find the safety zones for state constraints, i.e. umε  and 
l
mε  
Recall the state equation (3.24): 
                              ( 1| ) ( ( | ), ( | ), ( | ))x k i k f x k i k u k i k d k i k+ + = + + +                                              
 
At time k , i.e 0i = , the initial state ( | )x k k  is given and the optimal control input 
( | )optu k k  is calculated and applied to the plant. From equation (3.24), the predicted state 
which is based on the predicted ( | )d k k   is: 
                              ( 1| ) ( ( | ), ( | ), ( | ))optx k k f x k k u k k d k k+ =                                         (4.9) 
 
In reality the real disturbance is ( )d k , hence the state which is obtained by taking the 
measurement from the plant is: 
                              ( 1) ( ( | ), ( | ), ( ))optx k f x k k u k k d k+ =                                                (4.10) 
 
It follows from (4.9) and (4.10) that: 
          ( 1) ( 1| ) ( ( | ), ( | ), ( )) ( ( | ), ( | ), ( | ))opt optx k x k k f x k k u k k d k f x k k u k k d k k+ = + + −  
 
Hence, for m th component ( )mx k  of ( )x k : 
,
max
,
( 1) ( 1| ) ( ( | ), ( | ), ( )) ( ( | ), ( | ), ( | ))
( 1| ) ( ) ( | )
- ( ) ( | )
m
m
opt opt
m m m m
m f d
u
m f d
x k x k k f x k k u k k d k f x k k u k k d k k
x k k L d k d k k
x L d k d k k
+ = + + −
≤ + + −
≤ + −ε
 (4.11) 
where 
,mf dL  is the Lipschitz constant of m th component ( )mf ⋅  of the function  ( )f ⋅  with 
respect to ( )d k . 
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Thus, if  
                               
,
( ) ( | )
m
u
m f dL d k d k k≥ −ε                                                               
for any [1, ]m n∈ , then min max( 1| )m m mx x k k x≤ + ≤ .  
In order to achieve the least conservatism: 
,
( ) ( | )
m
u
m f dL d k d k k≥ −ε                         (4.12a) 
Similarly, the same argument can be applied to find the safety zones for the lower limit of 
state constraints i.e.  
                              
,
( ) ( | )
m
l
m f dL d k d k k= −ε                                                               (4.12b) 
 
Applying the same procedure as for the state constraints, the safety zones for output 
constraints, i.e. uymε  and 
l
ymε , are calculated as follows: 
Recall the output equation (3.6): 
                                  ( ) ( ( ), ( ), ( ))y k E u k x k d k=    
At time k , i.e 0i = , the initial state ( | )x k k  is given and the optimal control input 
( | )optu k k  is calculated and applied to the plant. From equation (3.6), the predicted output 
which is based on the predicted ( | )d k k   is: 
                                  ( | ) ( ( | ), ( | ), ( | ))y k k E u k k x k k d k k=                                            (4.13) 
 
In reality the real disturbance is ( )d k , hence the output which is obtained by taking the 
measurement from the plant is: 
                                 ( ) ( ( | ), ( | ), ( ))y k E u k k x k k d k=                                                     (4.14) 
Hence, utilizing (4.13) and (4.14), for m th component ( )my k  of ( )y k : 
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,
max
,
( ) ( | ) ( ( | ), ( | ), ( )) ( ( | ), ( | ), ( | ))
( | ) ( ) ( | )
- ( ) ( | )
m
m
m m m m
m E d
u
ym E d
y k y k k E u k k x k k d k E u k k x k k d k k
y k k L d k d k k
y L d k d k k
= + −
≤ + −
≤ + −ε
                (4.15) 
where 
,mE d
L  is the Lipschitz constant of m th component ( )
m
E ⋅  of ( )E ⋅  with respect to 
( )d k . 
Thus, if                          
,
( ) ( | )
m
u
ym E dL d k d k k≥ −ε                                                      
In order to achieve the least conservatism: 
,
( ) ( | )
m
u
ym E dL d k d k k= −ε                       (4.16a) 
for any [1, ]ym n∈ , then min max( | )m m my y k k y≤ ≤ .  
Similarly, the same argument can be applied to find the safety zones for the lower limit of 
output constraints i.e.  
                                       
,
( ) ( | )
m
l
ym E dL d k d k k= −ε                                                     (4.16b) 
 
It is now clear to see that the safety zone technique is used explicitly. In other words, the 
safety zones are explicitly calculated before applying control and the all computation is 
made off-line. In contradictory to this, the safety zones in Chapter 3 are calculated online 
to achieve RFMPC, hence all computation is carried out online. With the novel technique 
to utilize safety zones explicitly, the RFMPC is still achieved and the burden of 
computation goes off-line. This essence is the major difference between how safety zones 
based technique is used to achieve RFMPC in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4.  
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4.4 Recursive robust feasibility 
 
4.4.1 Invariant sets 
 
Due to the optimization nature of MPC algorithm, in safety-critical applications it is 
desirable that infeasibility of MPC optimization problems is avoided at all costs in order to 
guarantee constraint satisfaction. Set invariance plays a fundamental role in the design of 
control systems for constrained systems since the constraints can be satisfied for all time if 
and only if the initial state is contained inside an invariant set. In particular, invariant set 
theory (Blanchini, 1999) has been known to be essential in understanding the behaviour of 
constrained systems and in the design of MPC controllers. In (Kerrigan, 2001), the 
invariance set theory has been used in robust analysis MPC controllers. The iterative 
algorithm to calculate the maximum robust control invariant set for systems with linear 
disturbances has been proposed in (Grieder et al., 2003). The invariance set computation 
was then utilized to achieve the robustly feasible MPC strategy switching in (Wang, 2006). 
Following Blanchini (1999) and Gilbert and Tan (1991), the basic concepts and definition 
of invariant sets are introduced in this section, which will be useful in understanding the 
content of the next sub-section.  
 
Definition 2.1 (Positively invariant set). The non-empty set nΩ∈R  is positively invariant 
for the autonomous system 1 ( )k kx f x+ =  if and only if 0x∀ ∈Ω  the system state evolution 
satisfies kx ∈Ω , 1:k∀ ∈ ∞ . The set Ω  is invariant if and only if 0x ∈Ω  implies kx ∈Ω , 
0 :k∀ ∈ ∞ . 
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In general, a given set Ω  is not positively invariant. It is more often for one to determine 
the largest positively invariant set contained in Ω . 
 
Definition 2.2 (Maximal positively invariant set).  The non-empty set ( )O∞ Ω  is the 
maximal positively invariant set contained in Ω  for the autonomous system 1 ( )k kx f x+ =  if 
and only if ( )O∞ Ω  is positively invariant and contains all positively invariant sets 
contained in Ω , i.e. ϒ  is positively invariant only if ( )O∞ Ω ⊆ Ωϒ ⊆ . 
 
Definition 2.3 (Control invariant set). The non-empty set nΘ∈R  is a control invariant set 
for the system 1 ( , )k k kx f x u+ =  if and only if there exists a feedback control law ( )k ku g x=  
such that Θ  is a positively invariant set for the closed-loop system 1 ( , ( ))k k kx f x g x+ =  and 
ku  is an admissible control input for kx∀ ∈Θ . 
 
In general, a given set Θ  is not control invariant. It is more often for one to determine the 
largest control invariant set contained in Θ . 
 
Definition 2.4 (Maximal control invariant set). The non-empty set ( )C∞ Θ  is the maximal 
control invariant set contained in Θ  for the system 1 ( , )k k kx f x u+ =  if and only if ( )C∞ Θ  
is control invariant and contains all control invariant sets contained in Θ , i.e. ϒ  is control 
invariant only if ( )C∞ Θ ⊆ Θϒ ⊆ . 
 
A thorough exploration of invariant set concepts falls outside the scope of the thesis. One 
can refer to (Bitsoris, 1988; Gilbert and Tan 1991; Rachid, 1991; Castelan and Hennet, 
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1993; Blanchini, 1994; De Santis, 1994; Blanchini, 1999; Dorea and Hennet, 1999; 
Kerrigan, 2000; Vidal et al., 2000) for more extensive discussions on various invariant 
sets.  
 
The invariance set theory actually has been an effective tool to ensure recursive feasibility 
of the MPC controller due to its special property. Next, we focus on achieving the 
recursive robust feasibility by further develop the analysis of one step robust feasibility as 
described in the previous section.  
 
 
4.4.2 Recursive robust feasibility - RFMPC 
 
 
In the previous section, it has been concluded that in order to have at least one-step 
robustly feasible control action the initial state must lie in ( )XRf k . However, at the end of 
one step period, the current NMPC initial state is updated from the measurement and can 
be anywhere within X . However, the set ( )XRf k  is the subset of X  and if 
( 1) ( 1)XRfx k k+ ∉ +  then there will be no feasible solution of the NMPC optimization task. 
The control algorithm will then crash. To achieve robustly feasible control action over 
multiple-step period, the current state needs to lie inside the one-step robustly feasible sets. 
In other words, ( ) ( )XRfx k k∈  for any k , which means that ( )XRf k  is invariant set with 
respect to the MPC one step state to state mapping.  
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Let us assume first that  ( )X XRf Rfk = , which is the case if the disturbance prediction over 
k i+ , 1: 1i N= −  is the same at any k . Let now ( | ) XRfx k k ∈  and it is required that 
( 1) XRfx k + ∈  for recursive robust feasibility. This can be forced by using 
min min
, ,
l
md m Rf m mx x= + ε  and 
max max
, ,
-
u
md m Rf m mx x= ε  as additional modified constraints which is 
described in (4.6) and (4.7). It means that the set XRf  will be minimally tightened to a 
smaller robustly feasible XRf . When the statement ( 1) XRfx k + ∈  if ( | ) XRfx k k ∈  holds, 
then the tightening XRf  into XRf  has produced the invariant set, which achieves recursive 
robust feasibility. If not, then the next tightening operation is performed with 
minmin
,
,
l
Rf mmd m mx x= + ε  and 
max
max
,
,
-
u
Rf mmd m mx x= ε . The above can be formulated as follows: 
 
Algorithm 4.1: 
For 1:m n=  
• Step 1: Find min
,Rf mx , 
max
,Rf mx  by solving  (4.2) and (4.3) with an additional constraints 
                        
min max
, ,
( 1| )md m m md mx x k k x≤ + ≤  and min max( | )md mdy y k k y≤ ≤  
                        where the modified constraints min
,md mx , 
max
,md mx , 
min
mdy , and 
max
mdy  are 
                        calculated in (4.4) and (4.6) 
• Step 2: Find 
min
,Rf mx , 
max
,Rf mx , by solving (4.2) and (4.3) with the additional constraints: 
                        
min max
, ,
( 1| ) -l uRf m m m Rf m mx x k k x+ ≤ + ≤ε ε  and min max( | )md mdy y k k y≤ ≤  
                         where min
,Rf mx  and 
max
,Rf mx  are obtained from Step 1 
• Step 3: If 
min
min
,
,
Rf mRf mx x≠  and/or 
max
max
,
,
Rf mRf mx x≠ , 
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                        then set 
min
min
,
,
Rf mRf mx x=  and/or 
max
max
,
,
Rf mRf mx x=  and go to Step 2 
                        else go to step 4 
• Step 4: Obtain 
min
min
,
,
Rf mrRf mx x=  and 
max
max
,
,
Rf mrRf mx x=  
 
As max max max max( )u urRf rRfx x x x− = − − +ε ε  and similarly min min min min( - )l lrRf rRfx x x x+ = + +ε ε , it is 
clear that in general the safety zones ensuring one-step robust feasibility must be further 
increased to ensure recursive robust feasibility. This has been achieved iteratively but with 
only one-step robust feasibility, however resulting in the maximal control invariant set 
X
rRf . The convergence of the algorithm 4.1 has not been proven and only been verified by 
the simulation. In general, algorithm 4.1 cannot be ensured to terminate in finite time, but 
confining the iteration times and defining precision degree are usual ways to obtain an 
approximate solution.  
 
The final formulation of the RFMPC optimisation task is: 
                         
( | )
min max
min max
min ( ( | ), ( | ), ( | ))
subject to : ( 1| )
( | ) -
( ( | ), ( | ), ( | )) 0
u k
l u
rRf rRf
l u
y y
J u k d k x k k
x x k k x
y y k k y
c u k d k x k k
⋅
⋅ ⋅
+ ≤ + ≤ −
+ ≤ ≤
⋅ ⋅ ≥
ε ε
ε ε
                                      (4.17) 
                          where ( | ) X
rRfx k k ∈  
 
In case when the set of robustly feasible states is truly time-varying we would pursue the 
recursive robust feasibility of the MPC as follows: First, the robustly feasible invariant sets 
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( )X
rRf k , 0 ,..., ck k N=  are designed as above over the control period. Then the stationary 
X
rRf  which is suitable for the whole control period is produced as:  
 
                                                     
0
( )X X
cN
rRf rRf
k k
k
=
= ∩                                                       (4.18)  
 
assuming that the intersection is non empty. If it is empty then the period 0[ , ]ck N can be 
partitioned into P  smaller periods such that the intersection in (4.18) is non empty over 
each of these periods to produce X prRf , where p  is the period number. These P  different 
,
pRFMPC p P∈ , each of them has different stationary X prRf .  Robustly feasible operation 
of MPC over the overall control period would then involve switching from 1pRFMPC −  to 
,
pRFMPC p P∈ . The soft switching technique between different robust MPC strategies 
was address in (Brdys, 2010) and (Brdys and Wang, 2005). Further progress in this case is 
reported in the Chapter 6. 
 
 
4.5 DWDS Case Study 
 
 
The DWDS example has the same structure as the one described in the Chapter 3. 
However there is a minor difference of the profile data has been applied. For the sake of 
coherent illustration, not all but some selected profile data is mentioned again. The detail 
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data of this network is provided in the Appendix D. The example network is depicted in 
the Figure 4.1, where iq and , 1,...,7ih i =  are the pipe flows and the nodal heads 
respectively. 3 5 6, ,d d d  are the water demands at the consumption nodes 3, 5, and 6 
respectively, and ps  is denoted the relative pump speed. The network elements are 
described by the head-flow qualities. Due to its storage capabilities the tank head-flow 
relationship is dynamic as opposed to the other elements which are static, hence described 
by the nonlinear algebraic equation (3.4). The control, state, output, and disturbance 
variables are: u ps= , 7x h= , [ , ]y q h= , where 1 7[ ,..., ]q q q=  and 1 6[ ,..., ]h h h= , 
3 5 6[ , , ]d d d d= . Given 7 ( )h k  and ( )ps k , the forced output ( )y k  can be obtained by 
solving (3.6). 
 
The operational tank limits are: max 8[ ]x m≤  and min 2[ ]x m≥ . The relative pump speed is 
constrained by: min max0.2 ( ) 1.1u u k u= ≤ ≤ = . The demand patterns of node 5 and 6 are 
displayed respectively in Figure 4.2, and node 3 has the fixed demand of 2 [litres/second] 
over the entire horizon is composed of pipes, valves, pumps, and tanks, and the operational 
goal is to deliver water from the sources to the water users. 
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Figure 4.1 Diagram of DWDS example 
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Figure 4.2 Demand pattern profile of the DWDS example 
 
 
4.5.1 RFMPC design 
 
As described in equation (3.37), the cost function cJ  represents the electrical energy 
consumed over 24 hours. The time continuous tank equation is discretized with the 
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discretization step equal to 1 hour. Hence, the control inputs in the RFMPC optimization 
task at k  are: ( | ) [ ( | ),..., ( 23 | )] [ (0),..., (23)]u k u k k u k k ps ps⋅ = + =  
Discretizing the time continuous tank difference equation (2.11) yields the state equation: 
                            
7 7
7
( 1) ( ) (1/ ) ( ) ( ) (1/ ) ( )
( ) (1/ ) ( ( ), ( ), ( ))
x k x k A y k x k A q k
x k A E u k x k d k
+ = + = +
= +
 
where A  is the tank cross sectional area 
The constraints have been described already in the introduction of the Section 4.5.  
 
Hence, from (3.24): 
                          7( ( ), ( ), ( )) ( ) (1/ ) ( ( ), ( ), ( ))f x k s k d k x k A E u k x k d k= +  
and 
7, ,
(1/ )
mf d E dL A L=  and 7 ,E dL  is the Lipschitz constant of 7E  with respect to d  is 
calculated based on its derivative with respect to d . 
 
As 3 5 6[ , , ]d d d d= , the Lipschitz constant of 7E  with respect to d  is the summation of 
Lipschitz constant of 7E  with respect to each component of d :  
7 7 3 7 5 7 6, , , ,E d E d E d E d
L L L L= + +  
Calculating 
7 3,E d
L , 
7 5,E d
L , and 
7 6,E d
L requires solving the optimization problems with the 
objective functions respectively are 7
3
q
d
∂
∂
, 
7
5
q
d
∂
∂
, and  7
6
q
d
∂
∂
. Those derivatives are evaluated 
based on implicit differentiation theorem as described in the Section 3.8.3.1. This results in 
,
0.18
mf dL = . The Algorithm 4.1 was applied to calculate [3.35,7.21]XrRf =  and its 
iterations are illustrated in Table 4.1. The set X
rRf  is shown in Figure 4.3 where its limits 
are marked red still leaving large operational capacity of the tank. 
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Number of iterations minRfx  
max
Rfx  
0 2.00 8.00 
1 2.41 7.70 
2 2.54 7.63 
3 2.85 7.34 
4 2.93 7.21 
5 3.33 7.21 
6 3.35 7.21 
 
Table 4.1 Iterations of Algorithm 4.1 
In the Table 4.1, the Algorithm 4.1 has been terminated after six iterations in 10 hours. The 
reason for its termination is due to one of the following stopping criteria: 
• Maximum change in function value is set to be 0.05. It means that when the change 
in value of the optimized function is less than 0.05, the algorithm stops. 
• Stall time limit is set to be 7200 seconds. It means that if there is no improvement 
in the value of the optimized function for an interval of time in seconds specified 
by stall time limit, the algorithm stops. 
• Generations is set to be 10. It means that the maximum number of generations the 
algorithm performs is 10.  
 
4.5.2 Simulation results 
 
The demand profile in DWDS and its prediction are illustrated in Figure 4.2. The 
simulations of RFMPC operation were carried out for several initial tank levels within the 
set [3.35,7.21]X
rRf =  and the results are illustrated in Figure 4.3 and Figure 4.4. It can be 
seen that the tank constraints are satisfied over a whole control period of 24 hours. 
Moreover, the tank trajectory lies inside the set X
rRf  confirming the invariance of this set. 
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Next the initial tank level was selected outside X
rRf  at 7.6[m] and the RFMPC crashed at 5 
hours because there was no feasible control input trajectory at this initial state. This 
confirms that the invariant set X
rRf  is maximal. It also can be seen in Figure 4.4 that the 
optimised relative pump speeds corresponding to the different initial tank levels are indeed 
different, which emphasizes an impact of the initial state on the resulting control input 
trajectory. Also the tank capacity is restored at the end of 24 hrs period; hence the system 
operation is sustainable over a long term.  
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Figure 4.3 RFMPC for different initial tank levels -  tank trajectories 
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Figure 4.4 RFMPC for different initial tank levels – pump speed schedule 
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4.6 Summary 
 
 
The analysis on the feasibility of NMPC optimization task has been presented. Utilizing 
KKT optimality condition, the procedure to calculate approximation of ( )X f k  composed 
of all feasible initial states is defined in the state space for which feasible control action 
exist over the prediction horizon for NMPC has been derived. Further develop on the 
safety zone approach has been made in order to achieve one step robust feasibility. The 
safety zones based technique has been derived in order to achieve one step robustly 
feasible states. Moreover, the iterative algorithm has been proposed to determine the 
approximation of the invariant set under the assumption that the disturbance prediction is 
not time varying.    
  
The RFMPC controller has been successfully applied to the DWDS example to meet water 
consumer demands at minimal operational cost in sustainable manner. Simulation results 
have been presented to confirm the property of the invariant sets. 
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Chapter 5 
 
 
 
Softly Switched RFMPC (SSFMPC) and 
Application to DWDS under wide range of 
operational conditions 
 
 
 
This chapter considers Softly Switched RFMPC and its components. The soft switching 
mechanism is presented and the feasibility of the hard switching is discussed. The 
functionalities of supervisory control level and its importance with respect to switching are 
briefly discussed. 
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5.1 Introduction 
 
In the operational control of DWDS, it is often that there are several objectives that need to 
be met by the plant. In chapter 3 and chapter 4, different techniques to design RFMPC 
have been proposed in order to meet single control objective. In the application of DWDS 
under wide ranges of operational conditions, it requires more than one RFMPC controller 
that needs to be designed. When the current control strategy needs to be replaced by the 
new one, it requires a switching process between the current and new controllers. 
Consequently, the overall system is further developed to so-called Softly Switched 
RFMPC in order to accommodate, coordinate, and integrate all RFMPC controllers. 
 
The chapter is organized as follows: The SSRFMPC and its components are presented in 
Section 5.2. In this section, three main operational states of the DWDS are distinguished. 
The switching mechanism is considered in Section 5.3. To have the better understanding of 
the structure of hierarchical predictive control, the Supervisory Control Level is discussed 
in Section 5.4. Section 5.5 summarizes the chapter.   
 
 
5.2 SSRFMPC presentation and its components 
 
Given a plant to be controlled and set of objectives to be achieved by using RFMPC 
controller. A single control objective is quantitatively formulated as a performance index 
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of MPC optimization task. As described in Chapter 3, the MPC optimization task is 
defined by the performance index (cost function) and constraints on decision and state 
vector of the plant. In has been pointed out in (Brdys et al., 2007) that it is impossible to 
achieve all objectives under wide range of operational conditions by using only one 
RFMPC controller. Therefore in the overall control system there must be as many RFMPC 
controllers as number of control strategies in order for the plant to operate properly. 
Appearance of different control strategies enforces finding a switching mechanism 
between them. The overall control system needs to be further developed to so-called Softly 
Switched RFMPC (SSRFMPC) in order to accommodate multiple RFMPC controllers.  
 
 
Figure 5.1 Structure of Softly Switched RFMPC 
 
The architecture of the SSRFMPC is depicted in Figure 5.1. Of course in reality there 
could be possibly more than three different control strategies that need to be used to 
control the plant. However, for the illustration purposes, the RFMPC 1, RFMPC 2, and 
RFMPC 3 represent for control strategies of normal, disturbed, and emergency operational 
states that have described in Section 2.6.6. Each RFMPC can be constructed by the 
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techniques in Chapter 3 or Chapter 4. However, as discussed before, the technique of 
Chapter 4 can guarantee the recursive robust feasibility. Moreover, in term of computing 
aspect, the computational burden of the MPC is done off-line whereas it has to be on-line 
by the technique of Chapter 3. Therefore, in thesis SSRFMPC will be composed of several 
RFMPC controllers in which each of them has the standard structure as described in 
Chapter 4. The operational state is assessed by the Supervisory Control Level (SuCL). The 
role of the SuCL is to decide and select the proper control strategy based on the assessment 
of operational state. The switching signal is then transmitted from SuCL to Switching box. 
The function of the Switching box is to switch between RFMPC controllers. Then the 
above procedure is repeated over the control horizon.  
 
 
5.3 Switching Mechanism 
 
 
In the previous section, switching box has the function that switch from one controller to 
another. In order to design the switching box, a switching mechanism is required.  There 
are two different ways of switching: hard switching and soft switching. Hard switching 
means the new control strategy is applied immediately without any intermediate switching 
process when needed. Although the hard switching is very simple, it does not usually 
achieve satisfactory switching outcome since the switching is made in such a sudden way 
that it can probably cause some unexpected and unwelcome impulsive phenomena, such as 
big overshoot and sudden change of system state/output, huge instant demand and abrupt 
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change of control action, and even actuator failure if the control objectives of the two 
control strategies greatly differs.   
 
 
                                (a)                                                                    (b) 
Figure 5.2 Feasibility of hard switching MPC controllers: (a) feasible hard switching with 
the feasible set X f  of new RFMPC as a target set; (b) robustly feasible hard switching 
with the robustly feasible set X
rRf  of new RFMPC as a target set. 
 
Besides the aggressive switching transients of controller hard switching between different 
RFMPC controllers can not be always guaranteed. From the set inclusion point of view, 
each RFMPC controller has its own feasible region. This feasible region has been 
identified, calculated, and denoted X f  in Chapter 4. If at the switching point the current 
initial state provided by the first MPC does not belong to the feasible set X f  of the second 
RFMPC, the switching action is then infeasible. Moreover, since uncertainty has to be 
considered, if at the switching point the initial state provided by the first RFMPC does not 
belong to the robustly feasible set X
rRf  of the second RFMPC, then a robustly feasible 
operation of RFMPC controller 2 can not be guaranteed. This issued is illustrated in Figure 
5.2. Therefore, when the first control strategy and its corresponding RFMPC controller 
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needs to be replaced by the second one, the command of SuCL to switch can be 
implemented in two ways: hard switching and soft switching. Hard switching always 
means that the second RFMPC is put into action immediately. This, as previously 
explained, can be done only if the current state has been included in at least the feasible set 
X f   of RFMPC controller 2. If not, the SuCL may decide to wait till this happens while 
sacrificing on the operational performance. However, if the feasible set X f  of MPC 
controller 2 has no shared intersection with that of RFMPC controller 1, it then becomes 
hopeless to make such a hard switching no matter how long the SuCL waits, since RFMPC 
controller 1 can never provide such a suitable initial state for RFMPC controller 2. In this 
situation, only the soft switching method can be resorted to overcome.  
 
The idea of soft switching is illustrated in Figure 5.3 where the control strategy change is 
commanded by the SuCL at time instant t  (Grochowski et al., 2004). It can be seen that a 
sudden (hard) switch from the current control strategy produces state trajectory ( | )crx t t  to 
the new one forcing the plant state moving along ( | )newx t t  would imply significant 
variations of the plant state. In order to avoid it the immediate combined control strategies 
are designed to produce the intermediate state trajectory ( | )combx t t . Hence, over 
[ , ]st t t T∈ + , where sT  denotes duration of the soft switching process, the plant is under 
the combined control strategies. The new control strategy takes over at st t T= + , to 
produce the soft state trajectory ( | )softx t t . 
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Figure 5.3 The examples of state trajectories resulting from hard and soft switching of the 
control strategies. The dashed line represents the state trajectory during soft switching. 
 
 
Figure 5.4 Soft switching mechanism – design structure of the SSRFMPC 
 
Motivated by the idea of switching mechanism, the design structure of SSRFMPC is 
depicted in Figure 5.4 where the soft switching process composes of many intermediate 
combined RFMPC controllers. By gradually replacing RFMPC 1 by the sequences of 
intermediate RFMPC controllers, the RFMPC 2 controller will eventually be engaged 
without causing unwanted transients. 
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Based on the idea of soft switching mechanism, the Softly Switched MPC (SS-MPC) has 
been proposed in (Brdys and Wang, 2005) for a linear process dynamics under the additive 
and polytopic uncertainty. In (Wang, 2006), the SS-MPC has been further investigated and 
been applied to the DWDS. In this thesis, further improvement on SS-MPC has been made. 
Firstly, instead of the MPC the RFMPC as described in the Chapter 4 is used in the thesis 
in order to ensure recursive robust feasibility. Secondly, the SSRFMPC is designed not for 
linear but nonlinear systems. The technical designs of the soft switching mechanism are 
presented in the next chapter. 
 
 
5.4 Supervisory Control Level 
 
 
In operational control of water distribution systems under varying operating scenarios, the 
proposed methodology of softly switched model predictive control can be integrated into 
an intelligent decision-support multilayer hierarchical control structure (Brdys and 
Tatjewski, 2005), (Brdys and Malinowski, 1994), (Findeisen et al., 1980), (Brdys et al,. 
2002), (Grochowski, Brdys & Gminski, 2004), (Brdys, et al., 2007). The multilayer 
hierarchical control structure has been applied to Integrated Wastewater System and is 
depicted in Figure 5.5. This control structure allows for proper and through utilization of 
all available quantitative and qualitative information about the plant structure and 
dynamics, its interactions with the environment and up to date operational experiences. 
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According to different functionalities played, the hierarchical control structure can be split 
into three main control levels: Supervisory Control Level (SuCL), Optimizing Control 
Level (OCL) and Follow up Control Level (FuCL).   
 
 
Figure 5.5: Hierarchical structure for optimizing control of integrated wastewater system 
 
Supervisory Control Level is located at the top of the control system hierarchy and has 
global knowledge about current activity of the entire system. Its functionalities are 
presented in (Grochowski, et al., 2004) The SuCL is responsible for coordination of 
operation of all layers and assess the operational states to select the suitable control 
strategy i.e. objective function and constraints for MPCs at OCL. Information from all 
control structure units is available at SuCL at every time step with a time resolution that is 
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adequate to a time unit of a time scale being considered. Based on information delivered by 
monitoring system, OCL and dedicated agents of SuCL select a control strategy to be 
currently applied to the system. The OCL is responsible for generating the optimized and 
robustly feasible trajectories of manipulated variables. The control objectives of OCL can 
be split into Long, Medium, and Fast control sub-layer. The result of control generation 
activities at OCL are the manipulated variables trajectories that constitute the set-point 
trajectories for the FuCL. The FuCL layer is responsible for forcing the plant by direct 
hardware maneuverings to follow these trajectories.  
 
It can clearly be seen that the SuCL determines whether to favor the transient switching 
performance or to favor engaging new control strategy as quickly as possible. Therefore, in 
order to make the right switching decision the SuCL must be involved and designed in the 
hierarchical decision support control structure. A systematic design of such SuCL requires 
a comprehensive knowledge of plant operational states e.g. leakage detection, weather, 
water demand forecast, coordination between other control levels, etc., which is beyond the 
scope of the thesis.  
 
 
5.5 Summary 
 
 
The SSRFMPC and its components have been presented. The two ways switching: hard 
switching and soft switching has been discussed to point out that the hard switching is not 
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always feasible. The idea of the soft switching mechanism has been discussed and the 
design structure of SSRFMPC has been showed and explained for the clear picture of the 
technical design in the next chapter. In order to have better understanding of operational 
control of DWDS, the SuCL and its functionalities have been briefly summarized. 
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Chapter 6 
 
 
 
Synthesis, analysis and soft switching 
mechanisms for Supervisory Controller of 
SSRFMPC and Application to DWDS under 
wide range of operational conditions 
 
 
 
This chapter presents the analysis of Softly Switched RFMPC. The switching mechanism 
of SSRFMPC is mathematically formulated. The algorithm for the fast soft switching 
between RFMPC is proposed in order to minimize the switching time duration. The theory 
is illustrated by the application to hydraulic optimizing control in DWDS example. 
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6.1 Introduction 
 
In the operational control of DWDS, it is often that there is a set of objectives that need to 
be met by the plant under full range of disturbance inputs. In chapter 3 and chapter 4, two 
different techniques to design RFMPCs have been proposed by utilizing safety zones. 
However, a single RFMPC represents only one control objective that being best fit into 
specific operational conditions and therefore is only used for one suitable control strategy. 
In order for the plants to achieve a set of objectives during operational control of DWDS, it 
requires that several RFMPC needs to be designed. It is inevitable then to switch between 
the RFMPCs. A simple hard switching may introduce unwanted transients and more 
importantly it may not achieve recursive and robust feasibility. A similar soft switching 
mechanism to (Brdys and Wang 2005) and (Wang and Brdys, 2006), but for nonlinear 
systems, is presented in the chapter in order to softly switch from one RFMPC to a 
different one. The resulting controller that is able to softly switch between RFMPC is then 
called Softly Switched RFMPC (SSRFMPC). The major difference between these two 
methods originates from the different ways to incorporate and handle the uncertainties. In 
(Brdys and Wang 2005), (Wang and Brdys, 2006), and (Wang 2006), the linear system is 
considered and the corresponding robust closed-loop feasible set is calculated by the 
dedicated algorithm. The algorithm has been proposed in (Grieder, et al. 2003) and utilized 
the Pontryagin set difference. The work has been further developed and analyzed in (Brdys 
and Tran, 2010) and (Tran and Brdys, 2010) in which the nonlinear system is considered 
and the corresponding robustly feasible invariant sets are calculated by utilizing the KKT 
optimality conditions.   
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The chapter is organized as follows: The synthesis and analysis of SSRFMPC is presented 
in Section 6.2. An algorithm is derived for fast soft switching in case the hard switching is 
not feasible is presented in Section 6.3. The Section 6.4 consists of a DWDS example with 
sets of comparative simulation results. Section 6.5 summarizes the chapter.  
 
 
6.2 Softly Switched RFMPC 
 
As described in the Chapter 3, a general nonlinear network system has the following the 
formulation: 
                             
( 1) ( ( ), ( ), ( ))
( ) ( ( ), ( ), ( ))
x k f x k s k d k
y k E u k x k d k
 + =

=
                                                             (6.1) 
where the state and output equation are described in equations (3.5) and (3.6). 
The system (1) is subject to the constraints (3.2a), (3.2b), and (3.2c): 
                                , ,U Y Xu y x∈ ∈ ∈                                                                           (6.2)          
 Consider the finite horizon MPC optimization problem at k : 
                       


( | ), ( | )min ( ( | ), ( | ))
subject to :
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( ( | ), ( | )) 0
( 1 | ) ( ( | ), ( | ), ( | ))
( | ) , 0 :
( | ) , 0 : 1
( | ) , 0 : 1
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s k x k N k
J s k x k N k
x k k x k
F s k i k d k i k
x k i k f x k i k s k i k d k i k
x k i k i N
u k i k i N
y k i k i N
⋅ +
⋅ +
=
+ + =
+ + = + + +
+ ∈ =
+ ∈ = −
+ ∈ = −
                               (6.3) 
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It is important to mention that the formulation (6.1) above considers the general nonlinear 
system and the impact of disturbances on states/outputs is nonlinear and implicit whereas 
in (Brdys and Wang, 2005) and (Wang 2006) the linear system is considered and the 
disturbance state mapping is explicit.  
 
It is clear that the MPC control law ϒ  above is determined by the function ( )J ⋅  and the 
constraint sets X , Y , and U .  Notice that the MPC with the optimization task by (6.3) is 
not robustly feasible and the safety zones based technique will be used to modify state 
constraints of this MPC to make it one step robustly feasible. Moreover, further 
modification will be needed in order to achieve the recursively robustly feasible MPC. This 
has been done in the Chapter 4 to produce the MPC recursively achieving robust 
feasibility. The final formulation of RFMPC optimization task in the reduced space of 
variables is presented by (4.16). Similarly, the final formulation of RFMPC optimization 
task in the full space of variables is formulated as followed: 
 
                         


( | ), ( | )
min max
min max
min ( ( | ), ( | ))
subject to :
( 1| )
( | )
( ( | ), ( | )) 0
( 1 | ) ( ( | ), ( | ), ( | ))
( | ) , 0 :
( | ) , 0 : 1
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Y
s k x k N k
l u
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l u
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x x k k x
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                             (6.4) 
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 The problem considered here is how to guarantee recursive robust feasibility under 
uncertainty when softly switching from an old RFMPC controller with 

1( ( ) , , , )X U Yold old oldJϒ ⋅  to the new one with  2( ( ) , , , )X U Ynew new newJϒ ⋅ . It should be noticed 
that the new RFMPC controller differs from the old one not only in the control objective 
but also in the constraints. Based on robustly feasible invariant sets, further development 
on soft switching for nonlinear network systems will be presented. 
                             
A sequence of intermediate combined RFMPC controllers linking the old and the new 
RFMPC controllers 1( ( ) , , , )X U Yold old oldJϒ ⋅  and  2( ( ) , , , )X U Ynew new newJϒ ⋅  is applied to the 
plant during the soft switching process. 
 
Performance index of the combined RFMPC controller is designed as follows: 
                


1
2
( ( | ), ( | )) (1 ( )) ( ( | ), ( | ))
( ) ( ( | ), ( | ))
combinedJ s k x k N k k J s k x k N k
k J s k x k N k
⋅ + = − ⋅ +
+ ⋅ +
α
α
                   (6.5) 
where ( )kα  is a weighting scalar at time k . It changes increasingly from 0 to 1 along the 
time axis during the switching process. A specific value of ( )kα  determines a specific 
combined RFMPC. Ideally ( )kα  should also be included as optimization variables besides 
( | )u k⋅ . For simplicity, the optimization problems are only handled with respect to ( | )u k⋅  
but not ( )kα .  If the switching process needs to completed in N  time steps, then in 
practice a simple way to set values of ( )kα  is by evenly distributing their values between 
0 and 1 as: ( ) 1: /k N N=α . 
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If we assume the typical additive structures of the performance indices 
1( ( | ), ( | ))J s k x k N k⋅ +  and   2 ( ( | ), ( | ))J s k x k N k⋅ +  as follows: 
                      


1
1 1
0
1
2 2
0
( ( | ), ( | )) ( ( | ), ( | ))
( ( | ), ( | )) ( ( | ), ( | ))
N
i
N
i
J s k x k N k J s k i k x k N k
J s k x k N k J s k i k x k N k
−
=
−
=
⋅ + = + +
⋅ + = + +
∑
∑
                            (6.6)  
then a dedicated soft switching method which accommodate to a more flexible 
construction of the combined MPC is proposed. The performance index of this general 
combined MPC is defined as follows: 
 
                   
1 1 1
0
2 2
( , ) ( ( | ), ( | ))
( ( | ), ( | ))
( , ) ( ( | ), ( | ))
N
gencom
i
w i k J s k i k x k N k
J s k x k N k
w i k J s k i k x k N k
−
=
 + + 
⋅ + =  
 + + + 
∑       (6.7) 
where 1( , )w i k  and 2 ( , )w i k  are the weighting vectors. Let the switching time starts at 
sk k= , the values of 1( , )w i k  and 2 ( , )w i k  can be determined by the following algorithm:  
 
Algorithm 6.1: Weighting vectors 
      •  If s sk i T k+ < + , 1( , ) sk k iw i k − += λ ,  0: 1i N∀ ∈ − ,    
      •  If s sk i T k+ ≥ + , 1( , ) 0w i k = ,  0: 1i N∀ ∈ − ,  
      • 1 1( , ) ( 1, )w N k w N k= − ,                                        
      • 2 2( , ) 1 ( , )w i k w i k= − ,  0:i N∀ ∈    
where sk , sT , and λ  denote the switching time instant and the time duration of the soft 
switching process, and tuning knob respectively, and 0 1≤ ≤λ .  
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The benefit of the algorithm is to allow users to have full control of the soft switching 
process. For example, decreasing sT   certainly speeds up the switching process or varying 
value of λ  affects the transient switching performance. For 0=λ , the above algorithm 
can represent hard switching. If 1=λ , it refers to no switching at all.  
 
It has been pointed out in (Wang and Brdys, 2006) and (Wang, 2006) that tuning of the 
soft switching parameter λ  is problem dependent and the best choice of λ  can be found 
by comparative simulations. For the sake of simplicity, it is assumed in the thesis that 
0.5=λ . 
 
The most direct way to design constraints for the combined MPC is to combine the old 
constraints and new constraints in a convex manner: 
 
                                      
(1 ( )) ( )
(1 ( )) ( )
(1 ( )) ( )
X X X
U U U
Y Y Y
combined old new
combined old new
combined old new
k k
k k
k k
− +
− +
− +



α α
α α
α α
                                          (6.8) 
where 0 ( ) 1k≤ ≤α  
 
By ensuring recursive robust feasibility of a whole switching process, it is meant that 
optimization problems of all the combined controllers have feasible solutions and the 
combined state constraints in the real system are satisfied. It has been shown in section 3 
that this can be achieved by maintaining for each combined RFMPC controller the initial 
state in the corresponding invariant set XcombinedrRf . The control invariant set based design is 
illustrated in Figure 6.1. 
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Figure 6.1 Soft switching mechanism: the ellipsoids from left to right represent  
robustly feasible invariant sets of old RFMPC, combined RFMPCs, and new RFMPC. 
 
Suppose that the switching starts at time sk . In order for the first combined RFMPC to take 
over, an effective method is to force the initial state at time 1sk + , not only the model but 
also from the real plant, to enter the intersection of the robustly feasible invariant sets of 
the old and the first combined RFMPC. Safety zones need to be embedded into the 
constraints to take care of the model-reality differences. Thus, an extra constraint (11b) is 
added to the old RFMPC optimization problem to produce the initial state for the first 
combined RFMPC, which belongs to (1)XcombinedRFMPCrRf : 
                

( | ), ( | )min ( ( | ), ( | ))s s s s s ss k x k N k J s k x k N k⋅ + ⋅ +                                                                            
                subject to: 
               
min, (1) max, (1)( 1| )com l com urRf s s rRfx x k k x+ ≤ + ≤ −ε ε                                                       
               
min, max,( 1| )old l old urRf s s rRfx x k k x+ ≤ + ≤ −ε ε                                                              
               
min, max,( | )old l old uy s s yy y k k y+ ≤ ≤ −ε ε                                                                  
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               ( ( | ), ( | )) 0s s s sF s k i k d k i k+ + =                                                                        (6.9) 
               
( 1 | ) ( ( | ), ( | ), ( | ))s s s s s s s sx k i k f x k i k s k i k d k i k+ + = + + +                                
               ( 1| ) Xs s oldx k i k+ + ∈                                                                                          
               ( | ) Ys s oldy k i k+ ∈                                                                                               
               ( | ) Us s oldu k i k+ ∈                                                                                               
               0 : 1i N∀ ∈ −  
where     ( ) XoldRFMPCs rRfx k ∈ , 
              
min, max,[ , ] Xold old oldRFMPCrRf rRf rRfx x = ,  and min, (1) max, (1) (1)[ , ] Xcom com combinedRFMPCrRf rRf rRfx x =  .  
 
Applying the same idea to ensure robust feasibility of the second combined RFMPC, the 
optimization problem at time 1sk +  is formulated as follows: 
 
       
1
( | 1), ( 1 | 1)
min ( ( | 1), ( 1 | 1))
s s s
combined s s s
s k x k N k
J s k x k N k
⋅ + + + +
⋅ + + + +                                                              
       subject to: 
      
min, (2) max, (2)( 2 | 1)com l com urRf s s rRfx x k k x+ ≤ + + ≤ −ε ε                                                          
      
min, (1) max, (1)( 2 | 1)com l com urRf s s rRfx x k k x+ ≤ + + ≤ −ε ε                                                          
      
min, (1) max, (1)( 1| 1)com l com uy s s yy y k k y+ ≤ + + ≤ −ε ε                                                          
      ( ( 1 | 1), ( 1 | 1)) 0s s s sF s k i k d k i k+ + + + + + =                                                            (6.10) 
      
( 2 | 1) ( ( 1 | 1), ( 1 | 1), ( 1 | 1))s s s s s s s sx k i k f x k i k s k i k d k i k+ + + = + + + + + + + + +       
      (1)( 2 | 1) Xs s combinedRFMPCx k i k+ + + ∈                                                                             
      (1)( 1| 1) Ys s combinedRFMPCy k i k+ + + ∈                                                                                 
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       (1)( 1| 1) Us s combinedRFMPCu k i k+ + + ∈                                                                           
       0 : 1i N∀ ∈ −  
where (1)( 1) XcombinedRFMPCs rRfx k + ∈ , and 1 ( )combinedJ ⋅ , (1)XcombinedRFMPC , (1)YcombinedRFMPC , and  
(1)UcombinedRFMPC  are the designed performance, state constraints, output constraints, and 
input constraints for the first combined RFMPC respectively. 
 
Note that the computation of the sets is carried out off-line. One needs to compute the 
robustly feasible invariant sets of these modified combined controllers. In order to obtain 
(1)XcombinedRFMPCrRf , one needs to compute 
(2)XcombinedRFMPCrRf  in advance since the optimization 
problem of the first combined RFMPC controller has already included the information 
about the second combined RFMPC controller. The robustly feasible invariant sets of the 
combined RFMPC have to be calculated backwards in time from the last RFMPC 
controller to the first one. 
 
Suppose the duration time of switching process is sT  time steps. Before the switching 
process ends, in order to have recursive and robustly feasible initial state for the new 
RFMPC controller, the optimization problem at 1sk T+ −  should be as follows: 
 
       
1
( | 1), ( 1 | 1)
min ( ( | 1), ( 1 | 1))
s s s s s s
combined s s s s s s
s k T x k T N k T
J s k T x k T N k T
⋅ + − + − + + −
⋅ + − + − + + −                                                             
       subject to: 
      
min, max,( | 1)new l new urRf s s s s rRfx x k T k T x+ ≤ + + − ≤ −ε ε                                                          
      
min, ( 1) max, ( 1)( | 1)s scom T com Tl urRf s s s s rRfx x k T k T x− −+ ≤ + + − ≤ −ε ε                                                          
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min, ( 1) max, ( 1)( 1| 1)s scom T com Tl uy s s s s yy y k T k T y− −+ ≤ + − + − ≤ −ε ε                                                          
      ( ( 1 | 1), ( 1 | 1)) 0s s s s s s s sF s k T i k T d k T i k T+ − + + − + − + + − =                                 (6.11) 
      

( | 1)
( ( 1 | 1), ( 1 | 1), ( 1 | 1))
s s s s
s s s s s s s s s s s s
x k T i k T
f x k T i k T s k T i k T d k T i k T
+ + + − =
+ − + + − + − + + − + − + + −
      
      ( 1)( | 1) X ss s s s combinedRFMPC Tx k i T k T −+ + + − ∈                                                                             
      ( 1)( 1| 1) Y ss s s s combinedRFMPC Ty k i T k T −+ + − + − ∈                                                                                 
       ( 1)( 1| 1) U ss s s s combinedRFMPC Tu k i T k T −+ + − + − ∈                                                                           
       0 : 1i N∀ ∈ −  
 
After the soft switching process has been completed, the new MPC will be robustly 
feasible since the initial state of the new controller has entered its robustly feasible 
invariant sets.  Tuning the parameter α  should ensures that the feasible sets of two 
neighbouring RFMPC controllers have nonempty intersection; hence the robustly feasible 
state transfer is possible.  
 
 
6.3 An Algorithm for Fast Soft Switching 
 
 
Ideally, in the event of needing to switch from one RFMPC controller to a different one as 
fast as possible, one would like to apply the hard switching. However, hard switching is 
not always possible. In such event, the fast soft switching can be used. The algorithm of 
the fast soft switching is illustrated by Algorithm 6.2. The algorithm iteratively searches 
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online to generate a sequence of combined constraint parameter kα  that can achieve a fast 
soft switching. 
 
Algorithm 6.2: Fast switching algorithm 
1) Compute the robustly feasible invariant sets  
                     
min, max,[ , ]newRFMPC newRFMPCrRf rRfx x  
            If min, max,( ) [ , ]newRFMPC newRFMPCs rRf rRfx k x x∉ , then go to step 2; 
            else, do hard switching at time sk , and go to step 10; 
2) Let flag 0l =  and 1l =α  
3) Let 1l l= +  and 12l =α  
4) Design the l -th combined RFMPC’s constraints: 
           

min, max,
min, ( ) max, ( )
min, ( ) max, ( )
( 1| )
( 1| )
( | )
( ( | ), ( | )) 0
( 1 | ) ( ( | ), ( | ), ( | ))
( | )
newRFMPC l newRFMPC u
rRf rRf
com l l com l u
rRf rRf
com l l com l u
y y
x x k k x
x x k k x
y y k k y
F s k i k d k i k
x k i k f x k i k s k i k d k i k
x k i k
+ ≤ + ≤ −
+ ≤ + ≤ −
+ ≤ ≤ −
+ + =
+ + = + + +
+
ε ε
ε ε
ε ε
(1 ) 1:
( | ) (1 ) 0 : 1
( | ) (1 ) 0 : 1
X X
Y Y
U U
l l
old new
l l
old new
l l
old new
i N
y k i k i N
u k i k i N











 ∈ − + ∀ ∈


+ ∈ − + ∀ ∈ −

+ ∈ − + ∀ ∈ −
α α
α α
α α
 
5) Calculate robustly feasible invariant set min, ( ) max, ( )[ , ]com l com lrRf rRfx x  of the l -th   combined 
MPC controller by using the Algorithm 4.1: 
            If min, ( ) max, ( )[ , ]com l com lrRf rRfx x ≠ ∅ , then go to step 6; 
            else, let ( )112l l l−= +α α α  and repeat step 4 and 5; 
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6) If min, ( ) max, ( )( ) [ , ]com l com ls rRf rRfx k x x∉ , then go to step 7; 
            else, let sT l= , 
:1sTk ∈α α , and go to step 10; 
7) Let 1l l= +  and 112l l−=α α  
8) Design the l -th combined RFMPC’s constraints: 
           

min, ( 1) max, ( 1)
min, ( ) max, ( )
min, ( ) max, ( )
( 1| )
( 1| )
( | )
( ( | ), ( | )) 0
( 1 | ) ( ( | ), ( | ), ( | ))
( | )
com l l com l u
rRf rRf
com l l com l u
rRf rRf
com l l com l u
y y
x x k k x
x x k k x
y y k k y
F s k i k d k i k
x k i k f x k i k s k i k d k i k
x k i k
− −+ ≤ + ≤ −
+ ≤ + ≤ −
+ ≤ ≤ −
+ + =
+ + = + + +
+
ε ε
ε ε
ε ε
(1 ) 1:
( | ) (1 ) 0 : 1
( | ) (1 ) 0 : 1
X X
Y Y
U U
l l
old new
l l
old new
l l
old new
i N
y k i k i N
u k i k i N











 ∈ − + ∀ ∈


+ ∈ − + ∀ ∈ −

+ ∈ − + ∀ ∈ −
α α
α α
α α
 
9) Repeat step 5 – 8 
10) End. 
 
Algorithm 6.2 has two iterative loops. One is to build new combined RFMPC controllers 
moving backwards which robustly feasible invariant sets are not empty and are forced to 
intersect. The other is to decide whether more combined RFMPC controllers need to be 
built by checking the inclusion of the current state ( )sx k . The convergence rate of the first 
iteration loop depends on the distance in state space between the robustly feasible invariant 
sets of the old RFMPC and the new one. The convergence of the second iteration loop is 
determined by the current state ( )sx k  at the switching time sk , which also implies that 
finding a proper switching time sk  can facilitate termination of the algorithm.  
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In step 5) of the Algorithm 6.2, the robustly feasible set  min, ( ) max, ( )[ , ]com l com lrRf rRfx x  of the l -   
combined MPC controller is calculated by using the Algorithm 4.1.  Hence, the 
computational time of the algorithm 6.2 significantly depends on the convergence rate of 
the Algorithm 4.1. However, the convergence of the algorithm 4.1 has not been proven and 
only been verified by the simulation. In general, algorithm 4.1 cannot be ensured to 
terminate in finite time, but confining the iteration times and defining precision degree are 
usual ways to obtain an approximate solution. In the section 4.5.1, it takes about 10 hours 
in real time to calculate the robustly invariant set for the small water network. Hence, the 
computational time of Algorithm 6.2 is much more than that due to the repeatedly utilizing 
Algorithm 4.1. In order to achieve the results in the thesis in affordable time, the stopping 
criteria for Algorithm 6.2 are described as below: 
 
• Generations is determined by the flag l  and is set 5l = . It means that if 5l > , the 
algorithm stops. 
• Time limit is set 48 hours. It means that if the computation takes more than 48 
hours, the algorithm stops. 
 
6.4 DWDS case study 
 
 
In this section, four sets of simulation results of the DWDS are presented under MATLAB 
EPANET environment. The first one is to show the comparison between the soft switching 
and hard switching in the non-leaky DWDS example. The second one is to confirm that the 
hard switching is not always feasible and fast soft switching can be used in such events. 
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The leaky DWDS network is considered in the third set of simulation. The last set of 
simulation results shows the comparisons between hard switching and soft switching when 
they are both applied to the DWDS under full range of operational conditions. 
 
 
Figure 6.2 Diagram of the DWDS example 
 
The DWDS example is depicted in Figure 6.2 which has the same structure as the one in 
Chapter 4. The detail profile of this DWDS example can be viewed in the Appendix D.  
 
6.4.1 SSRFMPC designs 
 
 
In order to apply SSRFMPC to the DWDS, the components of SSRFMPC need to be 
designed. Specifically, RFMPC controller needs to be designed for each control strategy 
Moreover, the intermediated RFMPC also needs to be design for the soft switching can 
take action. In this section, three typical control strategies of the DWDS and their 
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corresponding robustly feasible invariant sets are shown. The intermediated RFMPC is 
constructed by producing convex combined performance indexes and convex combined 
constraints as described in Section 6.2. 
  
 
6.4.1.1 Predictive control strategies formulation 
 
The general formulations of three typical control strategies that have been described in the 
Section 2.6.6 are applied to the DWDS example. 
 
Control strategy of normal operational states: 
In order to achieve a sustainable operation day after day, it is expected that tank levels can 
come back to their original states after a certain period of operation. Hence, the overall 
objective function for the normal control strategy is: 
           
              (6.12) 
where ( )kγ  is the  power unit charge in £/kWh, ( )kη  is the pump efficiency and is set 
( ) 0.8k =η  for all k , 1( )h k  is the head of the source and is set 1( ) 5h k =  for all k . 
As the RFMPC optimization task in the reduced space of decision variables is 
implemented, the equality constraints i.e. nodal flow continuity equations, head-low 
equations, volume mass balance equations are automatically embedded and handled by the 
EPANET. In addition to that, the inequality constraints need to be also embedded into the 
optimization:  
0
0
0
0
23
1 2 1 7 0 7 0
23
7 0 7 0
( ) ( )( ( ) ( )) ( ) ( )( )
( ) ( ) ( )
k
n
k k
k
n
k k
kJ q k h k h k h k N h k
k
J k h k N h k
+
=
+
=
= − + + −
= + + −
∑
∑
γ ρ
η
ρ
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• Physical tank limit is [2,8]  and is equivalent to min max7 7 712 ( ) 18h h k h= ≤ ≤ =  
• Monitored pressure limit: min max4 4 413 ( ) 16h h k h= ≤ ≤ =  
• Relative pump speed limit: min max0.2 ( ) 1.1u u k u= ≤ ≤ =  
 
Control strategy of disturbed operational states: 
                 
0
0
0
0
23 7
7 0 7 0
1
23 7
7 0 7 0
1
( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
k
d n n d i
k k
k
nn d i
k k
J J h k h k N h k
J k h k h k N h k
+
=
+
=
= + + + −
 
= + + + − 
 
∑ ∑
∑ ∑
ξ ξ ρ
ξ ξ ρ
                              (6.13) 
 
where nξ  and dξ  are the suitably chosen weights. 
The optimization constraints for this control strategy are the same as those for the normal 
control strategy. 
 
Control strategy of emergency operational states: 
               
0
0
0
0
23 2
7 0 7 0
1
23 2
7 0 7 0
1
( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
k
d n n d i
k k
k
nn d i
k k
J J lq k h k N h k
J k lq k h k N h k
+
=
+
=
= + + + −
 
= + + + − 
 
∑ ∑
∑ ∑
ξ ξ ρ
ξ ξ ρ
                               (6.14) 
where 
n
ξ  and dξ  are the suitably chosen weights. 
 
The optimization inequality constraints for this control strategy are the same as those for 
the normal control strategy. Although the equality constraints are no longer the same as 
normal control strategy due to the existence of the leaky nodes, all equality constraints are 
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automatically embedded and handled by EPANET. The reason has been mentioned before 
i.e. the optimization task is formulated in the reduced spaces of decision variables.  
 
 
6.4.1.2 Soft switching between control strategies 
 
 
In the previous subsection, predictive control strategies corresponded to three different 
operational states of the DWDS example have been presented. In order to softly switch 
between those three corresponding control strategies, the intermediate combined strategies 
have the following combined performance index: 
 
• Soft switching between normal control strategy and disturbed control strategy: 
               
0
0
23 7
1 0 2 0
1
7 0 7 0
( , ) ( ) ( , ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( )
k
n nn d i
k k
J w k k J k w k k J k h k
h k N h k
+
=
  
= + +  
  
+ + −
∑ ∑ξ ξ
ρ
                         (6.15) 
 
• Soft switching between disturbed control strategy and emergency control strategy: 
     
0
0
23 7 7
1 0 2 0
1 1
7 0 7 0
( , ) ( ) ( ) ( , ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( )
k
n nn d i n d i
k k
J w k k J k h k w k k J k h k
h k N h k
+
=
    
= + + +    
    
+ + −
∑ ∑ ∑ξ ξ ξ ξ
ρ
       (6.16) 
 
• Soft switching between emergency control strategy and normal control strategy: 
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0
0
23 7
1 0 2 0
1
7 0 7 0
( , ) ( ) ( ) ( , ) ( )
( ) ( )
k
n nn d i
k k
J w k k J k h k w k k J k
h k N h k
+
=
  
= + +  
  
+ + −
∑ ∑ξ ξ
ρ
                            (6.17) 
 
where 1w  and 2w  are dynamic weighting vectors. Their values are not only different within 
the prediction horizon but also varying with every new time steps. The values of 1w  and 
2w  can be generated by Algorithm 6.1 and is illustrated as follows: 
 
The prediction horizon, time duration of soft switching, tuning knob respectively are 
24N = , 2sT = , 0.5λ = . The switching time is assumed to be 10sk =  for the 
demonstration. In the simulation, switching time instant can be selected differently. 
 
At time step 10k =  (switching process begins): 
1 [1 0.5 0 0 0 0 0]w = …  
2 [0 0.5 1 1 1 1 1]w = …  
At time step 11k =   
1 [0.5 0 0 0 0 0 0]w = …  
2 [0.5 1 1 1 1 1 1]w = …  
At time step 12k =   (switching process ends) 
1 [0 0 0 0 0 0 0]w = …  
2 [1 1 1 1 1 1 1]w = …  
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The inequality constraints of the control strategies are the same during operational control 
of the DWDS. Therefore, those constraints are also used as the intermediate combined 
constraints during soft switching process.  
 
6.4.1.3 Robustly feasible invariant sets  
 
One of the important steps in designing SSRFMPC is to compute in advance the robustly 
feasible invariant sets for normal operational states, disturbed operational states, and 
emergency operational states. The computer implementation utilises MATLAB-EPANET 
simulation environment (Rossmand, 2000) which has been described in Chapter 3 and is 
not repeated here. By applying the Algorithm 4.1, the sets [3.35,7.21]XnormalrRf = , 
[3.13,6.05]XdisturbedrRf = , and [3.25,6.18]XemergencyrRf =   were calculated and the control 
strategies were designed for each of the operational states. The algorithm iterations are 
illustrated in Table 6.1- 6.3. It is worth of mentioning that in order to decrease the 
computing time the optimisation problems were performed in the space of decision 
variables reduced to the control inputs. However, it is still very time consuming to carry 
such heavy computations. Specifically, the computing time to achieve the results as 
described in each of the Table 6.1– 6.3 takes approximately 8 hours to 10 hours in real 
time. The following stopping criteria have been used in order to achieve the results in 
affordable time: 
• Maximum change in function value is set to be 0.05. It means that when the change 
in value of the optimized function is less than 0.05, the algorithm stops. 
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• Stall time limit is set to be 7200 seconds. It means that if there is no improvement 
in the value of the optimized function for an interval of time in seconds specified 
by stall time limit, the algorithm stops. 
• Generations is set to be 10. It means that the maximum number of generations the 
algorithm performs is 10.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Table 6.1 Iterations resulting in robustly feasible 
invariant sets for normal control strategy 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Table 6.2 Iterations resulting in robustly feasible 
invariant sets for disturbed control strategy 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Normal control strategy – Pumping cost 
minimization 
Number of 
iterations 
minRfx  
max
Rfx  
0 2.00 8.00 
1 2.41 7.70 
2 2.54 7.63 
3 2.85 7.34 
4 2.93 7.21 
5 3.33 7.21 
6 3.35 7.21 
Disturbed control strategy – Excessive 
pressure minimization 
Number of 
iterations 
minRfx  
max
Rfx  
0 2.00 8.00 
1 2.45 7.66 
2 2.80 7.20 
3 2.85 6.63 
4 3.10 6.18 
5 3.13 6.05 
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Table 6.3 Iterations resulting in robustly feasible 
invariant sets for emergency control strategy 
 
 
6.4.2 Non-leaky network: Soft switching and hard switching 
 
 
In the event of no leakage is involved, the control strategies were applied separately to 
control DWDS over 24h period and the results were compared with regard to the overall 
energy cost and soft pressure constraints. Comparative simulation results of relative pump 
speeds, nodal pressures, tank level, and flows between those two control strategies are 
illustrative in Figure 6.3 – 6.9. It can be clearly seen that the pumping cost minimization 
control strategy utilizes the electricity tariff and the pumping speed is more active during 
off-peak hours (see Figure 6.3). However, the excessive pressure minimization control 
strategy does not take the electricity tariff into account and the pumping action is mainly 
affected by the daily demand profile. Therefore, regarding the nodal pressures the 
excessive pressure minimization achieves smaller peak values than pumping cost 
minimization (see Figure 6.4 – 6.5). 
Emergency control strategy –Leakage 
minimization 
Number of 
iterations 
minRfx  
max
Rfx  
0 2.00 8.00 
1 2.45 7.66 
2 2.80 7.22 
3 2.82 6.73 
4 3.17 6.17 
5 3.20 6.18 
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To demonstrate the soft switching, node 4 which is the critical node is selected for the 
assessment. Although the normal control strategy achieves less energy cost, it can be seen 
in Figure 6.4 that the pressure at node 4 reaches high value and violates the soft constraint 
[13.6,15.6] during 5-8 hours. In order to prevent against the pipe burst, it is required that at 
5 hour, the normal control strategy is to be switched to the disturbed one in order to reduce 
the pressure profile. Then at 12 hours, when the pressure is back to normal, the disturbed 
control strategy is to be switched back to the normal one.  One could apply either hard or 
soft switching. Designing the latter the soft switching time was chosen as 2sT =  time 
steps. The combined RFMPC was constructed by using (6.15) and ( , )w i k  was generated 
by the Algorithm 6.1 with 0.5=λ . The invariant sets of the combined RFMPCs were also 
computed off-line to obtain (1) [3.25,6.88]XCombinedMPCrRf =  and (2) [3.21,6.26]XCombinedMPCrRf = . 
The SSRFMPC and hard switching RFMPC were applied to control DWDS. The resulting 
pressure trajectory at the node 4 is shown in Figure 6.11.  It can be seen that the switched 
strategies nicely managed to reduce the pressure of node 4 and satisfy the soft constraint 
during 5-8 hours. However, the hard switching strategy produces the switching pressure 
transients, which are rapid as opposed to the soft switching transients. It is so because the 
SSRFMPC distributes the actions over the switching period, hence it smoothes the 
unwanted transient and achieves smaller peak values. The comparison between the impact 
of hard switching and soft switching on pump speed, tank level, and nodal pressures are 
illustrated in Figure 6.10 -6-16. 
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Figure 6.3 Non-leaky operational scenarios – Relative pump speed: the least pumping cost 
control (red dashed line) and the least excessive pressure control (black solid line) 
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Figure 6.4 Non-leaky operational scenarios - Pressure at node 4: the least pumping cost 
control (red dashed line) and the least excessive pressure control (black solid line) 
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Figure 6.5 Non-leaky operational scenarios - Pressure at node 3: the least pumping cost 
control (red dashed line) and the least excessive pressure control (black solid line) 
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Figure 6.6 Non-leaky operational scenarios - Tank Level: the least pumping cost control 
(red dashed line) and the least excessive pressure control (black solid line) 
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Figure 6.7 Non-leaky operational scenarios - Flow in link 203: the least pumping cost 
control (red dashed line) and the least excessive pressure control (black solid line) 
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Figure 6.8 Non-leaky operational scenarios - Flow in link 205: the least pumping cost 
control (red dashed line) and the least excessive pressure control (black solid line) 
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Figure 6.9 Non-leaky operational scenarios - Flow in link 607: the least pumping cost 
control (red dashed line) and the least excessive pressure control (black solid line) 
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Figure 6.10 Hard switching and soft switching – Relative pump speed: 
hard switching (solid line) and soft switching (dotted line) 
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Figure 6.11 Hard switching and soft switching – Pressure of Node 4: 
hard switching (solid line) and soft switching (dotted line) 
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Figure 6.12 Hard switching and soft switching – Pressure of Node 3: 
hard switching (solid line) and soft switching (dotted line) 
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Figure 6.13 Hard switching and soft switching – Tank Level: 
hard switching (solid line) and soft switching (dotted line) 
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Figure 6.14 Hard switching and soft switching – Flow in link 203: 
hard switching (solid line) and soft switching (dotted line) 
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Figure 6.15 Hard switching and soft switching – Flow in link 203: 
hard switching (solid line) and soft switching (dotted line) 
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Figure 6.16 Hard switching and soft switching – Flow in link 607: 
hard switching (solid line) and soft switching (dotted line) 
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6.4.3 Infeasible hard switching and fast soft switching 
 
 
The hard switching is no longer feasible if the initial tank level is 7[m] and the switching 
time starts at 3h. This situation is illustrated in Figure 6.15 and 6.16 where the simulation 
breaks down at 4h. However, applying Algorithm 6.2 the fast soft switching can be 
designed that needs only one step and the operation of MPC is guaranteed to continue. The 
resulting pump speed and tank level trajectories are shown in Figure 6.17 and Figure 6.18.  
The invariant set (1) [3.41,6.95]CombinedMPCrRf =X  is calculated off-line by the Algorithm 6.2 
and the computational time is approximately 18 hours in real time. Having the invariant set 
(1)CombinedMPC
rRfX calculated, the soft switching is used and the computational time for the 
online control is approximately 4 hours in real time. 
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Figure 6.17 Infeasible hard switching – Relative pump speeds 
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Figure 6.18 Infeasible hard switching – Tank Level 
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Figure 6.19 Fast soft switching in case of  
infeasible hard switching – Relative pump speeds 
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Figure 6.20 Fast soft switching in case of 
 infeasible hard switching – Tank Level 
 
 
6.4.4 Leaky network 
 
 
When there is leakage occurred, e.g. across node 4 and node 5 with the emitter coefficients 
0.1EC = , the DWDS is then seen as in emergency operational state. Hence, the leakage 
minimization control strategy needs to be applied to the network. Although the pumping 
cost control strategy and the excessive pressure minimization control strategy technically 
still can be applied to the DWDS, the total amount of leakage obtained by the leakage 
minimization control strategy is smaller than by the other two control strategies.  
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Figure 6.21 Leakage operational scenarios – Total leakage: leakage control (blue dotted 
line), pressure control (black solid line), and pumping cost control (red dashed line) 
 
The simulation shows that the total amount of leakage by using pumping cost control 
strategy and excessive pressure minimization control strategy respectively are 0.6949 Ml 
and 0.6250Ml in a month, whereas it is only 0.6203 ML by the leakage minimization 
control strategy. In Figure 6.21, it is pointed out that the leakage obtained by the excessive 
pressure minimization control strategy might be smaller than by the leakage minimization 
control strategy over certain time steps. However, it does not contradict the fact the leakage 
control strategy achieves overall least amount of water loss. Simulation results are shown 
in Figure 6.22 and Figure 6.23 for the pump speed and tank level respectively. 
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Figure 6.22 Leakage operational scenarios – Relative pump speed: leakage control (blue 
dotted line), pressure control (black solid line), and pumping cost control (red dashed line) 
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Figure 6.23 Leakage operational scenarios – Tank level: leakage control (blue dotted line), 
pressure control (black solid line), and pumping cost control (red dashed line) 
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6.4.5 Full range of operational conditions 
 
 
An optimal operation of the DWDS under full range of operational conditions can be 
achieved by applying SSRFMPC which is depicted in Figure 6.24. As the operational 
conditions vary, the control strategies can be softly switched by SRFMPC.  
 
It is worth noticing that the direction of switching is recommended by the direction of  
arrows in the Figure 6.24. For example if during the normal operational states there occurs 
leakage, then the switching direction can go from normal operational states to emergency 
operational states to minimize the water loss . However if the operational states is being 
seen in emergency, switching into normal operational states cause the pump become more 
active and likely to create even bigger leakage. Hence, switching from emergency 
operational states to normal one is not recommended. Similar reason is applied when 
switching from disturbed operational states to normal. The recommended directions of 
switching as shown in Figure 6.24 is important in practice and needs to be taken into 
consideration in the operational control of DWDS. 
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Figure 6.24 Optimal operations by SSRFMPC 
 
It is assumed that from 0h to 6h the DWDS is in normal operational state and the normal 
control strategy is firstly applied in saving electrical pumping cost. During 6h-15h, the 
network suffers from the leakage, the DWDS is then seen to be in the emergency 
operational state. Consequently, the leakage minimization control strategy is applied. 
After the leakage has been fixed at 15h, the network starts recovering to the normal 
operational state through the disturbed state. This is achieved by applying first the 
excessive pressure minimization control strategy for the purpose of leakage prevention 
until the supervisor commands to minimize the electrical pumping cost at 21h. 
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Figure 6.25 Full range of operational conditions – Relative pump speed:  
hard switching (red dashed line) and soft switching (black solid line) 
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Figure 6.26 Full range of operational conditions – Tank Level:  
hard switching (red dashed line) and soft switching (black solid line) 
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Figure 6.27 Full range of operational conditions – Flow in link 203: 
hard switching (red dashed line) and soft switching (black solid line) 
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Figure 6.28 Full range of operational conditions – Flow in link 504: 
hard switching (red dashed line) and soft switching (black solid line) 
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Figure 6.29 Full range of operational conditions – Flow in link 607: 
hard switching (red dashed line) and soft switching (black solid line) 
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Figure 6.30 Full range of operational conditions – Pressure of Node 3:  
hard switching (red dashed line) and soft switching (black solid line) 
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Figure 6.31 Full range of operational conditions – Pressure of Node 4:  
hard switching (red dashed line) and soft switching (black solid line) 
 
In can be seen that the soft switching achieves smaller peak values and smoother transient 
trajectory than switching the control strategies in the hard manner on the pipe flows (see 
Figure 6.25 – 6.27) and nodal pressures (see Figure 6.28 – 6.29). Moreover, with the 
considered three control strategies that have been applied to the DWDS, a long term 
sustainable operation of the distribution system is guaranteed by adding the terminal cost 
on the tank level whish is shown as the second term in objective functions (6.12) – (6.14). 
Consequently, control the tank level back to around its original status (see Figure 6.24) 
after a period of 24 hours.  
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6.5 Summary 
 
 
The synthesis, analysis, and soft switching mechanism between RFMPCs have been 
presented in the chapter. The soft switching design is applied to nonlinear network systems 
in which the impact of disturbance on state is nonlinear and implicit. The new iterative 
algorithm has also been proposed for the switching mechanism parameter design to 
achieve fast soft switching in the event of hard switching being not feasible. 
 
Simulation results have been presented to show the feasibility of applying SSRFMPC in 
the operational control of DWDS. Comparison between soft switching and hard switching 
in regard to nodal pressures and pipe flows has shown that the hard switching gives more 
aggressive transients. Although the soft switching gives smoother transients it takes more 
time to fully engage in to new control strategy. The simulation results also have shown that 
the hard switching is not always feasible and in such event the fast soft switching has been 
applied. The SSRFMPC has been applied to the DWDS under full range of operational 
conditions. In the hierarchical decision support control structure, the SuCL must be 
involved to make the appropriate decision of when to switch a control strategy. As 
mentioned in Chapter 5, designing SuCL is nevertheless very complex and beyond the 
scope the thesis.  
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Chapter 7 
 
 
 
Conclusions and future works 
 
7.1 Conclusions 
 
The thesis has presented the synthesis and analysis of Robustly Feasible MPC (RFMPC) 
controllers and the soft switching mechanism between them. The Softly Switched RFMPC 
has been proposed and applied to the DWDS example under full range of operational 
conditions.  
 
As the DWDS is the main application of the thesis and is used repeatedly in several 
chapters. All of the modelling components, hydraulic laws, and nodal model of the DWDS 
have been presented in the Chapter 2 and used as our tool in designing and achieving the 
simulation results. Three main operational states of the DWDS under wide range of 
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operational conditions have been distinguished and their corresponding control strategies 
have been also formulated. 
 
The iterated safety zones based RFMPC (Brdys and Chang 2000) has been briefly 
presented the in Chapter 3. Some further improvements have been made in the design of 
the RFMPC. The first improvement was to apply the stepwise robust output prediction 
instead of least conservative one. In order to do so, two types of scenarios have been 
declared: (i) stepwise robust output prediction lies inside least conservative one (ii) least 
conservative robust output prediction lies inside the stepwise one.  The technique of using 
stepwise robust output prediction is only valid if the systems have the property (i). In 
thesis, the RFMPC has been applied to the operational control of the DWDS example and 
only simulation results have been used to classify which type of the DWDS example 
belongs to. The second improvement of this RFMPC is to shorten the input robust 
feasibility during iterating the safety zones. This has been done by reducing the robust 
feasibility horizon from 24 hours to 2 hours in the simulation implementation. In term of 
computational aspect, different types of optimizations solvers i.e. Genetic Algorithm and 
Sequential Quadratic Programming have been compared. Although the GA was easy to 
implement, it did not give promising computing efficiency due to the nonlinearities. The 
computing efficiency has been approximately doubled when applying the SQP. The SQP 
however required user to supply gradient information which is not an easy task for some 
circumstances. When applied to the DWDS example, the Hamiltonian based technique has 
been utilized to calculate the suitable gradients of performance function and the derivatives 
of constraints. In the implementation of the DWDS, the water network simulator EPANET 
is used as a ‘real’ water distribution system. The accuracy of the obtained simulation 
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results heavily depend on the simulator, which may not accurately reflect the real-world 
situation. Developing a more accurate water network simulator is beyond the scope of the 
thesis and this is recommended as a possible future research direction.  In this thesis, the 
computing time has been reduced to the affordable and reasonable amount of times i.e. 0.5-
2.5 hours to solve one RFMPC optimization task. Moreover, we concentrate on the control 
side and utilize the currently available optimization methods such as GA and SQP mainly 
for process control purposes while leaving development of more efficient solvers 
untouched. 
 
The explicit safety zones based technique to design RFMPC has been proposed in Chapter 
4. The technique utilizes the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker optimality condition to approximate the 
robustly feasible invariant sets of initial states. In the thesis, only the box type 
approximation in the state space is applied due to the problem complexity. One of the clear 
advantages of this technique is to allow the RFMPC achieving recursive robust feasibility 
which cannot be achieved by the technique in Chapter 3. Although it has been pointed out 
in Chapter 4 that the robustly feasible invariant sets have been computed offline, the 
computations are very time-consuming. Moreover, there is no guarantee that those 
invariant sets are exist. Consequently the methods developed in the thesis are only 
applicable to small scale water network due to the computing difficulty. 
 
 
The Softly Switched RFMPC and its components have been presented in Chapter 5. The 
soft switching mechanism is presented and the feasibility of the hard switching is 
discussed. The functionalities of supervisory control level (SuCL) and its importance with 
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respect to switching are briefly discussed. A systematic design of such SuCL requires a 
comprehensive knowledge of plant operational states which is beyond the scope of the 
thesis 
 
In chapter 6, the soft switching mechanism has been proposed and the SSRFMPC has been 
successfully achieved. The fast soft switching algorithm has been derived to use in the 
event of the hard switching is not feasible. The SSRFMPC has been applied to the DWDS 
example under full range of operational conditions. There possible operational states are 
described and the switching directions between them have been distinguished. The 
comparative simulation results have shown that the soft switching achieves smoother 
transients than the hard switching.  
 
 
 
7.2 Future works 
 
Some possible directions and propositions for future research are outlined below. 
 
• Computing robustly feasible sets for nonlinear predictive controllers 
Efficient algorithms need to be developed for the computation of robustly feasible 
invariant sets for predictive controllers of nonlinear systems. The class of systems 
for which these sets can be computed should also be expanded. It can be expected 
that efficient computation of such robustly feasible invariant sets can lead to wider 
applicability of soft switching methods. 
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• Implementing a DWDS with multi-tanks and time-varying disturbances 
With the better computing facilities to compute invariant sets, the DWDS example 
should be extended to bigger network that consists of multi-tanks/reservoirs. In 
order to calculate the robustly feasible invariant set of one tank, other tanks will be 
treated as disturbances and the procedure shown in Chapter 4 will be used. Output 
constraints e.g. pressure constraints will be added as well. The disturbance will be 
extended to time varying. The robustly feasible invariant sets ( )X
rRf k , 
0 ,..., ck k N=  will be designed over the control period. Then the stationary XrRf  
which is suitable for the whole control period is produced by taking the intersection 
of ( )X
rRf k  for 0 ,..., ck k N= . 
 
●   Integrating Softly Switched RFMPC into supervisory control level 
Integrating the proposed Softly Switched RFMPC in supervisory hierarchical 
control of large-scale complex systems needs to be investigated. The supervisory 
control level needs to be designed in order to assess plant operational states or 
process performance, and make decisions of control strategy soft switching. 
 
• Improvement on DWDS simulation under uncertainty 
EPANET was used in this thesis as the simulator that solved the quantity dynamics. 
The uncertainties introduced in the simulation case study were demand prediction 
errors. However, no uncertainty was handled directly in this simulator, e.g. output 
disturbances. A DWDS simulator needs to be developed to handle uncertainty 
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quantitatively.  Moreover, the water leakage modelling of the simulator does not 
take the leakage position on the pipe into account but distributing the leakage 
among certain nodes. A more realistic simulator needs then to be developed by 
incorporating these two improvements. 
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Appendix A 
 
 
Karush - Kuhn - Tucker conditions 
 
 
Let *x  is a local minimizer of the following optimization problem  
                            minimize ( )f x  
          subject to:  ( ) 0ia x =    for 1,2 ,...,i p=  
                             ( ) 0jc x ≥    for 1, 2,...,j q=  
satisfying regularity conditions for the constraints that are active at *x . Then the following 
hold: 
(a) *( ) 0ia x =  for 1 i p≤ ≤  
(b) *( ) 0jc x ≥  for 1 j q≤ ≤  
(c) there exist Lagrange multipliers *1λ  for 1 i p≤ ≤  and *1µ  for 1 j q≤ ≤  such that 
* * * * *
1 1
( ) ( ) ( )
p q
i i j j
i j
f x a x c x
= =
∇ = λ ∇ + µ ∇∑ ∑  
(d) * *( ) 0i ia xλ =  for 1 i p≤ ≤  
      
* *( ) 0j jc xµ =  for 1 j q≤ ≤  
(e)  * 0jµ ≥  for 1 j q≤ ≤  
 
Conditions (a) and (b) simply mean that *x  must be a feasible point. The p q+  equations 
in (d) are often referred to as the complementarity KKT conditions. They state that *iλ  and 
*( )ia x  cannot be nonzero simultaneously.  
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Appendix B 
 
 
 
Calling Genetic Algorithm solver 
 
 
 
The Genetic Algorithm (GA) is a method for solving both constrained and unconstrained 
optimization problems that is based on natural selection, the process that drives biological 
evolution. The interface of GA is embedded in MATLAB environment and can be called 
directly from the MATLAB command window.  
 
GA attempts to solve problems of the form: 
                             minimize ( )f X  
          subject to:  AineqX Bineq≤ , AeqX Beq=  (linear constraints) 
                             ( ) 0C X ≤ , ( ) 0C X =  (nonlinear constraints) 
                             LB X UB≤ ≤  
Calling syntax: 
[X,FVAL,EXITFLAG]=GA(FITNESSFCN,NVARS,A,B,Aeq,Beq,LB,UB, 
                                                                                                        NONLCON,options) 
 
Input: 
FITNESSFCN:                Fitness function 
NVARS:                          Number of design variables 
Aineq:                              A matrix for inequality constraints 
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Bineq:                              B vector for inequality constraints 
Aeq:                                 Aeq matrix for equality constraints 
Beq:                                 Beq vector for equality constraints 
LB:                                  Lower bound on X 
UB:                                  Upper bound on X 
NONLCON:                    nonlinear constraint function 
 
Optional input: 
options:                            Options structure created with GAOPTIMSET 
 
Output: 
X           Solution vector with decision variable values  
FVAL                               The value of the fitness function FITNESSFCN at the solution X 
EXITFLAG                      The corresponding exit conditions are 
  
1 Average change in value of the fitness function over          
options.StallGenLimit generations less than options.TolFun and         
constraint violation less than options.TolCon. 
3 The value of the fitness function did not change in         
options.StallGenLimit generations and constraint violation less         
than options.TolCon. 
4 Magnitude of step smaller than machine precision and 
constraint violation less than options.TolCon. This exit condition 
applies only to nonlinear constraints. 
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5 Fitness limit reached and constraint violation less than         
options.TolCon.  
0   Maximum number of generations exceeded. 
-1  Optimization terminated by the output or plot function. 
-2  No feasible point found. 
-4  Stall time limit exceeded. 
-5  Time limit exceeded. 
 
More detailed information on using GA solver can be found at the following links: 
http://www.mathworks.com/help/toolbox/gads/f6187.html (December 20th 2010) 
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Appendix C 
 
 
 
Calling SQP in MATLAB 
 
 
 
The Optimization Toolbox is called by the function fmincon under the MATLAB 
environment. The function of Optimization Toolbox is to solve both constrained and 
unconstrained optimization problems.  
 
fmincon attempts to solve problems of the form: 
                             minimize ( )f X  
          subject to:  AineqX Bineq≤ , AeqX Beq=  (linear constraints) 
                             ( ) 0C X ≤ , ( ) 0C X =  (nonlinear constraints) 
                             LB X UB≤ ≤  
Calling syntax: 
[X,FVAL,EXITFLAG]=GA(FITNESSFCN,NVARS,A,B,Aeq,Beq,LB,UB, 
                                                                                                        NONLCON,options) 
 
Input: 
FITNESSFCN:                Fitness function 
NVARS:                          Number of design variables 
Aineq:                              A matrix for inequality constraints 
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Bineq:                              B vector for inequality constraints 
Aeq:                                 Aeq matrix for equality constraints 
Beq:                                 Beq vector for equality constraints 
LB:                                  Lower bound on X 
UB:                                  Upper bound on X 
NONLCON:                    nonlinear constraint function 
 
Optional input: 
options:                            Options structure created with GAOPTIMSET 
 
Output: 
X           Solution vector with decision variable values  
FVAL                               The value of the fitness function FITNESSFCN at the solution X 
EXITFLAG                      The corresponding exit conditions are 
  
1 Average change in value of the fitness function over          
options.StallGenLimit generations less than options.TolFun and         
constraint violation less than options.TolCon. 
3 The value of the fitness function did not change in         
options.StallGenLimit generations and constraint violation less         
than options.TolCon. 
4 Magnitude of step smaller than machine precision and 
constraint violation less than options.TolCon. This exit condition 
applies only to nonlinear constraints. 
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5 Fitness limit reached and constraint violation less than         
options.TolCon.  
0   Maximum number of generations exceeded. 
-1  Optimization terminated by the output or plot function. 
-2  No feasible point found. 
-4  Stall time limit exceeded. 
-5  Time limit exceeded. 
 
More detailed information on using GA solver can be found at the following links: 
http://www.mathworks.com/help/toolbox/gads/f6187.html (December 20th 2010) 
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Appendix D 
 
 
 
Network file of the DWDS example  
 
 
 
[TITLE] 
Network File of the Example Distribution Network  
Under Normal Operating Scenario without Leakage 
This network is used in Chapter 3 
 
[JUNCTIONS] 
;ID Elev Demand Pattern 
2 15 5 1 ; 
3 14 5 1 ; 
4 12 5 1 ; 
5 15 5 1 ; 
6 8 30 1 ; 
 
[RESERVOIRS] 
;ID Head Pattern 
1 10  ; 
 
[TANKS] 
;ID Elevation InitLevel MinLevel MaxLevel Diameter MinVol
 VolCurve 
7 10   5.00 0 10 15 0  ; 
 
[PIPES] 
;ID Node1 Node2 Length Diameter Roughness MinorLoss Status 
203 2 3 1000 400 100 0 Open ; 
205 2 5 1000 400 100 0 Open ; 
304 3 4 1000 400 100 0 Open ; 
504 5 4 1000 300 100 0 Open ; 
406 4 6 1000 500 100 0 Open ; 
607 6 7 1000 500 100 0 Open ; 
 
[PUMPS] 
;ID Node1 Node2 Parameters 
1 1 2 HEAD 1 SPEED 1 PATTERN 2 ; 
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[VALVES] 
;ID Node1 Node2 Diameter Type Setting MinorLoss 
 
[TAGS] 
 
[DEMANDS] 
;Junction Demand Pattern Category 
 
[STATUS] 
;ID Status/Setting 
 
[PATTERNS] 
;ID  Multipliers 
;Demand pattern 
1   0.50   0.50   0.40   0.40   0.60   0.80 
1   1.00   1.20   1.20   1.30   1.40   1.50 
1   1.50   1.40   1.40   1.40   1.50   1.80 
1   1.80   1.70   1.60   1.00   0.80   0.60 
;Pump Speed 
2   0.90   0.90   1.00   1.00   0.90   0.90 
2   0.70   1.00   1.20   0.80   1.00   1.00 
2   0.71   0.97   0.92   1.16   1.00   1.40 
2   1.20   1.50   0.90   0.90   0.50   0.80 
 
[CURVES] 
;ID X-Value Y-Value 
;PUMP: 
1 0 200 
1 38 120 
1 60 0 
 
[CONTROLS] 
 
 
 
[RULES] 
 
 
 
[ENERGY] 
Global Efficiency   75 
Global Price        0 
Demand Charge       0 
 
[EMITTERS] 
;Junction Coefficient 
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[QUALITY] 
;Node InitQual 
 
[SOURCES] 
;Node Type QualityPattern 
 
[REACTIONS] 
;Type Pipe/Tank Coefficient 
 
 
[REACTIONS] 
Order Bulk 1 
Order Tank 1 
Order Wall 1 
Global Bulk 0 
Global Wall 0 
Limiting Potential 0 
Roughness Correlation 0 
 
[MIXING] 
;Tank Model 
 
[TIMES] 
Duration 24:00 
Hydraulic Timestep 1:00 
Quality Timestep 0:05 
Pattern Timestep 1:00 
Pattern Start 0:00 
Report Timestep 1:00 
Report Start 0:00 
Start Clocktime 12 am 
Statistic NONE 
 
[REPORT] 
Status No 
Summary No 
Page 0 
 
[OPTIONS] 
Units  LPS 
Headloss H-W 
Specific Gravity 1 
Viscosity 1 
Trials 40 
Accuracy 0.001 
Unbalanced Continue 10 
Pattern 1 
Demand Multiplier 1.0 
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Emitter Exponent 0.5 
QualityNone mg/L 
Diffusivity 1 
Tolerance 0.01 
 
[COORDINATES] 
;Node X-Coord Y-Coord 
2 -395.57 7713.61 
3 450.95 8560.13 
4 450.95 7658.23 
5 446.99 6878.96 
6 1257.91 7658.23 
1 -1795.89 7705.70 
7 2333.86 7654.27 
 
[VERTICES] 
;Link X-Coord Y-Coord 
 
[LABELS] 
;X-Coord Y-Coord Label & Anchor Node 
 
[BACKDROP] 
DIMENSIONS 0.00 0.00 10000.00 10000.00 
UNITS Meters 
FILE 
OFFSET 0.00 0.00 
 
[END] 
 
 
 
 
[TITLE] 
Network File of the Example Distribution Network  
Under Normal Operating Scenario without Leakage 
This network is used in Chapter 4 and Chapter 6 
 
 
[JUNCTIONS] 
;ID Elev Demand Pattern 
2 14 0  ; 
3 14 0  ; 
4 12 2  ; 
5 14 15 2 ; 
6 8 30 1 ; 
 
[RESERVOIRS] 
;ID Head Pattern 
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1 10  ; 
 
[TANKS] 
;ID Elevation InitLevel MinLevel MaxLevel Diameter MinVol
 VolCurve 
7 10   5.00 0 20 15 0  ; 
 
[PIPES] 
;ID Node1 Node2 Length Diameter Roughness MinorLoss Status 
203 2 3 1000 400 100 0 Open ; 
205 2 5 1000 400 100 0 Open ; 
304 3 4 1000 400 100 0 Open ; 
504 5 4 1000 300 100 0 Open ; 
406 4 6 1000 500 100 0 Open ; 
607 6 7 1000 500 100 0 Open ; 
 
[PUMPS] 
;ID Node1 Node2 Parameters 
1 1 2 HEAD 1 SPEED 1 PATTERN 3 ; 
 
[VALVES] 
;ID Node1 Node2 Diameter Type Setting MinorLoss 
 
[TAGS] 
 
[DEMANDS] 
;Junction Demand Pattern Category 
 
[STATUS] 
;ID Status/Setting 
 
[PATTERNS] 
;ID  Multipliers 
;Demand pattern 
1   0.40   0.40   0.35   0.40   0.45   0.50 
1   0.60   0.70   0.70   0.60   0.80   0.60 
1   0.65   0.65   0.70   0.70   0.70   0.75 
1   0.70   0.60   0.55   0.50   0.40   0.40 
;Demand pattern 
2   0.60   0.50   0.50   0.55   0.60   0.60  
2   0.85   0.80   0.90   0.80   1.00   0.80 
2   0.70   0.80   0.65   0.75   0.85   0.80 
2   0.85   0.80   0.75   0.55   0.50   0.55 
;Pump speed 
3   0.35   0.35   0.36   0.43   0.43   0.49 
3   0.64   0.60   0.75   0.59   0.75   0.76 
3   0.76   0.84   0.84   0.64   0.72   0.81  
3   0.77   0.78   0.67   0.71   0.59   0.61 
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[CURVES] 
;ID X-Value Y-Value 
;PUMP: 
1 0 200 
1 38 119.6 
1 60 0 
 
[CONTROLS] 
 
 
 
[RULES] 
 
 
 
[ENERGY] 
Global Efficiency   75 
Global Price        0 
Demand Charge       0 
 
[EMITTERS] 
;Junction Coefficient 
 
[QUALITY] 
;Node InitQual 
 
[SOURCES] 
;Node Type QualityPattern 
 
[REACTIONS] 
;Type Pipe/Tank Coefficient 
 
 
[REACTIONS] 
Order Bulk 1 
Order Tank 1 
Order Wall 1 
Global Bulk 0 
Global Wall 0 
Limiting Potential 0 
Roughness Correlation 0 
 
[MIXING] 
;Tank Model 
 
[TIMES] 
Duration 24:00 
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Hydraulic Timestep 1:00 
Quality Timestep 0:05 
Pattern Timestep 1:00 
Pattern Start 0:00 
Report Timestep 1:00 
Report Start 0:00 
Start Clocktime 12 am 
Statistic NONE 
 
[REPORT] 
Status No 
Summary No 
Page 0 
 
[OPTIONS] 
Units  LPS 
Headloss H-W 
Specific Gravity 1 
Viscosity 1 
Trials 40 
Accuracy 0.001 
Unbalanced Continue 10 
Pattern 1 
Demand Multiplier 1.0 
Emitter Exponent 0.5 
QualityNone mg/L 
Diffusivity 1 
Tolerance 0.01 
 
[COORDINATES] 
;Node X-Coord Y-Coord 
2 -395.57 7713.61 
3 450.95 8560.13 
4 450.95 7658.23 
5 446.99 6878.96 
6 1257.91 7658.23 
1 -1795.89 7705.70 
7 2333.86 7654.27 
 
[VERTICES] 
;Link X-Coord Y-Coord 
 
[LABELS] 
;X-Coord Y-Coord Label & Anchor Node 
 
[BACKDROP] 
DIMENSIONS 0.00 0.00 10000.00 10000.00 
UNITS Meters 
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FILE 
OFFSET 0.00 0.00 
 
[END] 
 
 
 
 
[TITLE] 
Network File of the Example Distribution Network  
Under Emergency Operational Conditions with Leakage 
This network is used in Chapter 6 
 
 
[JUNCTIONS] 
;ID Elev Demand Pattern 
2 14 0  ; 
3 14 0  ; 
4 12 2  ; 
5 14 15 2 ; 
6 8 30 1 ; 
 
[RESERVOIRS] 
;ID Head Pattern 
1 10  ; 
 
[TANKS] 
;ID Elevation InitLevel MinLevel MaxLevel Diameter MinVol
 VolCurve 
7 10   5.00 0 20 15 0  ; 
 
[PIPES] 
;ID Node1 Node2 Length Diameter Roughness MinorLoss Status 
203 2 3 1000 400 100 0 Open ; 
205 2 5 1000 400 100 0 Open ; 
304 3 4 1000 400 100 0 Open ; 
504 5 4 1000 300 100 0 Open ; 
406 4 6 1000 500 100 0 Open ; 
607 6 7 1000 500 100 0 Open ; 
 
[PUMPS] 
;ID Node1 Node2 Parameters 
1 1 2 HEAD 1 SPEED 1 PATTERN 3 ; 
 
[VALVES] 
;ID Node1 Node2 Diameter Type Setting MinorLoss 
 
[TAGS] 
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[DEMANDS] 
;Junction Demand Pattern Category 
 
[STATUS] 
;ID Status/Setting 
 
[PATTERNS] 
;ID  Multipliers 
;Demand pattern 
1   0.40   0.40   0.35   0.40   0.45   0.50 
1   0.60   0.70   0.70   0.60   0.80   0.60 
1   0.65   0.65   0.70   0.70   0.70   0.75 
1   0.70   0.60   0.55   0.50   0.40   0.40 
;Demand pattern 
2   0.60   0.50   0.50   0.55   0.60   0.60  
2   0.85   0.80   0.90   0.80   1.00   0.80 
2   0.70   0.80   0.65   0.75   0.85   0.80 
2   0.85   0.80   0.75   0.55   0.50   0.55 
;Pump speed 
3   0.35   0.35   0.36   0.43   0.43   0.49 
3   0.64   0.60   0.75   0.59   0.75   0.76 
3   0.76   0.84   0.84   0.64   0.72   0.81  
3   0.77   0.78   0.67   0.71   0.59   0.61 
 
[CURVES] 
;ID X-Value Y-Value 
;PUMP: 
1 0 200 
1 38 119.6 
1 60 0 
 
[CONTROLS] 
 
 
 
[RULES] 
 
 
 
[ENERGY] 
Global Efficiency   75 
Global Price        0 
Demand Charge       0 
 
[EMITTERS] 
;Junction Coefficient 
4 0.1 
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5 0.1 
 
[QUALITY] 
;Node InitQual 
 
[SOURCES] 
;Node Type QualityPattern 
 
[REACTIONS] 
;Type Pipe/Tank Coefficient 
 
 
[REACTIONS] 
Order Bulk 1 
Order Tank 1 
Order Wall 1 
Global Bulk 0 
Global Wall 0 
Limiting Potential 0 
Roughness Correlation 0 
 
[MIXING] 
;Tank Model 
 
[TIMES] 
Duration 24:00 
Hydraulic Timestep 1:00 
Quality Timestep 0:05 
Pattern Timestep 1:00 
Pattern Start 0:00 
Report Timestep 1:00 
Report Start 0:00 
Start Clocktime 12 am 
Statistic NONE 
 
[REPORT] 
Status No 
Summary No 
Page 0 
 
[OPTIONS] 
Units  LPS 
Headloss H-W 
Specific Gravity 1 
Viscosity 1 
Trials 40 
Accuracy 0.001 
Unbalanced Continue 10 
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Pattern 1 
Demand Multiplier 1.0 
Emitter Exponent 0.5 
QualityNone mg/L 
Diffusivity 1 
Tolerance 0.01 
 
[COORDINATES] 
;Node X-Coord Y-Coord 
2 -395.57 7713.61 
3 450.95 8560.13 
4 450.95 7658.23 
5 446.99 6878.96 
6 1257.91 7658.23 
1 -1795.89 7705.70 
7 2333.86 7654.27 
 
[VERTICES] 
;Link X-Coord Y-Coord 
 
[LABELS] 
;X-Coord Y-Coord Label & Anchor Node 
 
[BACKDROP] 
DIMENSIONS 0.00 0.00 10000.00 10000.00 
UNITS Meters 
FILE 
OFFSET 0.00 0.00 
 
[END] 
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